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OCTOBER
31 Morningside (Iowa) (exhibition)..........................8 p.m.
NOVEMBER
6 Upper Iowa (exhibition).......................................7 p.m.
13-14 at Guardians Classic .............................Lexington, Ky.
13 vs. Kentucky...................................................8 p.m. ET
14 vs. Lipscomb (Tenn.) or Northern Colorado...........TBD
18 at Illinois .............................................................7 p.m.
21-22  at Guardians Classic (if qualified) ...........Kansas City
24 Southeast Missouri State ....................................7 p.m.
28 Cal State Fullerton ..............................................7 p.m.
DECEMBER
3 at Marquette (Wis.) .............................................1 p.m.
6 Wisconsin-Milwaukee.........................................7 p.m.
8 at Nebraska ....................................................7:05 p.m.
10 Denver (Colo.) ....................................................7 p.m.
12 Missouri-Kansas City .........................................7 p.m.
20 Manhattan  at Sioux Falls ...................................7 p.m.
23 at Minnesota .......................................................7 p.m.
28 Butler (Ind.).........................................................7 p.m.
JANUARY
2 at Montana State......................................7:05 p.m. MT
7 Utah Valley State.................................................7 p.m.
14 at North Dakota State ..........................................7 p.m.
18 at Central Florida ...........................................7 p.m. ET
25 at Idaho State................................................7 p.m. MT
27 at Utah State ............................................7:05 p.m. MT
30 at Utah Valley State..................................7:05 p.m. MT
FEBRUARY
2 Southwest Minnesota State.................................7 p.m.
6 Indiana Purdue - Fort Wayne ..............................7 p.m.
11 Texas-Pan American ...........................................7 p.m.
13 at Middle Tennessee State...................................7 p.m.
18 North Dakota State ..............................................7 p.m.
22 at Indiana Purdue - Fort Wayne .....................8 p.m. ET
25 at Texas-Pan American...................................1:30 p.m.
MARCH
3 at San Diego State ........................................ 7 p.m. PT
5 at Cal State Fullerton ................................2:05 p.m. PT
Schedule, including starting times, subject to change
All starting times Central Time unless noted otherwise
NO. PLAYER Year HEIGHT WEIGHT POS. HOMETOWN
3 Mackenzie Casey So. 6-0 160 G Wounded Knee, S.D.
4 Eric Heien Jr. 6-0 165 G Gettysburg, SD
10 Jose Frias Jr. 6-2 195 G New York City, N.Y.
20 James Keller RSFr. 6-2 175 G Anna, Ill.
22 Andy Kleinjan Jr. 6-3 170 G Bruce, S.D.
24 Matt Cadwell RSFr. 6-3 195 G St. Paul, Minn.
30 Blake Yackley Fr. 6-5 185 F Onida, S.D.
32 André Gilbert RSFr. 6-7 185 F Brooklyn Park, Minn.
34 Cam Hornby Fr. 6-0 180 G Winnipeg, Manitoba
40 Steve Holdren So. 6-5 215 F Champaign, Ill.
42 Mohamed Berte’ Jr. 6-8 200 F/C Abidjan, Ivory Coast
44 Mark Engen Fr. 6-10 200 F/C Lamberton, Minn.
50 Ben Beran Jr. 6-7 215 F Victor, Iowa
52 Robert Bilitz Fr. 6-10 200 F/C Plymouth, Minn.
54 Michael Loney So. 6-6 230 F Humboldt, Iowa
Head Coach: Scott Nagy (Delta State, 1988) 11th season - 220-77
Assistant Coach: Troy Larson (Morningside, 1995) fifth season
Assistant Coach: Matt Wilber (Augustana, 2002)  second season
Assistant Coach: Deryl Cunningham (Kansas State, 1994) first season
• 2005-06 Roster •
• 2005-06 Schedule •
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• Who, What and Where of SDSU •
Name of school: South Dakota State University
City/Zip: Brookings, SD 57007
Founded: February 21, 1881
Enrollment: 11,021 (fall 2005)
Colors: Yellow and Blue
Home Arena: Frost Arena (8,000)
Affiliation: NCAA Division I - Provisional
Conference: Independent
President: Dr. Peggy Gordon Miller
Alma Mater: Transylvania (Ky.), 1959 
Athletics Director: Dr. Fred Oien
Alma Mater,Year: South Dakota State, 1972
Athletic Dept. Phone: (605) 688-5625
Ticket Office Phone: (605) 688-5422 or 1-866-GO JACKS
Web Site: www.gojacks.com
First year of basketball: 1906
Overall all-time record: 1,238-831
Appearances in NCAA: 24/2004
Record in NCAA: 36-23
NCAA championships: One (1963)
Note: All postseason appearances at NCAA College Division or Division II level
Head Coach: Scott Nagy
Alma Mater,Year: Delta State, 1988
Record at School (yrs): 220-77 (10)
Career Record: 220-77 (10)
(605) 688-5626
Best Time to Reach Coach: Mornings
Assistant Coaches: Troy Larson (Morningside, 1995)
Matt Wilber (Augustana, 2002) 
Deryl Cunningham (Kansas State, 
1994)
Athletic Trainer: Jim Booher
2004-05 Record: 10-18
Home Record: 6-5
Away/Neutral Record: 2-12/2-1
Conference Record: N/A (Independent)
Letterwinners ret./lost: 5/5
Starters returning/lost: 2/3
Sports Information Dir: Ron Lenz
SID office telephone: (605) 688-4623
SID home telephone: (605) 692-7787
E-mail address: Ronald_Lenz@sdstate.edu
Assistant SID: Jason Hove
Asst SID telephone: (605) 688-4822
Asst. SID home  phone: (605) 692-1484
E-mail address: Jason_Hove@sdstate.edu
SID fax: (605) 688-5999
Internet home page: www.gojacks.com
SID mailing address: Sports Information Office
Stanley J. Marshall HPER Center
SDSU Box 2820
South Dakota State University
Brookings, SD 57007-1497
Starters Returning (R) and Lost (L) Cl. FG Pct. FT Pct. Reb. Avg. Pts. Avg.
(L) G: Luke Geiver 74-199 .372 38-46 .826 77 2.8 231 8.3
(L) G: Brady Hokenson 45-141 .319 32-49 .653 80 2.9 145 5.2
(L) C: Jared DeJong 46-110 .418 40-67 .597 127 4.5 132 4.7
(R) F: Ben Beran Jr. 148-315 .470 73-97 .753 164 5.9 380 13.6
(R) F: Steve Holdren So. 125-307 .407 48-76 .632 156 6.0 325 12.5
REMAINING ROSTER RETURNING (R) AND LOST (L) CL. FG PCT. FT PCT. REB. AVG. PTS. AVG.
(R) G: Mackenzie Casey So. 21-55 .382 10-15 .667 53 1.9 63 2.3
(L)G/F:Ben DeWaard 1-6 .167 2-2 1.000 3 0.4 5 0.6
(L) F: Joe Green 94-251 .375 60-98 .612 191 6.8 269 9.6
(R) F: Michael Loney So. 81-144 .563 52-68 .765 98 3.5 216 7.7
(R) G: Andy Kleinjan Jr. 31-77 .403 7-11 .636 21 1.5 81 5.8
NEWCOMERS (INCLUDING REDSHIRTS)
F/C: Mohamed Berté, 6-8, Jr., Abidjan, Ivory Coast (Africa); transfer from Indian Hills Community College (Iowa)
F/C: Robert Bilitz, 6-10, Fr., Plymouth, Minn.; honorable mention Minnesota Associated Press all-state team (all classes)
F/C: Mark Engen, 6-10, Fr., Lamberton, Minn.; named to Minnesota Associated Press all-state second team (all classes)
G: Jose Frias, 6-2, Jr., New York City, N.Y.; transfer from Allan Hancock College (Calif.)
G: Cam Hornby, 6-0, Fr., Winnipeg, Manitoba; earned honorable mention all-Canadian honors
F: Blake Yackley, 6-5, Fr., Onida, S.D.; all-state Class B selection at Sully Buttes High School
F: Andre’ Gilbert, 6-7, 185, Rs Fr., Brooklyn Park, MN
G: Matt Cadwell, 6-3, 195, Rs Fr., St. Paul, MN
G: James Keller, 6-2, 175, Rs Fr., Anna, IL
• Who’s Back, Who’s Not •
WNAX, at 570 AM, is the official station of South Dakota State University sports.
The announcers for the Jackrabbit flagship station have a 135 mile trip, one-way, for
South Dakota State home games. WNAX reaches into parts of seven states and pro-
vides broad coverage in South Dakota, North Dakota,
Nebraska, Iowa and Minnesota.
STEVE IMMING, SPORTS DIRECTOR – St. Louis
native Steve Imming returns for his 14th year as “Voice of the
Jackrabbits". Since he came to WNAX in 1992, the station has had to
clear out some extra space in Steve's office …
for all the awards he's won. A six-time winner of
the South Dakota Associated Press Sportscaster
of the Year Award, Steve also was named the 1998
Sportscaster of the Year from the state by the
National Sportswriters and Sportscasters
Association. Steve received the Kolpack
Media award from the North Central
Conference in 2004. Don't bother ask-
ing Imming who won the '56
World Series - a sports purist, he probably can recite the
depth chart. He takes that skill and knowledge with him as
the statewide voice of the SDSU Jackrabbit football and
basketball programs. His prior radio experience includes
Waynesville and Rolla, Missouri;  Kenosha, Wisconsin, and
Omaha, Nebraska.   Following his undergraduate studies at
Creighton, Imming spent four years with the U.S. Air Force,
1967-71, and served as Sports Director of the Armed Forces
Thailand Network. He worked at Sodrac Park and several other large greyhound
tracks across the country in the late 1970's and 80's. Imming was co-host of the
Greyhound Race of Champions on ESPN in 1985 and on Sports Channel in 1986. 
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• Jacks on WNAX •
Newspaper: Brookings Register
Contact : Eric Viccaro
Address: 312 5th Street
Brookings, SD 57006
Telephone: (605) 692-6271
Fax: (605) 692-2979
Newspaper: Sioux Falls Argus Leader 
Contact : Chris Solari
Address: Box 5034
Sioux Falls, SD 57117
Telephone: (605) 331-2323
Fax: (605) 331-2294
Official Radio: WNAX
Contact : Steve Imming, Spts Dir
Address: 1609 East Highway 50
Yankton, SD 57078
Telephone: (605) 668-1179 
Fax: (605) 668- 8788
Local Radio: KBRK
Contact : Dellas Cole, Spts Dir
Address: Box 97
Brookings, SD 57006
Telephone: (605) 692-1430
Fax: (605) 692-4441
Local Radio: KJJQ
Contact : Scott Kwas, Spts Dir
Address: Box 97
Brookings, SD 57006
Telephone: (605) 692-1430
Fax: (605) 692-4441
Television: KELO
Contact: Travis Fossing, Spts Dir
Address: 501 South Phillips
Sioux Falls, SD 57102
Telephone: (605) 336-1100
Fax: (605)  336-0202
Television: KSFY
Contact: Erik Thorstenson, Spts Dir
Address: 300 North Dakota, Suite 100
Sioux Falls, SD 57102
Telephone: (605) 336-1300
Fax: (605) 336-7936
Television: KDLT
Contact: Mark Ovenden, Spts Dir
Address: 3600 South Westport
Sioux Falls, SD 
Telephone: (605) 361-5555
Fax: (605) 361-3982
• JACKRABBIT MEDIA •
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CREDENTIALS
All requests for media credentials for
SDSU women’s basketball home games
should be directed to sports information
director Ron Lenz or assistant director Jason
Hove at least 24 hours prior to the event.  
Credentials will be mailed if requests are
received a week or more in advance.
Otherwise, credentials may be picked up at
the Jackrabbit Ticket Office inside the Stanley
J. Marshall HPER Center weekdays from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m., or at the Frost Arena will call
window one hour prior to the start of the
event.
Due to limited seating at press row, only
working media will be allowed to sit court-
side at Frost Arena. Media requiring access
to phone lines and Internet for photo or story
transmission should contact the SDSU sports
information office in advance of gameday to
assist in seating assignments, etc. 
Photographers (live and still) are asked
to not interfere with the sight lines of specta-
tors. Designated photography areas are locat-
ed along the baselines.
All credentials are non-transferable.
The following guidelines apply specifi-
cally to Internet sites:
• No more than two people working for the
official Web site of the opponent and/or its
official conference site will be issued creden-
tials.
• Web sites whose content centers around
message boards and chat rooms where users
can post anonymous information and/or
rumors are ineligible for any consideration
for credentials or access.
• Credentials will not be granted to any
agency operating sites that are in any way
affiliated with gambling, or to freelance or
fan-based sites that are not affiliated with a
legitimate news-gathering organization.
The final decision for credentials remains at
the sole discretion of SDSU sports informa-
tion personnel. Failure to abide by the guide-
lines outlined on this page may result in rev-
ocation of media credentials.
STATISTICS
The South Dakota State University
Sports Information Office will keep official
statistics and will distribute final statistics to
teams and members of the media within 10
minutes after the conclusion of the game. 
Broadcasts
All Jackrabbit men’s basketball games
during the 2005-06 season are scheduled to
be broadcast live on WNAX Radio 570 AM,
with Steve Imming calling the play-by-play.
Radio broadcasts also will be streamed
online at: www3.sdstate.edu/athletics/broad-
casts and www.wnax.com
Broadcasts begin approximately 15 min-
utes prior to the scheduled tipoff.
Coach Nagy will conduct a short postgame
radio interview before meeting with other
members of the media.
One phone line for visiting teams’ radio
broadcasts will be available courtside at Frost
Arena.  
ON THE WEB
The latest Jackrabbit news and updates
can be viewed on the Internet at
www.gojacks.com, the official site of South
Dakota State University athletics. Box scores,
updated season statistics and a game recap
will be posted within an hour after each
game.
Live stats of all Jackrabbit home games
also will be available through gojacks.com.
To view live stats, log on to the following
address: gojacks.sdstate.edu/mbbstats
• Media Information •
INTERVIEW POLICY
Outside of athletic events, interviews with
South Dakota State University student-ath-
letes must be arranged 24 hours in
advance Monday through Thursday by
contacting the SDSU Sports Information
Office or the head coach of the sport
involved. Please do not contact student-
athletes directly without prior approval —
phone numbers of SDSU student-athletes
will not be released. Media members
should understand that all return calls will
be made collect or via a toll-free number,
unless the student-athlete does the inter-
view from the sports information office.
Jackrabbit student-athletes will not be
available for interviews prior to a contest
the day of the game, but will be available
for post-game interviews 10 minutes after
the conclusion of contests by contacting a
member of the sports information staff or
coaching staff. 
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• Scott Nagy - 11th season as head coach •
Scott Nagy enters his 11th season as
head coach of the South Dakota State
University men's basketball team in 2004-05
and will lead the Jackrabbits into the ranks of
NCAA Division I.
In his ten years at SDSU, Nagy has
amassed a 220-77 record. When SDSU left
NCAA Division II to move to Division I follow-
ing the 2004 season, Nagy ranked second
among active coaches at the division with  a
.781 winning percentage.
The all-time leader in men's basketball
coaching victories at SDSU, Nagy guided the
Jackrabbits to four North Central Conference
championships (1996, 1997, 1998, 2002) and
eight NCAA postseason berths. During that
time, SDSU hosted the North Central Regional
three times, including the 1996-97 season
when the Jackrabbits earned their way to the
Elite Eight after defeating defending national
champion Fort Hays State in the champi-
onship game, 86-74, at Frost Arena.
A native of Champaign, Ill., Nagy was
North Central Conference Coach of the Year
five times (1996, 1997, 1998, 2002 and
2003).
As an athlete, Nagy was named Gulf
South Conference Athlete of the Year in 1988
and still holds the Delta State (Miss.) record
for assists. He has been named to the Delta
State Hall of Fame and was named to the Gulf
South Conference academic all-conference
team three straight year
Although just 29 when he became head
coach at SDSU, Nagy had seven seasons
experience as an assistant coach. He was a
graduate assistant for two seasons under
coach Lou Henson, helping guide the
Fighting Illini to two trips to the NCAA tourna-
ment, including a trip to the Final Four in
1989, alongside his father, Dick, who was a
longtime assistant at Illinois.
Nagy was an assistant at SDSU under
head coach Jim Thorson from 1990-93.
During that tenure, the Jacks claimed the NCC
title in 1992 and the NCC post-season tour-
nament crown in 1991, playing in the NCAA
tournament each year. For two seasons before
becoming head coach at SDSU, Nagy was
assistant coach at Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville.
Nagy and his
wife, Jamie, have three
sons, Nick (11), Tyler (10)
and Anthony (5),  and two
daughters, Natalie (3) and
Naika (2).
SCOTT NAGY
Birthdate: June 7, 1966
Birthplace: Abilene, TX
High School: Champaign Centennial
College:
BS Business Administration Delta State 1988
MS Physical Education Illinois 1990
Family:
Wife - Jamie
Sons - Nick, Tyler, Anthony   
Daughter - Natalie, Naika
Coaching career:
Graduate Assistant, University of Illinois, 1988-89
Asistant Coach, South Dakota State, 1990-93
Assistant Coach, SIU-Edwardsville, 1993-95
Head Coach, South Dakota State, May 1995-present
NAGY AT SDSU
YEAR           OVERALL                NCC
1996 24-5 15-3
1997 25-5 14-4
1998 26-3 16-2
1999 17-10 9-9
2000 21-9 12-6
2001 22-7 13-5
2002 24-6 15-3
2003 24-7 12-4
2004 27-7 9-5
2005 10-18 xxx
Career 220-77 115-41
THE CHRONOLOGY 
Scott Nagy’s basketball career 
since high school
1984 - graduated from Centennial HS in Champaign, IL
1985 - Gulf South Conference Freshman of Year, team was runner-
up in league, NCAA playoffs, 20-11
1986 - Gulf South champions, NCAA playoffs, 23-8
1987 - Gulf South runners-up, NCAA regional champions, NCAA
quarterfinal winner at St. Cloud State, Final Four,  24-9
1988 - team finished 13-14 – Gulf South Commissioner’s Trophy
as the outstanding student-athlete in the conference
1989 - graduate assistant at Illinois, Illini went to Final Four, 31-5
1990 - graduate assistant at Illinois, Illini qualified for NCAA play-
offs, 21-8
1991 - assistant at SDSU, Jacks played in regional at Grand Forks,
team finished 24-8
1992 - assistant at SDSU, Jacks won regional, qualified for Elite
Eight in Springfield, 25-8
1993 - SDSU finished 19-12
1994 - assistant at SIU-E, 13-13
1995 - assistant at SIU-E, 10-16
1996 - NCC champions, 24-5, regional runner-up
1997 - NCC champions, 25-5, region champions, Elite Eight qual-
ifier
1998 - NCC champions, 26-3, regional runner-up
1999 - 17-10, fourth in NCC
2000 - 21-9, second in NCC,NCAA regional  qualifier
2001 - 22-7, second in NCC, NCAA regional qualifier
2002 - 24-6, NCC champions, NCC post-season playoff champi-
ons, regional runner-up
2003 - 24-7, second in NCC, NCAA regional qualifier
2004 - 27-7, second in NCC, NCAA regional qualifier
2005 - 10-18, first year of DI transition
South Dakota State University ...
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Troy Larson is in his fifth season as assistant coach at South Dakota State.
The native of Mallard, IA., was head coach at Morningside College between March to May,
2001, before joining the Jackrabbit staff.
Larson, a 1995 graduate of Morningside,  joined the staff at his alma matter as assistant coach
in July of 1998. After being elevated to associate head coach 2000-01 season, he was named head
coach in March, 2001, when Jerry Schmutte moved from head coach to athletics director.
Larson was a two-year starter at point guard for Morningside after transferring from Iowa Lakes
Community College.  He led Morningside with 131 assists and averaged 11.9 points as a senior
when the Mustangs advanced to the NCAA Division II Elite Eight.
He was an assistant coach at Iowa Lakes CC during the 1997-98 academic year before joining
the Morningside staff. After earning his Bachelor’s Degree at Morningside, he was employed for two
years at the Deloitte & Touche accounting firm in Des Moines.
Larson earned first-team all-state honors in high school, graduating from Mallard High School
in 1991.
Larson and his wife, Angela, have one daughter, Taylor, and two sons, William and Owen, the
newest member of the family born in July.
MATT WILBER
Matt Wilber is in his second season with the Jackrabbit men's basketball coaching staff.
A native of Dell Rapids, S.D., Wilber played both basketball and baseball at Augustana College (S.D.), where he
graduated in 2002 with a bachelor of arts degree in health, physical education and recreation. As a senior, Wilber was an
academic all-North Central Conference selection.
Wilber previously served as an assistant basketball coach at Augustana under coach Perry Ford during the 2002-03
season, then spent the 2003-04 campaign as an assistant coach at the University of Sioux Falls.
DERYL CUNNINGHAM
Deryl Cunningham is in his first season at South Dakota State.
A 1994 graduate of Kansas State University, Cunningham was a Parade High School All-America selection in 1989,
graduating from the same high school as Isaiah Thomas. Cunninghamwent on to earn honorable mention all-Big Eight
Conference honors at KSU where finished seventh on the career rebounding chart. Cunningham was a starter on an
NCAA tournament team as a junior and final-four NIT team as a senior.
After finishing at KSU, Cunningham was selected in the CBA draft by Sioux Falls and played for coach Flip
Saunders. After playing overseas 1996-2001, he returned to the CBA with the Saskatchewan Hawks.  
Before enrolling at SDSU, Cunningham was a substitute teach at St. Joseph High Schoo in Westchester, IL., where his
jersey was retired in 2004. He was also assistant varsity coach for a team which finished 28-2 and was ranked nationally.
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South Dakota State’s first season of Division I competition was a roller coaster ride, with the Jacks playing an independent schedule which had 17 games
away from home.
And then even the home court wasn’t always kind as the Jacks went 6-5 at Frost Arena enroute to a 10-18 season.
Graduation claimed three starters and another lettermen did not return, but the five lettermen who are back will be joined by three redshirt freshmen and a
six newcomers. Coach Scott Nagy doesn’t hesitate to say, “We’ll be better,” but at the same time, he is quick to point out that “the schedule will also be
tougher.”
The returnees include SDSU’s top two scorers from last year, 6-8 forward Ben Beran, who averaged 13.6 points per game, and forward-guard Steve
Holdren, who came in at 12.5 as a first-year freshmen.
Three players who saw considerable action off the bench also return: post player Michael Loney plus guards Casey Mackenzie and Andy Kleinjan.
Two of the redshirts are expected to make immediate contributions, 6-7 Andre’ Gilbert and 6-3 Matt Cadwell. Also returning is redshirt freshman James
Keller and transfer Eric Heien, who came to SDSU after two years at Mount Marty but did not see action last season.
The crop of newcomers includes a pair of 6-10 freshmen from Minnesota, Mark Engen and Robert Bilitz, plus a 6-8 junior college transfer Mohamed
Berte’ (Indian Hills CC in Iowa). The guard position should be bolstered by 6-2 transfer Jose Frias (Allan Hancock College, Calif.) and 6-0 freshman Cam
Horby,from Winnipeg, Manitoba.
The schedule? Whereas last season’s home scheduled featured ten of 11 games against non-Division I competition, this season’s schedule will have just
one non-DI opponent, Southwest State at Brookings Feb. 2. The Jacks will open against Kentucky in the Guardians Classic at Lexington on November 13, will
be at Illinois on November 18 and have a schedule which includes home games against Southeast Missouri, Cal State Fullerton, Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
Denver, Missouri-Kansas City, Butler, Utah Valley State, Indiana Purdue-Fort Wayne, Texas-Pan American and North Dakota State along with a home game
against Manhattan at Sioux Falls Dec. 20.
FIRST DI VICTORY – South Dakota State rallied from a ten-point deficit with five minutes to play to defeat Tennessee State 82-80 at Nashville Dec. 22.
Brady Hokenson hit the game winning shot with ten seconds to play as he finished the night with a double-double: 12 points, 11 rebounds. Guard Luke Geiver
scored a career high 26 as he hit 6-of-8 three-point attempts while guard Andy Kleinjan, just back from an injury, also had a career high, with 11. And fresh-
man Steve Holdren had his first double-double with 10 points and 11 rebounds.
THE RETURNEES:
BEN BERAN - led the team in scoring getting 13.6 points and 5.9 rebounds per game … had back-to-back career highs of 25 points and 10 rebounds
at UMKC followed by 27 points, 13 rebounds vs. Morningside ... was the national independent Player of the Week after those two games … led the team in
scoring in ten games and in rebounding in nine games … scored in double figures in 20 of 28 games … earned all-tournament honors at the 2004 Burger
King Holiday Classic when he had 17 points with nine rebounds vs. Wayne Neb., and 18 points with six rebounds vs. Wayne, Mich. …  in 2004, he averaged
3.8 points and 3.9 rebounds when he played in 34 games with one start ... so has now appeared in 62 games with 28 starts and has 588 career points (9.3
ppg) with 293 rebounds (4.8 rpg) … had 20 points at Manhattan Nov. 21 … the 2004 North Central Conference Freshman of the Year 
MACKENZIE CASEY - First year freshman guard who played at Red Cloud High School on the Pine Ridge reservation in South Dakota ... one of six
players to see action in every game … had 63 points (2.3 ppg) and 52 assists … had season high 11 points along with five rebounds, five assists and four
steals at UMKC ...  had seven assists vs. Wayne State, Mich … had eight points, four rebounds, 4 assists vs. NDSU.
STEVE HOLDREN – The freshman who graduated from Coach Nagy’s alma mater at Centennial High School in Champaign, IL, was SDSU’s leading
scorer through 13 games, but did not play against Buena Vista while battling an illness, then played off the bench for two games before starting against
Morningside … missed the Rio-Piedras game with an illness so has played in 25 games with 22 starts … scored in double figures in the first five games and
19 times overall … was the team’s leading scorer in 10 games with a season high 23 points at Arkansas State where he also led in rebounds with eight … fin-
ished second on the team with an 12.0 average … also getting 5.8 rebounds per game … had 22 points vs. Mayville State in SDSU’s first home game of the
season … had a double-double vs. Tennessee State with 10 points and 11 rebounds … was the NCAA Division I Independent Newcomer of the week twice,
February 1 and March 1.
ANDY KLEINJAN - came off the injury list in December, played in 14 straight games and was reinjured … had a career high 16 points in the victory
over Bellevue … had 11 points in the victory over Tennessee State when he hit 4-of-5 field goal tries including all three of his three-point attempts … at San
Diego State, didn’t score but had a career high nine rebounds … and against NDSU, had 11 points … appeared in 25 games in 2004  so has now played in
39 for his career  ... has 132 points … 19 of his 51 field goals have been three-pointers (19x63, 30.2%).
MICHAEL LONEY - Loney shared time at the post … had his season (career) high with 19 points against Southeast Missouri … had 17 earlier against
Illinois-Chicago ... against NDSU, was 7-for-7 from field, 2-2 at the foul line and had 16 points … started the first two games but played the last 26 off the
bench... led the team in field goal shooting at 56.3  per cent (81x144) … had 216 points (7.7 ppg).
• 2005-06 Outlook •
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• 2004-05 Season Statistics •
Name                        G-GS  Min.    Avg.   FG-FGA   Pct.  3FG-FGA   Pct.   FT-FTA     Pct.    O-D-Reb.   Avg.  PF-D      A   TO  BLK STL Pts.  Avg.
Ben Beran 28-28 766 27.4 148-315 .470 11-35 .314 73-97 .753 59-105-164 5.9 98-5 29 75 15 30 380 13.6
D-I Games 16-16 440 27.5 78-172 .453 8-22 .364 43-56 .768 34-53-87 5.4 57-4 16 55 6 20 207 12.9
Steve Holdren 26-23 751 28.9 125-307 .407 27-83 .325 48-76 .632 64-92-156 6.0 72-2 48 69 1 22 325 12.5
D-I Games 16-13 455 28.4 82-206 .398 18-57 .316 29-42 .690 40-57-97 6.1 49-2 28 39 1 11 211 13.2
Joe Green 28-15 731 26.1 94-251 .375 21-84 .250 60-98 .612 64-127-191 6.8 58-1 37 57 27 22 269 9.6
D-I Games 16-8 433 27.1 55-147 .374 14-53 .264 33-59 .559 35-69-104 6.5 39-1 27 42 12 13 157 9.8
Luke Geiver 28-28 822 29.4 74-199 .372 45-119 .378 38-46 .826 19-58-77 2.8 62-0 66 47 0 41 231 8.3
D-I Games 16-16 475 29.7 37-98 .378 24-59 .407 17-20 .850 7-31-38 2.4 35-0 36 27 0 23 115 7.2
Michael Loney 28-2 563 20.1 81-144 .563 2-5 .400 52-68 .765 51-47-98 3.5 71-3 24 36 6 14 216 7.7
D-I Games 16-2 325 20.3 48-83 .578 1-3 .333 29-37 .784 30-22-52 3.3 47-2 15 26 4 2 126 7.9
Andy Kleinjan 14-0 270 19.3 31-77 .403 12-42 .286 7-11 .636 3-18-21 1.5 12-0 17 11 0 10 81 5.8
D-I Games 5-0 101 20.2 13-28 .464 6-15 .400 1-2 .500 2-12-14 2.8 5-0 9 5 0 4 33 6.6
Brady Hokenson 28-27 749 26.8 45-141 .319 23-81 .284 32-49 .653 24-56-80 2.9 49-0 97 64 1 31 145 5.2
D-I Games 16-16 437 27.3 22-76 .289 10-39 .256 16-25 .640 14-36-50 3.1 30-0 52 40 0 15 70 4.4
Jared DeJong 28-17 585 20.9 46-110 .418 0-1 .000 40-67 .597 44-83-127 4.5 49-1 29 39 13 14 132 4.7
D-I Games 16-9 344 21.5 27-60 .450 0-0 .000 18-33 .545 27-38-65 4.1 34-1 14 19 7 7 72 4.5
Mackenzie Casey 28-0 345 12.3 21-55 .382 11-34 .324 10-15 .667 12-41-53 1.9 12-0 52 52 1 13 63 2.3
D-I Games 16-0 186 11.6 10-21 .476 6-11 .545 10-15 .667 3-25-28 1.8 7-0 24 34 0 10 36 2.3
Ben DeWaard 8-0 19 2.4 1-6 .167 1-3 .333 2-2 1.000 2-1-3 0.4 0-0 0 0 0 1 5 0.6
D-I Games 4-0 4 1.0 0-0 .000 0-0 .000 0-0 .000 0-0-0 0.0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
Team 54-48-102 3.6 1-0 10
D-I Games 26-28-54 3.4 1-0 4
SDSU Team Totals 28-28 5600 666-1605 .415 153-487 .314 362-529 .684 396-676-1072 38.3 484-12 399 460 64 198 1847 66.0
D-I Games 16-16 3200 372-891 .418 87-259 .336 196-289 .678 218-371-589 36.8 304-10 221 291 30 105 1027 64.2
Opp. Team Totals 28-28 5600 705-1632 .432 232-617 .376 356-501 .711 318-641-959 34.2 505-15 423 378 117 251 1998 71.4
D-I Games 16-16 3200 426-947 .450 145-362 .401 225-323 .697 192-353-545 34.1 287-9 268 203 77 150 1222 76.4
Date           Opponent                                  Score     Site                               Att.      Rec.    Scoring Leader                 Rebound Leader
Nov. 19 Butler (Ind.) L, 52-80 Indianapolis, Ind. 3,596 0-1 Steve Holdren, 14 Steve Holdren, 9
Nov. 21 Manhattan (N.Y.) L, 69-73 Riverdale, N.Y. 523 0-2 Ben Beran, 20 Ben Beran, 8
Nov. 24 Mayville State (N.D.) W, 87-51 Frost Arena 1,109 1-2 Steve Holdren, 22 Ben Beran, 9
Nov. 27 Illinois-Chicago L, 66-80 Chicago, Ill. 1,956 1-3 Michael Loney, 17 Michael Loney, 8
Dec. 1 Wisconsin-Milwaukee L, 54-89 Milwaukee, Wis. 3,053 1-4 Steve Holdren, 15 Holdren, Beran, Green 5
Dec. 4 Southeast Missouri State L, 58-59 Cape Girardeau, Mo. 3,301 1-5 Michael Loney, 19 Loney, Beran 6
Dec. 7 Marquette (Wis.) L, 60-76 Milwaukee, Wis. 11,855 1-6 Steve Holdren, 17 Joe Green, 8
Dec. 11 Denver (Colo.) L, 69-83 Denver, Colo. 856 1-7 Brady Hokenson, 15 Loney, DeJong 6
Dec. 18 Michigan Tech L, 60-69 Frost Arena 1,803 1-8 Steve Holdren, 13 Steve Holdren, 7
Dec. 22 Tennessee State W, 82-80 Nashville, Tenn. 1,079 2-8 Luke Geiver, 26 Steve Holdren, 11
Dec. 28 $Wayne State (Neb.) L, 56-82 Frost Arena 1,418 2-9 Beran, Geiver 17 Ben Beran, 9
Dec. 29 $Wayne State (Mich.) L, 62-71 Frost Arena 1,292 2-10 Ben Beran, 18 Ben Beran, 6
Jan. 3 San Diego State (Calif.) L, 49-64 San Diego, Calif. 3,398 2-11 Ben Beran, 15 Andy Kleinjan, 9
Jan. 8 Buena Vista (Iowa) W, 75-65 Frost Arena 1,313 3-11 Joe Green, 24 Joe Green, 10
Jan. 15 North Dakota State W, 78-59 Frost Arena 4,281 4-11 Beran, Loney 16 Joe Green, 12
Jan. 17 UMKC L, 85-95 Kansas City, Mo. 2,242 4-12 Ben Beran, 25 Green, Beran 10
Jan. 19 Morningside (Iowa) L, 62-70 Frost Arena 1,399 4-13 Ben Beran, 27 Ben Beran, 13
Jan. 25 Bellevue (Neb.) W, 63-53 Frost Arena 1,023 5-13 Andy Kleinjan, 16 Joe Green, 9
Jan. 29 Arkansas State L, 61-88 Jonesboro, Ark. 3,141 5-14 Steve Holdren, 26 Steve Holdren, 8
Feb. 1 Winona State (Minn.) W, 70-59 Frost Arena 1,109 6-14 Steve Holdren, 17 Joe Green, 9
Feb. 5 Upper Iowa W, 78-48 Frost Arena 1,803 7-14 Luke Geiver, 24 Green, DeJong 8
Feb. 7 Southwest Minnesota State L, 55-93 Frost Arena 1,233 7-15 Ben Beran, 11 Joe Green, 9
Feb. 14 Colorado L, 49-82 Boulder, Colo. 1,621 7-16 Steve Holdren, 16 Joe Green, 13
Feb. 17 ^Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras W, 65-58 Fort Myers, Fla. N/A 8-16 Brady Hokenson, 18 Joe Green, 12
Feb. 18 ^North Dakota State L, 55-75 Fort Myers, Fla. 250 8-17 Ben Beran, 24 Ben Beran, 6
Feb. 19 ^Puerto Rico-Bayamon W, 87-57 Fort Myers, Fla. N/A 9-17 Steve Holdren, 19 Holdren, DeJong 9
Feb. 21 Central Florida L, 72-82 Orlando, Fla. 1,322 9-18 Ben Beran, 20 Steve Holdren, 7
Feb. 26 North Dakota State W, 68-57 Fargo, N.D. 6,052 10-18 Steve Holdren, 19 Joe Green, 12 
$ SDSU Burger King Classic game
^ National Independent Tournament game
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Cumulative Scoring By Halves
1 2 OT Total
South Dakota State 819 1,028 — 1,847
Opponents 970 1,028 — 1,998
Attendance             Dates             Total         Avg.
Home 11 17,783 1,617
Away 14 43,995 3,143
Neutral 3 250 83
Total 28 62,028 2,215
Record                          W             L             Pct.
All Games 10 18 .357
Home 6 5 .545
Away 2 12 .143
Neutral 2 1 .667
Leading at Half 9 1 .900
Trailing at Half 1 17 .056
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Opponent                             Date     Score    WL    CASEY   GEIVER   HOKENSON  KLEINJAN   DEWAARD  HOLDREN  DEJONG   GREEN   BERAN
at Butler 11/19/04 52-80 L 5-2-4 2-2-1 2-3-0 DNP 0-0-0 14-9-1 3-6-0 12-3-0 10-4-1
at Manhattan College 11/21/04 69-73 L 0-1-6 9-1-2 7-5-0 DNP DNP 13-5-0 11-4-1 4-6-4 20-8-1
MAYVILLE STATE (N.D.) 11/24/04 87-51 W 9-6-5 6-5-3 6-2-2 DNP 0-0-0 22-8-1 8-3-5 8-3-0 13-9-2
at Illinois-Chicago 11/27/04 66-80 L 3-3-3 6-2-4 3-3-1 DNP DNP 12-5-1 10-6-1 9-5-0 6-5-0
at UW-Milwaukee 12/1/04 54-89 L 0-0-0 12-3-0 6-2-4 DNP 0-0-0 15-5-2 4-3-0 9-5-1 6-5-1
at Southeast Missouri State 12/4/04 58-59 L 3-3-0 5-0-0 2-3-2 DNP DNP 6-5-1 4-2-2 10-3-1 9-6-1
at Marquette 12/07/04 60-76 L 0-1-0 4-2-4 8-2-5 DNP DNP 17-6-1 3-2-1 10-8-1 10-5-2
at Denver 12/11/04 69-83 L 5-5-0 11-5-2 15-5-8 DNP DNP 6-5-2 8-6-1 6-2-1 6-4-0
MICHIGAN TECH 12/18/04 60-69 L 2-1-0 7-3-2 12-1-2 0-0-1 DNP 13-7-3 2-2-0 7-4-0 6-6-0
at Tennessee State 12/22/04 82-80 W 0-0-0 26-2-3 12-6-11 11-1-1 DNP 10-11-3 2-8-0 7-6-0 8-0-0
WAYNE STATE (NEB.) 12/28/04 56-82 L 0-0-1 17-2-3 3-1-6 4-1-0 0-1-0 11-3-2 0-4-2 0-5-0 17-9-1
WAYNE STATE (MICH.) 12/29/04 62-71 L 0-2-7 11-2-1 2-2-2 6-1-1 DNP 3-5-4 9-5-1 5-3-0 18-6-0
at SAN DIEGO STATE 1/3/05 49-64 L 0-0-1 6-6-2 1-2-4 0-9-2 DNP 12-3-2 2-7-3 3-5-2 15-8-0
BUENA VISTA (IOWA) 1/8/05 75-65 W 0-1-1 7-2-5 1-6-4 7-3-1 DNP DNP 4-5-0 24-10-3 19-9-1
NORTH DAKOTA STATE 1/15/05 78-59 W 8-4-4 5-1-4 2-3-2 11-1-1 DNP 4-4-4 8-6-0 8-12-2 16-5-3
at Missouri-Kansas City 1/17/05 85-95 L 11-5-5 3-1-2 0-4-0 9-2-3 DNP 12-5-2 6-0-2 17-10-4 25-10-3
MORNINGSIDE (IOWA) 1/19/05 62-70 L 3-1-2 6-5-2 7-1-1 0-1-1 DNP 8-5-4 3-3-0 4-9-0 27-13-1
BELLEVUE (NEB.) 1/25/05 63-53 W 5-5-3 5-5-4 10-2-4 16-0-0 DNP 4-5-1 0-5-2 11-9-1 8-5-1
at Arkansas State University 1/29/05 61-88 L 0-1-0 2-1-0 0-5-2 2-1-2 0-0-0 26-8-0 5-2-0 12-5-2 10-4-1
WINONA STATE (MINN.) 2/1/05 70-59 W 0-1-0 10-4-2 4-3-7 3-0-1 DNP 17-8-2 7-6-2 7-9-0 12-2-1
UPPER IOWA 2/5/05 78-48 W 0-2-4 24-2-1 0-1-6 5-1-1 3-1-0 12-6-1 7-8-1 9-8-2 10-4-4
SOUTHWEST MINNESOTA STATE 2/7/05 55-93 L 5-0-1 3-3-1 9-3-6 7-0-2 DNP 5-3-0 2-4-0 10-9-2 11-4-1
at Colorado 2/14/05 49-82 L 1-0-0 2-3-3 0-2-2 DNP DNP 16-4-3 2-3-1 9-13-3 14-6-0
vs Puerto Rico Rio-Piedras 2/17/05 65-58 W 3-5-3 5-1-3 18-7-3 DNP DNP DNP 7-8-1 10-12-1 14-2-1
vs North Dakota State 2/18/05 55-75 L 0-3-1 10-0-2 4-1-3 DNP 0-0-0 10-5-3 0-3-0 5-4-1 24-6-0
vs Puerto Rico Bayamon 2/19/05 87-57 W 0-1-1 15-5-3 3-1-2 DNP 2-1-0 19-9-2 11-9-1 17-6-1 18-8-0
at Central Florida 2/21/05 72-82 L 0-0-0 5-5-4 2-2-6 DNP DNP 19-7-3 0-0-2 18-5-5 20-6-1
at North Dakota State 2/26/05 68-57 W 0-0-0 7-4-3 6-2-2 DNP DNP 19-10-0 4-7-0 18-12-0 8-5-2
• Individual Game By Game •
Two Jacks On Street & Smith Pre-season All-Independent Team
Two players from South Dakota State are among the five tabbed by Street & Smith magazine as members of the 2005-06 all-Independent
men’s basketball team.
Junior Ben Beran and sophomore Steve Holdren, SDSU’s returning starters, are joined by Northern Colorado sophomore center Kirk
Archibeque, Longwood junior guard Michael Jefferson and Utah Valley State forward David Heck.
Beran, 6-7, led SDSU in scoring last year, averaging 13.6 points per game while also getting 5.9 rebounds per game. Holderen, a 6-5,
started 23 games last year as a first-year freshman, and averaged 12.5 points and 6.0 rebounds per game.
Archibeque, a 6-9 sophomore center, was tabbed as the pre-season player of the year among Division I Independents. He was a first-team
Division I All-Independent selection last season (and the only non-senior on the team) after leading the Bears in scoring (12.2) and rebound-
ing (6.0), becoming the first freshman in program history to lead the team in both of those categories. His 58.1 percent field goal percentage
ranked 22nd among Division I players and second nationally among freshmen. 
Jefferson, 6-3, averaged 15.4 points per game last year for Longwood while Heck, 6-6, averaged 9.4 points and 5.3 rebounds.
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**ANDY KLEINJAN
6-3, 170, GUARD
JUNIOR
BRUCE, SD
SIOUX VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL - 2002
2004-05: Andy started the season, played in 14 games, and ended the season hurt ... in between had some
bright moments including a 16-point effort against Bellevue and 11 in SDSU’s first victory over a Division I
opponent, Tennessee State, a game in which he was 3-for-3 on three-point attempts  ...
2003-04: Andy played in 25 games, scoring 51 points with a season high eight against Northern Kentucky in
November … averages for the season were 2.0 points, 0.2 assists and 0.4 rebounds per game.
2002-03: Andy redshirted.
High School: Andy was the Gatorade South Dakota Player of the Year for 2002 … he also earned all-state honors and was on the Sioux Falls
Argus Leader Top Five … averaged 28 points and eight rebounds per
game for coach Bill Vincent at  Sioux Valley High School … finished his
career with 1,205 points after averaging  19.3 points per game as a junior
when Sioux Valley finished third  in the state Class A tournament … an
excellent all-around athlete, Kleinjan has competed in the state cross
country meet four times,
qualified for the state track
meet three and played in two
state basketball tournaments
… was also an honor roll
student in high school with a
3.4 grade point average.
Personal: Majoring in history … born August 22, 1983 … parents are Russ and Barb Kleinjan
… has one sister, Valerie.
• Meet The Jackrabbits - Lettermen •
• Career Highs •
Points - 16 vs. Bellevue 1/25/05
Rebounds - 9 at San Diego State 1/3/05
Assists - 3 at Missouri-Kansas City 1/17/05
Steals - 2 vs. Winona State 12/28/03 and 2 vs. Buena
Vista 1/8/05
Minutes Played -  27 vs. Southwest State 2/7/05
KLEINJAN’S CAREER STATISTICS AT SDSU 
All Attempts:      3-Pt Only:                                                                        
                          G-GS    FG-FGA     Pct    FG-FGA  Pct.    FT-FTA   Pct   Reb- AVG.  Pf-D   Points-AVG.   Stl    Blk    Ast  Min/Avg
2003-04...................25-0 20-44 .455 7-21 .333 4-8 .500 11-0.4 20-0 51-2.0 9 0 6 176-7.0
2003-04...................14-0 31-77 .403 12-42 .286 7-11 .636 21-1.5 12-0 81-5.8 10 0 1 270-19.3
Career ......................39-0 51-121 .421 19-63 .302 11-19 .579 32-0.8 32-0 132-3.4 19 0 7 446-11.4
22
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**BEN BERAN
6-7, 215, FORWARD
JUNIOR
VICTOR, IA
HLV HIGH SCHOOL - 2003
2004-05: Ben led SDSU in scoring last year, starting all 28 games and averaging 13.6 ppg …was the
national Independent Player of the Week on Jan. 25 after he had back-to-back double-doubles with 25 points,
10 rebounds at UMKC and 27 points, 13 rebounds vs. Morningside … scored in double figures in 20 games
… hit 3-of-4 three-point attempts enroute to 20 points at Manhattan.
2003-04: Ben was the 2004 North Central Conference Freshman of the year … played in every game, averaging 15.1 minutes … averaged 5.8
points and 3.9 rebounds, shooting 55 per cent from the field … scored in double figures seven times including season high 18 points against
Augustana at Brookings when he was 7-for-10 from the field … had season high nine rebounds against Dakota Wesleyan.
High School: Ben finished his career with 1,359 points and 1,082 rebounds after leading HLV to its first state tournament appearance in 30
years … as a senior, he averaged 18.5 points and 15.3 rebounds, shooting 61 percent from the field as he earned INA all-state honors for the
second straight year … was a three-time first-team all-conference selection … also lettered in football, track and baseball.
Personal: Majoring in animal science ... was born October 1, 1984 ... is the son of Ruth Beran … has one brother, Matt, who played
basketball at Truman in Missouri, and two sisters, Steph and Christin.
• Career Highs •
Points – 27 vs. Morningside 1/19/05
Rebounds – 13 vs. Morningside 1/19/05
Assists – 4 vs. Upper Iowa 2/5/05
Steals – 4 vs. Colorado 2/14/05
Minutes – 38 vs. Morningside 1/10/05
BERAN’S CAREER STATISTICS AT SDSU 
All Attempts:      3-Pt Only:                                                                        
                          G-GS    FG-FGA     Pct    FG-FGA  Pct.    FT-FTA   Pct   Reb- AVG.  Pf-D   Points-AVG.   Stl    Blk    Ast  Min/Avg
2003-04...................34-1 75-136 .551 0-2 .000 46-69 .667 134-3.9 85-3 196-6.1 8 8 32 513-15.1
2004-05..................28-28 148-315 .470 11-35 .314 73-97 .753 164-5.9 98-5 380-13.6 30 15 29 766-27.4
Career.............62-29 223-451 .494 11-37 .297 119-166 .717 298-4.8 183-8 576-9.3 38 23 61 1279-20.6
50
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*MICHAEL LONEY
6-6, 230, SOPHOMORE
FORWARD
HUMBOLDT, IA
HUMBOLDT HIGH SCHOOL - 2003
2004-05: Michael started the first two games last season, then played the last 26 off the bench ... scored in
double figures nine times with a season high of 19 vs. Southeast Missouri 12/4/04 ... led team in field goal
accuracy, shooting 56.3 per cent for the season ... had eight rebounds in back to back games (vs. Mayville
State and Illinois-Chicago) ... 
2003-04: redshirted
High School: Michael (last name pronounced like poney) earned Iowa Newspaper
Association (INA) first-team all-state and was a third-team pick by the Des Moines
Register … he’s the career
scoring leader at Humboldt,
finishing with 1,323 points and
758 rebounds …  earned
Class 3A all-Northwest Iowa
honors in 2002 and 2003, and
was a first-team all-North
Central Conference selection in
three straight years … he
averaged 17 points and 10.5
rebounds as a sophomore,
19.8 points and 11.3 rebounds
per game as a junior when he helped the team to a 20-5 record and berth in the state
tournament; and 19.8 points and 10.6 rebounds as a senior when the team finished 16-8
… his high school coach was Denny Parks.
Personal: Majoring in math … born July 29, 1984 … parents are Leon and Sandy
Loney.
LONEY’S CAREER STATISTICS AT SDSU 
All Attempts:      3-Pt Only:                                                                        
                          G-GS    FG-FGA     Pct    FG-FGA  Pct.    FT-FTA   Pct   Reb- AVG.  Pf-D   Points-AVG.   Stl    Blk    Ast  Min/Avg
2004-05...................28-2 81-144 .563 2-5 .400 52-68 .765 98-3.5 71-3 216-7.7 14 6 24 564-20.1
• Career Highs •
Points – 19 at Southeast Missouri 12/4/04
Rebounds – 8 vs. Mayville State 11/24/04 and 8
at Illinois-Chicago 11/27/04
Assists – 4 vs. Denver 12/11/04
Steals – 2 five times
Minutes –  32 vs. Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras
2/17/05
54
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*MACKENZIE CASEY
6-0, 160, SOPHOMORE
GUARD
WOUNDED KNEE, SD
RED CLOUD HIGH SCHOOL - 2004
2004-05: Mac played i every game, all off the bench … scored 11 points at UMKC when he was 4-for-7 from
the floor including 3-of-5 in three-point shots … was third on the team in assists, with 52 … 
High School: Mackenzie was a three year starter at point guard and three year team captain…as a senior for
coach Matt Rama averaged 23.1 points per game, 9.1 rebounds, 7.4 assists and 4.5 steals leading his team in
all four categories…finished high school with 1,167 points, 511 assists and 452 rebounds…named first team
all conference the last three years…team MVP as junior and senior…earned letters in football(first team all conference at running back), cross
country (all state as a junior) and track (qualified for state meet in 400)…an honor roll
student finishing with a 3.23 GPA and named to the National Honor Society
Personal: Undecided on major … born May 21, 1986…parents are Tom Casey and
Belva Hollow Horn … one brother Sean and three sisters Meghan, Rachel and Carol
…member of the Oglala Sioux Tribe
CASEY’S  CAREER STATISTICS AT SDSU 
All Attempts:      3-Pt Only:                                                                        
                          G-GS    FG-FGA     Pct    FG-FGA  Pct.    FT-FTA   Pct   Reb- AVG.  Pf-D   Points-AVG.   Stl    Blk    Ast  Min/Avg
2004-05...................28-0 21-55 .382 11-34 .324 10-15 .667 53-1.9 12-0 63-2.3 13 1 52 345-12.3
3
• Career Highs •
Points – 11 vs Missouri-Kansas City 1/17/05
Rebounds – 6 vs. Mayville 11/24/05
Assists – 7 vs. Wayne State (Mich) 12/29/04
Steals – 4 at Missouri-Kansas City 1/17/05
Minutes –  27 at Missouri-Kansas City 1/17/05
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*STEVE HOLDREN
6-5, 215, FORWARD
SOPHOMORE
CHAMPAIGN, IL
CENTENNIAL HIGH SCHOOL - 2004
2004-05: Steve started 23 games last year as a true freshman and was voted to the all-Independent Newcomer
team… was national Independent newcomer of the week twice, Feb. 1 and Mar. 1 … finished second on the
team in scoring with a 12.4 average … also second in rebounding, at 6.0 …scored in double figures 19 times
including 19 points in each of the last three games … season high was 26 at Arkansas State when he hit was
10-of-16 from the field … had two double-doubles, 10 points, 11 rebounds at Tennessee State and 19 points,
10 rebounds in the season ending game at North Dakota State … hit three three-pointers in a game three times
… missed some playing time because of injuries/illness. 
High School: Holdren comes to SDSU from coach Scott Nagy’s alma mater, Centennial High School in Champaign … he averaged 17.9
points and was the leading rebounder (7.1 rpg) on the Chargers team that went 22-5 and reached the Illinois High School Association sectional
semifinals … earned IBCA all-state honors and was a first-team Big-12 Conference pick … was also on the Champaign News Gazette all-area
first-team. … played on the varsity for three seasons.
Personal: Enrolled in general registration … born May 1, 1986 …  is the son of Jim and Peggy Holdren of Champaign … has one brother,
Jason, and one sister, Lauren.
• Meet The Jackrabbits - Lettermen •
HOLDREN’S  CAREER STATISTICS AT SDSU 
All Attempts:      3-Pt Only:                                                                        
                          G-GS    FG-FGA     Pct    FG-FGA  Pct.    FT-FTA   Pct   Reb- AVG.  Pf-D   Points-AVG.   Stl    Blk    Ast  Min/Avg
2004-05..................26-23 125-307 .407 27-83 .325 48-76 .632 156-6.0 72-2 325-12.5 22 1 48 751-28.9
40
• Career Highs •
Points – 26 at Arkansas State 1/29/05 
Rebounds – 11 vs. Tennessee State 12/22/04
Assists – 4 three times, last vs. Morningside
1/19/05
Steals – 5 vs. Winona State 2/1/05
Minutes –  38 at North Dakota State 2/26/05
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MATT CADWELL
6-3, 195, GUARD
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN
ST. PAUL, MN 
CRETIN-DURHAM HALL HIGH SCHOOL - 2004
2004-05: Redshirted last season.
High School: Cadwell earned all-state honors in football, basketball and baseball and was named the 2003-
04 boys high school athlete of the year by the St. Paul Pioneer Press … the all-time leading scorer at
tradition-rich Cretin-Derham Hall High School in St. Paul … scored 1,442 points in three seasons, had 406
rebounds and shot 40 per cent on three-point attempts … Cretin-Derham Hall, a Class AAAA team, was 24-5
last season, losing in the section finals … the previous seasons, team was 19-8, with a double-overtime loss in the section semi-finals … and
25-4 in 2002, losing to Minneapolis North in the sectional final … Cadwell was a two-time first-team all St. Paul City Conference selection…
earned all-state recognition from both the St. Paul Pioneer Press and Minneapolis Star Tribune … as a senior, Cadwell averaged 21 points and
played every position, from point guard to post. Very creative offensively, he shot 39.8 percent from three-point range, 47.7 percent overall.
Despite playing mostly guard, he led the team in rebounds with seven a game.
Personal: Enrolled in general registration … born September 8, 1985 … parents are James and Jane Cadwell … has one sister, Elizabeth.
ANDRE´ GILBERT
6-6, 185, GUARD/FORWARD
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN
BROOKLYN PARK, MN 
PARK CENTER HIGH SCHOOL - 2004
2004-05: Redshirted last season.
High School: Gilbert averaged 14 points, 6 rebounds, 5.7 assists, 3 steals and 1 block per game for coach
Willie Jett at Park Center High School , and was a unanimous all-Northwest Suburban Conference selection …
was also team captain … participated in the Inner City all-star game, where he was a dunk competition finalist.
Personal:  Plans to major in graphic design … born January 9, 1986 … parents are Andre’ and Eva Gilbert … has one sister, Tanisha.
• Meet The Jackrabbits - Redshirts •
24
32
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• Meet The Jackrabbits - Redshirts •
JIMMY KELLER
6-3, 175, REDSHIRT FRESHMAN
GUARD
ANNA, IL
ANNA-JONESBORO HIGH SCHOOL - 2004
2004-05: Redshirted last season.
High School: Played at Anna-Jonesboro High School where he was a four-year scholar athlete … played on
basketball team which won two regional titles for coach Jim Drew … averaged 12 points per game as senior
… was also on football team which made semi-finals of playoffs.
Personal: Enrolled in general registration … born June 16, 1985 … parents are Jimmy and Norine Keller.
ERIC HEIEN
6-0, 165, GUARD
SOPHOMORE
GETTYSBURG, SD
GETTYSBURG HIGH SCHOOL - 2002
2004-05: Redshirted last year after transferring from Mount Marty where he played in 2003 and 2004.
High School: Eric lettered four years in basketball, earning all-conference as a senior when he averaged 19
points per game … also was a four-year letterman in football, and was a two-time all-state selection …
member of National Honor Society.
Personal: Born July 7, 1983 … majoring in health promotions … parents are Wayne and Barb Heien.
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• Meet The Jackrabbits - Transfers •
MOHAMED BERTE´
6-8, 200, Forward/Center
Junior
Abidjan, Ivory Coast
Abidjan High School - 2003 • Indian Hills CC
Berte played two seasons at Indian Hills Community College in Estherville, IA …  averaged 4.4 points,
4.9 rebounds and 1.1 blocked shots as a back-up center last season … graduated from Lycee Adventiste
school in 2003.
Personal: Parents are Mamadou Berte and Adama Cisse … majoring in French … born March 29, 1983
… 
JOSE FRIAS
6-2, 195, Guard
Junior
New York City, NY
Hyde School - 2002 • Allan Hancock College
Frias comes to SDSU as a transfer from Allan Hancock College in Santa Maria, Calif., but was out of
school last year … averaged 11 points, 5 assists and 2.8 steals per game for a 15-13 JC team in the 2003-04
season … has two years of eligibility remaining … Frias is a 2002 graduate of the Hyde School in Woodstock,
Conn., where he scored 1,037 career points. 
Personal: is the son of Jose Frias, Sr., and Mercedes Michel … majoring in Spanish … born September
15, 1981 … has one brother, Edward, and one sister, Carmen.
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• Meet The Jackrabbits - Freshmen •
ROBERT BILITZ
6-10, 200, FORWARD/CENTER
FRESHMAN
PLYMOUTH, MN
WEST LUTHERAN HIGH SCHOOL - 2005
High School: Robert averaged 16.1 points, 11.6 rebounds and 4.8 blocked shots while shooting 53 per cent
from the field as a senior  at West Lutheran High School in Plymouth where he played for coach Steve Jensen
… career numbers showed 1,055 points, 831 rebounds and 354 blocked shots … second team all-state
selection by The Minneapolis Star Tribune … honorable mention all-state by The Associated Press … was
MVP of the Chicago Jam Fest …  team captain for two seasons.
Personal: plans to major in sociology … is the son of Mark and Sarah Bilitz of Plymouth … born June 13, 1987 … has two brothers,
Matthew and Martin, and two sisters, Elizabeth and Margaret.
MARK ENGEN
6-10, 200, FORWARD/CENTER
FRESHMAN
LAMBERTON, MN
RED ROCK CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL - 2005
High School: Mark was a standout at Red Rock Central High School for coach Brian Walker … averaged 22.7
points and 14.0 rebounds per game for his senior season  … he also blocked 165 shots, giving him 439
blocks for his career …  shot  57 per cent from the field and 75.4 per cent at the foul line …  ended his high
school career with 1483 points and 839 rebounds …  earned all-conference honors in 2003,  2004 and 2005
… was  on The Associated Press (all classes combined) all-state second team … was an honorable mention
all-state selection as a junior.
Personal:: Mark is the son of Keith and Sandy Engen of Lamberton … born March 22, 1987 … majoring in Ag Bio Systems ... has brother,
Luke, and three sisters: Britta, Fern and Thea.
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• Meet The Jackrabbits - Other Returnees •
CAM HORNBY
6-0, 180, Guard
Freshman
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Glenlawn High School - 2005
High School: Hornby had an excellent career at Glenlawn Collegiate High School in Winnipeg and was
selected to play in the All-Canadian Basketball All-Star game in July …  was the only player from Manitoba
selected for that game, which is Canada’s version of the McDonald’s all-star game in the United States …  a
point guard, he averaged 27 points, 10 assists and 4 steals for 34 games last season … scored 40 or more
points in a game four different times, and had 11 three-point baskets in a game on a team which  28-6, losing
in the provincial final four championship. Hornby was named to the all-tournament team and was named to the
All-Manitoba team … as a junior, he averaged 21 points and 9 assists and was named MVP of the Provincial Championship after helping his
team to the provincial championships.
Personal: is the son of Craig and Lucy Hornby … undecided about college major … born January 27, 1987.  
BLAKE YACKLEY
6-5, 185, Forward
Freshman
Onida, SD
Sully Buttes High School - 2005
High School: Blake was a three-time all-state selection for Sully Buttes High School, where he lettered five
times … was a 2005 finalist for Mr. Basketball in South Dakota … averaged 23 points, 9 rebounds, 5 assists
per game … was two-time team captain and two-time team MVP.
Personal: undecided about college major … born April 18, 1986 … parents are Todd and Tanya Yackley …
has brother, Wayne, and sister, Sasha …  father lettered for the Jacks in football  1982-83-84 and was team co-
captain in 1984.
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With a record enrollment of 11,021 stu-
dents in the fall of 2005, South Dakota State
University remains the state’s largest institu-
tion of higher education.
Located in Brookings, SDSU was
authorized in 1881 by the Territorial
Legislative Assembly and serves as the state’s
land-grant instution.
Territorial Council member John O’Brien
Scobey managed to secure Dakota
Agricultural College for his city.
Although allocations fell short of the
actual cost, the school was able to open in
the fall of 1884 because the president,
George Lilley, was willing to advance $500
— one-third of his salary — to finish three
rooms in the new Central Building.“Old
Central” was soon joined by South (1885)
and North (1887), forming the nucleus of
campus for a decade and a half.
During the first year of operation, only
preparatory classes were held. College class-
es started in 1885 with five teachers, 17
freshman and 61 preparatory students.
Growth was slow and erratic for many years,
but by the turn of the 20th century there were
242 students. By 1990, SDSU had an enroll-
ment of more than 9,000 students.
Nearly 50,000 degrees have been grant-
ed since the college was chartered in 1881.
The structure of the college became
more complex as enrollments increased.The
first nine chairs of instruction established in
1884 included agriculture, science, mathe-
matics, English, modern languages, military
tactics,  veterinary science, practical busi-
ness, political and domestic economy, and
music.
• About South Dakota State University •
This is SDSU
• COLLEGES ESTABLISHED
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By 1907, the year the name of the insti-
tution was changed to South Dakota State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
there were 22 departments on campus.
Reorganization into the five divisions
which formed the basis for the designation of
colleges was completed under President
Charles W. Pugsley in 1923.
In 1964, when “State College” was
renamed South Dakota State University, there
were six colleges.
SDSU also offers degree programs
through the Sioux Falls Center for Public
Higher Education (USDSU). Evening, RDTN,
Internet and off-campus courses are coordi-
nated through the Office of Academic Affairs
and Outreach.
SDSU will being celebrating its 125th
anniversary this fall, a year-long event which
will culminate with the 2006 Hobo Day game.
SDSU has grown from a campus of 80 acres
in 1881 to a 271-acre campus with facilities
worth more than $220 million.
The university owns or leases another
15,000 acres for research throughout the
state. Recently, the Printing and Journalism
Building — now named Anson and Ada May
Yeager Hall — underwent a $2.1 million
expansion and renovation project.
Other recent campus construction proj-
ects have included a $7 million expansion to
Crothers Engineering Hall, the renovation of
Solberg Hall and the building of a $9 million
performing arts center, which opened in the
fall of 2002.
A University Student Union expansion
and renovation project will be completed by
the start of classes for fall 2005, and the
Enterprise Institute, located on the southwest
corner of campus, opened last fall. A new
residence hall is also scheduled to be open
in time for the 2005-06 school year.
More than 200 majors, minors and
options are available at SDSU with more than
2,500 different course offerings.
Master’s degrees are offered in more
than 30 areas and doctorates are available in
eight fields.
SDSU is accredited by the North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary
POPULATION – 754,844 (2000 census)
AREA – 77,047 square miles
CAPITAL - Pierre (like pier, not Pea-air)
STATE SLOGAN - “Great Faces, Great Places”
refers to the faces of Mount Rushmore
STATE SONG - “Hail, South Dakota”
STATE FLOWER - Pasque. A member of the
buttercup family, the pasque is a small, lavender
flower.
STATE FISH - Walleye. National sportswriters
who have fished the Missouri River reservoirs
and the Glacial Lakes now proclaim South
Dakota as the “Walleye Capital” of America.
STATE BIRD - Chinese ring-necked pheasant.
STATE INSECT - Honey bee. South Dakota is
among the nation’s leaders in honey production.
STATE TREE - Black Hills Spruce.
STATE JEWELRY - Black Hills Gold
STATE MINERAL - Rose quartz.
HIGHEST POINT - Harney Peak in the Black
Hills is 7,242 feet above sea level.
LOWEST POINT - Big Stone Lake on the
South Dakota-Minnesota border in the north-
eastern corner of the state at 962 feet.
TIME ZONES - Central in the Eastern three-
fifths of the state; Mountain in the Western
two-fifths.
• SDSU Celebrating 125th Anniversity  •
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• Museums, McCrory Gardens •
Schools and numerous departments on cam-
pus have earned accreditation from various
agencies.
The university reaches all corners of the
state through the Cooperative Extension
Service and the Agricultural Experiment
Station, offering service seeking to improve
the quality of rural life. Also at SDSU are the
Center for Innovation, Technology and
Entrepreneurship; Engineering Experiment
Station, Office of Remote Sensing;
Experiment Station, Office of Remote
Sensing; Water Resources Institute;
Engineering and Environmental Research
Center; Animal Disease Research and
Diagnostic Laboratory; and Northern Grain
Insect Research Laboratory. These units help
strengthen the university’s growing commit-
ment to research and support of state and
local economic development efforts.
The Northern Great Plains Biostress
Laboratory, which was dedicated in 1993,
houses scientists who focus on research
aimed at developing new technologies to pro-
tect crops and livestock.
SDSU also has been selected as one of
five universities to serve as a regional center
for the Sun Grant Initiative.The Sun Grant
Initiative is a concept to solve America’s ener-
gy needs and revitalize rural communities
with Land-Grant university research, educa-
tion and Extension programs on renewable
energy and bio-based non-food industries.
Supplementing classroom instruction
are the Harding Distinguished Lecture Series,
the F.O. Butler Lectures, the Lusk Lecture and
the Amdahl, Schultz-Werth and Griffiths
endowments.
Students also have the opportunity to
choose from more than 100 clubs and organ-
izations on campus.
The educational opportunities don’t end
in the classroom or laboratory as South
Dakota State University is home to several
facilities, including museums and gardens,
which highlight
The South Dakota Art Museum, which
recently completed an expansion, was first
envisioned by the South Dakota Federation of
Women’s Clubs in 1949, and dedicated in
1970.The museum's collections include early
Sioux Indian tribal art, the famed Harvey
Dunn paintings of pioneer life and the exclu-
sive Vera Way Marghab linens.
The State Agricultural Heritage Museum
transformed the former Stock Judging
Pavilion into a home for exhibits that record
and preserve the agrarian heritage of South
Dakota.
The 70-acre McCrory Gardens and
South Dakota Arboretum, located south and
east of campus, provide a beautiful setting for
area residents and tourists to enjoy a stroll
through the radiant colors and fragrances of
one of the top 10 small ornamental gardens
in the nation.
It is also recognized as an All-American
Display Garden, one of only 13 in the nation.
In 1993 McCrory Gardens was designated an
All-American Judging Garden to conduct
research on annual flowers.
Since 1985, private contributions have
made many new gardens possible including
the Rose, Rock, Centennial Prairie, Iris,True
Lily, Mum, Native Prairie Collection, Oak Tree
Memorial Garden, All-Red Specialty Garden,
Peony Garden, Shrub Rose Collection, and
Children’s Maze.
In August 1994, dedication ceremonies
were held for the Mickelson Grove Memorial
in honor of former governor and Brookings
resident George Mickelson.
In 1982, the area north of the formal
garden was dedicated to the planting and
testing of ornamental trees and shrubs.The
45-acre site was designated the South Dakota
State Arboretum in 1988.
The arboretum’s purpose is to test
woody plants needed to protect agricultural
fields and livestock from the region’s harsh
environment, to provide hardy trees to shade
our towns and cities, and to test ornamental
shrubs for both durability and beauty.
The arboretum and gardens are man-
aged by the SDSU Horticulture, Forestry,
Landscape and Parks Department. More gar-
dens and tree and shrub collections are being
developed. Perhaps South Dakota State’s
most recognizable landmark is the 165-foot
Coughlin Campanile, the state’s largest
chimes tower. A climb of 179 steps leads to a
panoramic view of the city.
The statuesque structure on the west end
of campus was a $65,000 gift from 1909
engineering graduate Charles Coughlin, who
later went on to become head of the Briggs &
Stratton Corporation.
Coughlin laid the campanile’s corner-
• AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
• MUSEUMS AND ATTRACTIONS
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• Origin of “Jackrabbits” •
stone on June 10, 1929. Since then, its
chimes have called students to classes with
the famous Westminster peals.
An alumni-sponsored project to restore
the campanile was completed in the summer
of 2001.
Adjacent to the campanile, Coolidge-
Sylvan Theatre has provided a restful, green
haven for students since its dedication by
President Calvin Coolidge in September
1927.
Over the years the outdoor amphiteater
has been the site of concerts, graduations
and inaugurations for university presidents.
Woodbine Cottage, the home of the university
president, is a charming example of Queen
Anne architecture. Built in 1887 by South
Dakota Agricultural College’s second presi-
dent, Dr. Lewis McLouth, the home is
crowned by multiple roof lines. The house
also has served as a women’s dormitory,
music hall and infirmary.
The Hilton M. Briggs Library, the state’s
largest, was opened in 1977 and joined
South Dakota’s statewide automated library
network in 1988.Through the library, users
have access to holdings from all 10 of the
state’s libraries, including official documents
and more than 1 million other holdings at
Briggs. It is named after a former SDSU pres-
ident.
Today, Brookings is a growing commu-
nity of about 18,500 people. Located 20
miles west of the Minnesota border and 50
miles north of Sioux Falls in east-central
South Dakota, Brookings is situated at the
intersection of U.S. Highway 14 and Interstate
29.
The community also is home to several
recognizable companies including Rainbow
Play Systems, Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing (3M medical products),
Larson Manufacturing (doors and windows),
and Daktronics, a leading manufacturer of
scoreboards and display systems. The largest
gasohol production plant in South Dakota is
just east of Brookings (Vera Sun Energy) and
there’s a soybean production plant just west
of the city.
There are two theories as to how and
why SDSU’s athletic teams became known as
“Jackrabbits”.
The most common belief is that the
name “Jackrabbits” came from a story and
cartoon sketch that appeared in a
Minneapolis newspaper following a 1905
football game between the University of
Minnesota and South Dakota State College. A
reporter for the newspaper, knowing of the
preponderance of jackrabbits in the
Brookings area, was believed to have written
that the SDSC team was as quick as jackrab-
bits. Many people believe that the school
adopted the Jackrabbits as its official nick-
name from that beginning.
The other theory about the origin of the
nickname is given in The Jackrabbit, SDSU’s
yearbook.There is a poem in the 1907 year-
book that puts forth the idea that the year-
book is called The Jackrabbit because a
group of juniors wished to immortalize them-
selves by changing the name of the yearbook.
Athletic teams followed suit, adopting the
nickname. Prior to the adoption of the
Jackrabbit nickname, school athletic teams
were known as the Barn Yard Cadets as
SDSU was known as South Dakota State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts in
1907.
The Jackrabbit has a running speed of
30-to-35 miles per hour, with bursts up to
45, making it the second fastest animal in
North America, surpassed only by the prong-
horn antelope. The antelope has been clocked
at 60 miles per hour.
Jackrabbits are, properly speaking, not
rabbits but hares. Hares have longer feet than
rabbits and usually have longer ears. Most
hares live in open country, whereas rabbits -
like cottontails - live in brushy habitats. 
Jackrabbits are up to two feet long,
weigh between 6 to 9 pounds. Ears on a
Jackrabbit can be as long as eight inches.
Hares are vegetarians, eating tender herbs in
summer, and woody twigs and bark in the
winter.
• Brookings • Population 18,504
Brookings is named after W.W. Brookings, who came to the area in 1857. That
winter, his legs froze so badly they had to be amputated. Undaunted, Brookings stayed
and eventually became president of the territorial council and a judge in the state
supreme court. In honor of his support of railroad construction, and possibly because
of his stalwart nature, South Dakota’s first locomotive was named the “Judge
Brookings”.
• NICKNAME THEORIES
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PEGGY MILLER
PRESIDENT 
Dr. Peggy Gordon Elliott Miller
became the President of South Dakota State
University on January 1, 1998.  Previously,
she was the President of the University of
Akron, and the Chancellor of Indiana
University Northwest.
Immediately before coming to SDSU,
Dr. Miller was a Senior Fellow and Acting
Vice President for Academic and
International Programs at the American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities in Washington, D.C.
Dr. Miller has extensive national lead-
ership experience in higher education
including serving on the Boards of Directors
of the American Council on Education, the
American Association of State Colleges and
Universities, the Association of Urban
Universities and as the President of the
Association of Teacher Educators.  She was
Chairman of the AASCU Commission on
Global Priorities and the Urban Commission
and has been a member of the Executive
Committee of the ACE Office of Women in
Higher Education and the ACE Fellows
Organization.  She currently is a member of
the Board of American Humanics.  She was
Co-Chairman of the NASULGC/AASCU
Minority Graduate Initiative.
President Miller has also chaired and
served on numerous technology and eco-
nomic development boards and is currently
the Chairman of the South Dakota State
University Growth Partnership Research
Park, a member of the National
Competitiveness Council,
and on the Boards of Directors of the A.
Schulman Corporation and the Lubrizol
Corporation.
President Miller holds degrees from
Transylvania University, Northwestern
University and Indiana University, and hon-
orary degrees from Chungnam National
University and Transylvania University. 
She is married to Robert Lawrence
Miller and has two adult children by a previ-
ous marriage.
FRED 
OIEN 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR/
HEAD OF HPER
Dr. Fred Oien became the 11th
athletic director at South Dakota State
University  July 1, 1990.   
Oien earned his Bachelor's
Degree at SDSU in 1972 and has been
on the SDSU staff since 1979, becom-
ing athletic business/ticket manager in
1981.   
Oien is a 1968 graduate of Baltic,
SD, High School.  He added a master's
degree at SDSU in 1975, then complet-
ed his doctorate (Ed.D) at the
University of Massachusetts-Amherst
in 1979.   
Oien taught physical education
and health at the Brookings Middle
School 1973-76, during which time he
was varsity golf coach for both boys
and girls, and middle school basketball
and football coach.  His golf teams won
state championships for both boys and
girls.     
Oien was also women's golf
coach at SDSU,  guiding the Jacks to
one North Central Conference champi-
onship.   The SDSU women's golf team
of 1982 was voted South Dakota
Women's College Team of the Year.   
Oien has two children, son Jon
and daughter Mary.
MYLO 
HELLICKSON
FACULTY 
REPRESENTATIVE
Dr. Hellickson has been South
Dakota State University's faculty repre-
sentative to the North Central
Conference and NCAA since 1977, and
as such is also chairman of the
Athletic, Intramural and Recreation
Committee on campus.  
Hellickson is an instructor in the
agriculture engineering department  at
SDSU. He  has been on the SDSU staff
since 1969, serving as a professor in
agricultural engineering until he was
appointed as head of that department
during the summer of 1982.  
Dr. Hellickson's specialty has
been in the area of livestock  structures
and environment with recent emphasis
on solar energy use in  agriculture.  A
native of Belfield, ND, he earned a
Bachelor's Degree in  agricultural engi-
neering from North Dakota State
University in 1964, added a master's
degree in Ag Engineering from NDSU
in 1966, then earned a Ph.D. in engi-
neering at West Virginia University in
1969.  He was included in Outstanding
Young Men of America in 1970.  
Hellickson was presented the
North Central Conference Meritorious
Service Award  in 1990.
JIM BOOHER
ATHLETIC TRAINER
Dr. James Booher was inducted
into the National Athletic Trainers
Association Hall of Fame during the
summer of 1998.
He heads one of the top athletic
training operations not only in the
Upper Midwest but the country.
He has been responsible for the
development and growth of the athletic
training-physical therapy program at
SDSU and has had exceptional results
in placing students as they advance
toward their physical therapy degree.   
Booher is a native of Ashland,
Neb.   He earned a Bachelor's Degree
in Biology at Nebraska Wesleyan in
1965.
He received physical therapy
training at Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
Minn., then earned a Master's Degree
in HPER at SDSU in 1969.   
He completed his doctorate at the
University of Utah in 1976.   Booher
has been on the SDSU staff since 1967,
although he split time between the uni-
versity and the Brookings Hospital until
1975 when he became a full-time staff
member at SDSU.  
Booher co-authored a textbook
entitled "Athletic Injury Assessment".   
Booher is a member of  the NCC
Hall of Fame and the South Dakota
Athletic Trainers Association Hall of
Fame. 
Booher and his wife, Kathy, have
three children.  
• Behind the Scenes •
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• Staff Members - all area code 605 •
Jared Baszler
Golf Coach
688-6297
Steph Bebensee
Academic Secretary
688-4668
Greg Binstock
Assistant Track & Field
688-5848
Shane Bouman
Softball Coach
688-4326
Jay Bubak
Assistant Football
688-6337
Mike Burgers
Coordinator of Development
688-6014
Reggie Christiansen
Baseball Coach
688-5027
Josh Conklin
Assistant Football
688-5531
Rod DeHaven
Head Track-XC Coach
688-5994
Tim DeWitt
Equipment Manager
688-5722
Mark Ekeland
Intramurals
688-6861
Brad Erickson
Swimming Coach
688-6527
Kris Garry
Assistant Football
688-6656
Jim Gentile
Football Equipment
688-5718
Gretta Grenz
Assistant Soccer
688-5522
Micah Grenz
Marketing & Promotions
688-6747
Deb Gulbranson
Development Secretary
688-5422
Doug Hagman
Ast Facilities Manager
688-6216
Ben Heinze
Assistant Trainer
688-6820
Kathy Heylens
NCAA Compliance
688-5308
Jason Hove
Assistant Spts Info
688-4822
Joe Humphrey
Assistant Equestrian
688-4506
Phil Hurley
Assistant Swimming
688-6799
Aaron Johnston
Women’s Basketball
688-6336
Sharon Kendall
Accounting Assistant
688-5742
Ron Lenz
Sports Information
688-4623
Jason Liles
Wrestling Coach
688-5026
Tammy Loban
Senior  Secretary
688-6388
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Keith Mahlum
Asst. to  AD - External
688-6294
Philip McDaniel
Assistant Volleyball
688-5737
Megan McGee
Head Equestrian
688-6856
Luke Meadows
Assistant Football
688-6525
Laurie Melum
Ast. Women’s Basketball
688-5287
Nancy Neiber
Senior Women’s Admin.
688-5527
Judy Nemitz
Annual Giving Secretary
688-6076
Bernadette Olson
Athletic Training
688-5022
Andrew Palileo
Head Volleyball
688-5819
Rob Peterson
Asst. to AD - Internal 
688-6287
Diane Rieken
Athletic Secretary
688-5625
Rob Sarvis
Assistant Football
688-4108
Marcus Scheid
Asst. Track/XC Coach
688-6620
Julie Smith
Annual Giving
688-6746
Trevor Roiger
Athletic Training
688-6389
Jessica Sommerfeld
Assistant Track
688-6862
John Stiegelmeier
Head Football
688-5525
Matt Thorn
Facilities Manager
688-5817
Carol VanHoepen
Women’s Equipment 
688-5722
Lang Wedemeyer
Women’s Soccer Coach
688-4070
Darin Wilkinson
Assistant Football
688-6223
Christi Williams
Tickets Manager
688-6510
Mary Beth Zwart
Athetic Training
688-4003
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• Home of the Jacks - Frost Arena •
South Dakota State University plays its home games in Frost Arena, named
after former SDSU coach and athletic director R.B. "Jack" Frost.  
The facility,  which is part of the Stanley J. Marshall HPER Center, now seats
8,400 fans for basketball. The SDSU-Augustana game on February 11, 1989,
attracted an arena record 9,456 fans, a record which may never be broken since
the new chair-back courtside seating, added before the
1992-93 season,  eliminated nearly 500 seats from the
arena total.
The improved seating is just the one in a series of
changes which have included adding scoreboards at each
end of  the floor to complement the main scoreboard
hanging over mid-court,  incorporating a colorful scorer's
bench at courtside,   repainting the floor,  and adding an
$80,000 sound system to the arena.
Bids totaling $3,374,115 were let for the facility fol-
lowing legislative approval of the project with the bill
signed by Governor Frank Farrar February 14, 1970. Ground was broken  Sept.
22, 1970.   The cornerstone was placed by Governor Richard Kneip Oct. 2, 1971.
Final cost of the building was $3,685,000, with the difference made up by gifts
and items donated later.
The first game played at the Arena was on February 2, 1973. In 1994, the
one-millionth fan passed through the Frost Arena turnstiles.
Reuben B. (Jack) Frost was born in Sheyenne, North Dakota, April 26, 1907,
and graduated from Spring Grove, Minn., High School in 1923. He attend Luther
College (Iowa) from 1924 to 1928, and received his PhD in Physical Education
from the University of Oregon in 1958.
He was named Athletic Director, and professor and head of the Department
of Physical Education in June 1947, and served until assuming a distinguished
professorship at Springfield (Mass.) College in 1960. At Springfield, he occupied
the only endowed chair for physical education in the nation.
His coaching career began in 1928 at Glenwood, Minn., High School and
later at Fergus Falls, Minn. In 1935, he became athletic director and coach at
Bemidji State College.
In 1951, Dr. Frost established the Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Graduate program here.
He was an international leader in recreation, health and physical education.
Among other international assignments, he was this nation's representative at the
Fifth Session of the International Olympic Academy at Greece in 1965.
An author, teacher, coach and administrator, Dr. Frost's influence on this uni-
versity remains today. He was mentor to Dr. Stanley Marshall, in whose honor the
HPER Center is named.
THE 8,000 CLUB ...GAMES AT FROST ARENA WITH OVER 8,000 OR MORE FANS             
Feb. 11, 1989 – 9,456 vs. Augustana College ......................................................................................................................................................SDSU 90, Aug 77
Mar. 16, 1985 – 9,339 vs. Cal State-Hayward (NCAA playoffs) ...........................................................................................................................SDSU 62, CSH 58 
Jan. 26, 1985 – 9,157 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................SDSU 62, USD 56 
Feb. 20, 1998 – 9,052 vs. University of South Dakota.......................................................................................................................................SDSU 100, USD 76
Feb. 11, 1994 – 8,993 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................USD 88, SDSU 81
Jan. 26, 1980 – 8,965 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................SDSU 94, USD 74 
Jan. 29, 1994 – 8,863 vs. Augustana College ......................................................................................................................................................SDSU 91, Aug 90
Jan. 16, 1993 – 8,762 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................USD 82, SDSU 78
Feb.  4, 1978 – 8,739 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................SDSU 76, USD 75 
Feb.  7, 1976 – 8,673 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................SDSU 78, USD 77 
Feb. 1, 1992 – 8,652 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................USD 73, SDSU 72
Jan. 25, 1997 – 8,624 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................USD 60, SDSU 52
Feb. 16, 1996 – 8,602 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................SDSU 82, USD 62
Feb. 22, 1975 – 8,528 vs. Augustana College ......................................................................................................................................................SDSU 71, Aug 69 
Jan. 9, 2004 – 8,489 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................SDSU 92, USD 79
Jan. 16, 2003 – 8,481 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................SDSU 94, USD 82
Jan. 25, 2002 – 8,232 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................SDSU 81, USD 71
Dec. 13, 1997 – 8,214 vs. Northern State University ...........................................................................................................................................SDSU 88, NSU 87
Feb.  6, 1988 – 8,206 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................SDSU 81, USD 62 
Feb. 29, 1984 – 8,201 vs. Augustana College ......................................................................................................................................................SDSU 67, Aug 65 
Feb.  9, 1985 – 8,172 vs. Augustana College ......................................................................................................................................................SDSU 48, Aug 47 
Feb. 21, 1995 – 8,127 vs. University of South Dakota.........................................................................................................................................USD 87, SDSU 78
Feb. 1, 1997 – 8,057 vs. Augustana College .....................................................................................................................................................SDSU 97, Aug. 75
Feb. 24, 1973 – 8,000 vs. Augustana College ......................................................................................................................................................SDSU 84, Aug 76
SDSU has played 471 games at Frost Arena, attracting 1,721,534 fans, a average of 3,655 fans per game ... the Jacks are 373-87 (81.1%) on their home court 
including 184-13 (93.4%) in non-conference games.
FROST ARENA YEAR BY YEAR
All Games Conf Only Non-Conference
Year (overall)  Won   Lost   Pct.    Won    Lost   Pct.   Won    Lost    Pct.
1973* 5 1 .833 5 1 .833 — — 
1974  (11-12) 7 5 .583 3 4 .428 4 1 .800
1975  (12-12) 9 3 .750 4 3 .571 5 0 1.000
1976  (12-12) 9 3 .750 5 2 .714 4 1 .800
1977  (10-16) 8 4 .667 4 3 .571 4 1 .800
1978  (17-12) 9 3 .750 4 3 .571 5 0 1.000
1979  (13-14) 10 3 .769 4 2 .667 6 1 .857
1980  (23-7) 14 2 .875 5 2 .714 9 0 1.000
1981  (13-14) 9 3 .750 5 2 .714 4 1 .800
1982  (13-14) 9 2 .818 5 2 .714 4 0 1.000
1983  (16-12) 10 3 .769 7 2 .777 3 1 .750
1984  (21-9) 13 2 .867 7 2 .777 6 0 1.000
1985  (26-7) 18 0 1.000 9 0 1.000 9 0 1.000
1986  (8-20) 6 9 .400 2 7 .222 6 2 .667
1987  (16-12) 12 4 .750 5 4 .555 7 0 1.000
1988  (21-9) 14 1 .933 8 1 .888 6 0 1.000
1989 (16-12) 12 3 .800 6 3 .667 6 0 1.000
1990 (8-19) 8 7 .467 3 6 .222 5 1 .857
1991 (24-8) 14 2 .875 7 2 .777 7 0 1.000
1992 (25-8) 17 2 .895 7 2 .777 10 0 1.000
1993 (19-12) 11 4 .733 6 3 .667 5 1 .833
1994 (19-8) 12 3 .800 6 3 .667 6 0 1.000
1995 (17-10) 12 3 .800 7 2 .777 5 1 .833
1996 (24-5) 13 1 .939 8 1 .888 5 0 1.000
1997 (25-5) 14 2 .875 7 2 .777 7 0 1.000
1998 (26-3) 15 1 .938 9 0 1.000 6 1 .857
1999 (17-10) 12 3 .800 6 3 .667 6 0 1.000
2000 (21-9) 10 4 .714 5 4 .556 5 0 1.000
2001 (22-7) 12 2 .857 7 2 .778 4 0 1.000
2002 (24-6) 16 1 .941 9 0 1.000 7 1 .875
2003 (23-5) 17 0 1.000 8 0 1.000 8 0 1.000
2004 (27-7) 16 1 .941 6 1 .857 10 0 1.000
2005 (10-18) 6 5 .545 xxx 6 5 .545
379 92 .805 189 74 .719 190 18 .913
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SDSU Games At Frost Arena
                   Games        Attendance      Average
1972-73 6 52,500 8,750
1973-74 12 45,432 3,786
1974-75 12 45,535 3,795
1975-76 12 43,790 3,649
1976-77 12 35,473 2,956
1977-78 12 37,176 3,098
1978-79 13 29,353 2,258
1979-80 16 53,782 3,361
1980-81 12 43,011 3,584
1981-82 11 31,702 2,882
1982-83 13 43,390 3,338
1983-84 15 51,183 3,412
1984-85 18 75,373 4,187
1985-86 15 38,857 2,590
1986-87 16 39,846 2,490
1987-88 15 55,724 3,715
1988-89 15 44,048 2,937
1989-90 15 42,241 2,816
1990-91 16 54,560 3,410
1991-92 19 76,606 4,032
1992-93 15 58,362 3,891
1993-94 15 67,138 4,476
1994-95 15 53,243 3,550
1995-96 14 69,229 4,945
1996-97 16 70,763 4,423
1997-98 16 85,599 5,350
1998-99 15 57,485 3,832
1999-00 14 57,073 4,077
2000-01 14 52,904 3,779
2001-02 17 75,633 4,449
2002-03 17 59,357 3,492
2003-04 17 57,383 3,375
2004-05 11 17,883 1,617
471  1,721,534 3,655
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• Jackrabbit Record Book - Team •
SCORING   
MOST POINTS, Game – 136 vs. Midland Lutheran (80), 12-14-1990
MOST POINTS, Away Game – 120 vs. Augustana (82), 1964 
MOST POINTS, Season – 2,716 in 33 games in 1992 
HIGHEST AVERAGE, Season – 89.2 for 24 games, 1964
MOST POINTS, NCC Game – 121 vs. Northern Iowa (78), 1968 
MOST POINTS, NCC Season – 1,420 for 18 games, 1991
HIGHEST AVERAGE, NCC Season – 92.0 in 12 games, 1969 
LARGEST MARGIN OF VICTORY – 73 vs. Dakota State, 1998 (105-32)
LARGEST COMBINED SCORE – 216 points (SDSU 136, Midland Lutheran 80) 1991                                                            
FIELD GOALS  
MOST FIELD GOALS, Game – 51 vs. Midland Lutheran, 1991
MOST FIELD GOALS, Season – 966 in 32 games, 1991
HIGHEST FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE, Game – 71.4 per cent vs. North Dakota State,  1985 (30-of-42)                                                                 
HIGHEST FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE, Season – 53.3 per cent for 30 games, 1980 (896 of 1681)                                                              
FIELD GOALS, THREE POINT                                                    
MOST 3-POINT GOALS, Game – 14 at Nebraska-Omaha, 1987, and 14 vs. South Dakota, 2004                    
MOST 3-POINT GOALS ATTEMPTED, Game – 31 vs. Minnesota-Morris, 2001           
MOST 3-POINT GOALS, Season – 188 in 32 games, 1991
MOST 3-POINT GOALS ATTEMPTED, Season – 527 in 32 games, 1991
HIGHEST PERCENTAGE, 3-POINT GOALS, Game – minimum 10 attempts – 70 per cent vs. Sioux Falls College, 1987 (7 of 10)                               
HIGHEST PERCENTAGE, 3-POINT GOALS, Season – 42.7 per cent, 1987 (156-365)   
FREE THROWS                                                                
MOST FREE THROWS,  Game – 53 vs. Augustana, 1957                             
MOST FREE THROWS ATTEMPTED, Game – 66 vs. Augustana, 1957    
MOST FREE THROWS, Season – 662 in 34 games, 2004
MOST FREE THROWS ATTEMPTED, Season – 925 in 34 games, 2004               
HIGHEST FREE THROW PERCENTAGE, Game – mini 10 att – 92.3 per cent vs. Southwest State, 1971 (36 of 39)                                     
HIGHEST FREE THROW PERCENTAGE, Season – 75.2 per cent in 1977 (401 of 533)   
REBOUNDS   
MOST REBOUNDS, Game  – 92 vs. Alberta, 1965  
MOST REBOUNDS, Season – 1,540 in 27 games, 1963
HIGHEST AVERAGE, Season – 57.0 in 1963
ASSISTS
MOST ASSISTS, Game – 34 vs. Mayville State, 1985 
MOST ASSISTS, Season – 637 in 33 games, 1985  (19.3 per game) 
MOST ASSISTS PER GAME, Season –19.53 in 28 games, 1987  (548 assists) 
STEALS
MOST STEALS, Game – 23 vs. Northwestern, IA., 12-27-90
MOST STEALS, Season – 369 in 32 games, 1991
STEALS PER GAME, Season – 11.5 in 32 games, 1991
BLOCKED SHOTS   
MOST BLOCKED SHOTS, Game  – 14 vs. North Dakota State, 1987
MOST BLOCKED SHOTS, Season – 124 in 30 games, 1980 (4.13 per game)           
MOST BLOCKED SHOTS PER GAME, Season – 4.17 in 1987 (117 in 28 games)         
SCORING 
MOST POINTS, Game – 44 by Dave Thomas vs. Coe, 1973 
MOST POINTS, Season – 747 by Chris White,  1992
MOST POINTS, Career – 1,931 by Mark Tetzlaff, 118 games, 1982-85
HIGHEST AVERAGE, Season – 24.6 by Juriad Hughes, 1994 (640
points, 27 games)
HIGHEST AVERAGE, Career – 21.2 by Chris White for 65 games, 1991
and 1992.
FIELD GOALS  
MOST FIELD GOALS, Game – 20 by Dave Thomas vs. Coe, 1973
MOST FIELD GOALS, Season – 247 by Juriad Hughes, 1994 (247-
603)
HIGHEST FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE, Game – 100 per cent by Dennis
Womeldorf vs.   Augustana, 1970, 13-for-13;  100 per cent by Cory
VandeWettering vs. Augustana, 1994, 11-for-11;  100 per cent by Sid
Bostic vs. Tarkio, 1962, 10-for-10.                                         
HIGHEST FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE, Season – 64.8 per cent by Steve
Lingenfelter, 1981 (227 of 350), 21 games  
HIGHEST FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE, Career – 60.7 per cent by Mark
Tetzlaff, 1982-85 (724-of-1191) 
THREE-POINT FIELD GOALS  
THREE-POINT GOALS, Game – 8 by Randy Suarez vs. Augustana,
1987
THREE-POINT GOALS, Season – 85 by Austin Hansen, 2003 & by
Andy Moeller, 2004
THREE-POINT GOALS ATTEMPTED, Season – 210 by Austin Hansen,
2003 (85-210)
THREE-POINT GOALS, Career – 235 by Austin Hansen, 2000-03
THREE-POINT ATTEMPTS, Career – 636 by Austin Hansen, 2000-03
THREE-POINT GOALS PER GAME, Season – 2.74 by Austin Hansen,
2003
HIGHEST PERCENTAGE, Game – 1.000 by Craig Jenkins, 4-4, vs.
Dakota  Wesleyan and Sioux Falls, both 1987  
HIGHEST PERCENTAGE, Season – .451 by Randy Suarez, 1987 (65-
144)            
HIGHEST PERCENTAGE, Career – .420  by Randy Suarez, 1987-89
(197-469)        
ATTEMPTS, Game – 14 by Austin Hansen, 2003 vs. St. Cloud State (4-
14) and South Dakota (5-14)
CONSECUTIVE ATTEMPTS MADE – 9 by Craig Jenkins, 1987 (over
three games)   
FREE THROWS 
MOST FREE THROWS, Game – 22 (of 28) by Don Jacobsen vs. Prairie
View, 1961   
MOST FREE THROWS, Season – 236 by Don Jacobsen, 1961 (27
games, 236 of 301)  
MOST FREE THROWS, Career –  523 by Don Jacobsen, 1959-61 (690
attempts)       
HIGHEST FREE THROW PERCENTAGE, Game – minimum ten attempts
-- 100 per cent   by Jim Sutton vs. St. Thomas, 1957 (12-for-12)
HIGHEST FREE THROW PERCENTAGE, Season – minimum 2.5
attempts per game – 92.0 by Jim Sutton, 1957 (127 of 138) 22 games 
HIGHEST FREE THROW PERCENTAGE, Career – 86.3 per cent by Jim
Sutton,  1955-57 (297 of 344)  Tom McDonald shot 88.4 per cent for his
career, but had just 182 attempts in 104 games (1.75 per game) 
REBOUNDS
MOST REBOUNDS, Game – 29 by Terry Slattery vs. Lincoln University,
1962
MOST REBOUNDS, Season – 404 by Tom Black, 27 games, 1963 
MOST REBOUNDS, Career – 1,132 by Mark Tetzlaff in 118 games,
l982-85
MOST REBOUNDS PER GAME, Season – 14.8 by Tom Black, 1963
(404 in 27 games)  
MOST REBOUNDS PER GAME, Career – 13.2 by Tom Black, 1963-64
(635 in 48 games) two-year record;  three-year record 11.5 by Sid Bostic,
1962-64, 804 in 70 games;  four-year record  9.6 by Mark Tetzlaff, 1982-
85, 1132 in 118 games.  
ASSISTS
MOST ASSISTS, Game – 17 by Tom McDonald vs. Morningside, 1986
MOST ASSISTS, Season – 225 by Brian Norberg, 1998 (29 games)
MOST ASSISTS, Career – 605 by Brian Norberg , 1996-99 (114
games)
MOST ASSISTS PER GAME, Season – 7.8 by Brian Norberg, 1998
(225 in 29 games).
STEALS   
MOST STEALS, Game – 8 by Kevin McNamara vs. South Dakota, 1980  
MOST STEALS, Season – 78 by  Jeff Booher, 32 games, 1991
MOST STEALS, Career – 250 by Jeff Booher, 1989-91
BLOCKED SHOTS 
MOST BLOCKED SHOTS, Game – 8 by Steve Lingenfelter vs. North
Dakota State, 1980 
MOST BLOCKED SHOTS, Season – 79 by Steve Lingenfelter, 30
games, 1980 
MOST BLOCKED SHOTS, Career –  189 by Cullen Ober, 1987-90
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RECORDS BY YEAR IN SCHOOL
MOST POINTS
FRESHMAN – 444 by Matt Jones, 2002 (30 games, 14.8 ppg)
SOPHOMORE – 534 by Mark Tetzlaff, 1983 (28 games, 19.1 ppg) 
JUNIOR – 633 by Chris White, 1991 (32 games, 19.8 ppg)
SENIOR – 747 by Chris White, 1992 (33 games, 22.6 ppg)
MOST REBOUNDS 
FRESHMAN – 260 by Matt Jones, 2002 (30 games, 8.7 rpg)
SOPHOMORE – 278 by Mark Tetzlaff, 1983 (28 games, 9.9 rpg)
JUNIOR – 404 by Tom Black, 1963 (27 games, 14.8 rpg)
SENIOR – 326 by Dave Thomas, 1973 (26 games, 12.3 rpg) 
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• Jacks In NCAA Tournament Play •
1958-59 – Midwest Regional at Brookings, SD      
SDSU 73, Augustana, Ill., 72
SDSU 106, Knox 80                                      
National Finals, Evansville, Ind                     
Los Angeles State 92, SDSU 67                      
1959-60 – Great Lakes Regional, Galesburg, Ill   
Prairie View 78, SDSU 65
SDSU 93, Wartburg 77                                  
1960-61 – Midwest Regional at Brookings, SD
SDSU 90, Cornell 71
SDSU 88, Prairie View 84                              
National Finals, Evansville, Ind
SDSU 79, California-Santa Barbara 65
Southeast Missouri 81, SDSU 69
SDSU 77, Mount St. Mary's 76 
(SDSU finished third)
1962-63 – Midwest Regional at Brookings, SD
SDSU 71, Cornell 64                        
SDSU 77, Nebraska Wesleyan 75                    
National Finals at Evansville, Ind
SDSU 84, Fresno State 71
SDSU 80, Southern Illinois 76
SDSU 44, Wittenburg 42
(SDSU wins championship)
1967-68 –  Great Lakes Regional  at Normal, Ill
Indiana State 101, SDSU 96
SDSU 86, DePauw 84                                    
1968-69 – Midwest Regional at Springfield, Mo
SDSU 79, Lincoln University 77
Southwest Missouri 87, SDSU 74                   
1969-70 – Midwest Regional at Brookings, SD
SDSU 82, Southwest Missouri 71
SDSU 92, Central Missouri 73                       
National Finals at Evansville, Ind                  
Tennessee State 92, SDSU 89 
1971-72 – Sub-Region Playoffs, Northfield, Minn
St. Olaf 87, SDSU 72 
1972-73 – Midwest Regional at Springfield, Mo
SDSU 85, Southwest Missouri 74
Coe 107, SDSU 104
1977-78 – North Central Regional, Green Bay, Wis
Wisconsin-Green Bay 80, SDSU 57
SDSU 61, Chapman College 59 
1979-80 – North Central Regional, Brookings, SD 
SDSU 74, Stonehill College 51
SDSU 98, Western Illinois 86                         
Quarterfinals at Lakeland, Fla
Florida Southern 81, SDSU 71
1983-84 – New England Regional at New
Britain, Conn.
SDSU 74, Central Connecticut 59
Sacred Heart 88, SDSU 81 (OT)
1984-85 – North Central Regional, Brookings, SD
SDSU 73, Gannon University 64
SDSU 58, Grand Valley State 57                     
Quarterfinals at Brookings, SD
SDSU 62, California State-Hayward 58            
Final Four at Spingfield, Mass
SDSU 78, Mount St. Mary's 71
Jacksonville State 74, SDSU 73 
(SDSU finished second)    
1987-88 – South Central Regional at Cape
Girardeau, Mo. 
Missouri-St. Louis 68, SDSU 63
SDSU 87, Angelo State 84     
1990-91 – North Central Regional at Grand Forks
SDSU 92, Metropolitan 79
North Dakota 54, SDSU 51
1991-92 – North Central Regional at Brookings
SDSU 79, St. Cloud State 74 ot
SDSU 87, Denver 57
Elite Eight at Springfield, Mass
California, PA, 84, South Dakota State 73
1995-96 – North Central Regional at Hays, KS
SDSU 94, North Dakota State 88
Fort Hays State 99, SDSU 90
1996-97 – North Central Regional at Brookings
SDSU 102, Nebraska-Kearney 83
SDSU 86, Fort Hays State 74
Elite Eight at Louisville, KY
Lynn, FL, 78, SDSU 72
1997-98 – North Central Regional at Brookings
SDSU 93, Metropolitan State 79
Northern State 88, SDSU 82
1999-00 – North Central Regional at Denver
North Dakota 73, SDSU 67 
2000-01 – North Central Regional at St. Cloud 
Metropolitan State 91, SDSU 80
2001-02 – North Central Regional at Brookings
SDSU 96, Nebraska-Omaha 76
Metropolitan State 87, SDSU 86
2002-03 – North Central Regional, Kearney, NE
SDSU 84, Fort Hays State 78
Nebraska-Kearney 86, SDSU 85
2003-04 – North Central Regional at Denver, CO
SDSU 99, Northern State 80
Metro State 109, SDSU 69
CHAMPS!!! -- Forward Nick Brod has his hands full
with the championship trophy after SDSU defeated
Wittenburg to claim the 1963 College Division cham-
pionship.
The 2004-05 brought South Dakota State University basketball to a new level.
It was SDSU’s first year in a reclassification phase which will put the Jacks in
NCAA Division I, the next step forward for a program which has moved from NAIA to
NCAA College Division to NCAA Division II.
One of the winningest programs in any division, SDSU begins the season with
1262 victories.
The Scott Nagy era, now in its eleventh season, produced eight 20-win seasons.
SDSU goes into Division I as an independent while looking for conference affili-
ation. But the Jackrabbits had a great history in the North Central Conference and
NCAA Division II.
The last time a North Central Conference basketball team won the NCAA
Division II championship game, Sid Bostic ended it with a 40-foot shot at  the buzzer.
That gave South Dakota State a 44-42 victory over Eldon Miller's Wittenburg
Tigers in the 1963 title showdown.
Twenty-one consecutive tournaments passed without an NCC team in the title
game ... until March of 1985.  Then, guess who returned – the Yellow and Blue. 
In a storybook year for the Jackrabbits, there was no storybook ending to that
one.  Jacksonville State rallied from a 71-64 deficit with 2:14 to play to defeat SDSU
74-73 in an exciting championship game at the Division II Final Four in Springfield,
Mass.
The word "winning" and "basketball" have become synonymous at SDSU.
In 1993, the Jacks added another milestone, becoming just the eighth team in
NCAA Division II history to win 1,000 or more games. SDSU achieved its 1,000th
victory by defeating Nebraska-Omaha 69-67 at Omaha.    
In 1997, the Jacks claimed their eighth regional championship and advanced to
the Elite Eight, this time in Louisville, KY.                                                                  
SDSU won 20 North Central Conference championships.
SDSU has 24 appearances in the NCAA College Division/Division II tourna-
ments.
SDSU won more NCC holiday tournament titles than any other team, five.
SDSU's holiday tournament championships were in 1968, 1969, 1973, 1977 and
1979.  In addition, SDSU won the NCC tournament played in Sioux City in 1950.
SDSU has also had more individuals win the league's Most Valuable Player
Award, twelve, than any other league member. Jason Sempsrott captured the honor in
1997.    
In 1979-80, SDSU became the first, and only, team to win the NCC "Triple
Crown", claiming championships in the holiday tournament, regular season and
post-season tournament.  SDSU hosted, and won, the NCAA Division II North Central
regional that year, advancing to the quarter-finals of the  national tournament.               
In 1985, SDSU not only hosted and won the North Central regional, but became
the first team in South Dakota to host an NCAA quarterfinal-round game.On March
16, 1985, a Frost Arena and NCAA Division II playoff record 9,339 fans watched the
Jacks defeat California State-Hayward 62-58, giving SDSU  a berth in the NCAA Final
Four.                                                             
SDSU won regional crowns in 1959, 1961, 1963, 1970, 1980,1985, 1992 and
1997,  and has also participated in national playoffs (which started in 1957) in 1960,
1968, 1969, 1972, 1973, 1978, 1984, 1988, 1991, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2001, 2002,
2003 and 2004
SDSU is one of two North Central Conference teams which can boast of winning
a national championship. The 1963 team, coached by Jim Iverson and featuring All-
America center Tom Black, went 22-5 for the season, and won the title  on the dra-
matic shot by Bostic.  
SDSU has had three players earn the Outstanding Player award at the national
finals tournament – Don Jacobsen, when State finished third in 1961;  Wayne
Rasmussen, in 1963; and Mark Tetzlaff, in 1985.  And, typical of South Dakota State's
tradition of winning with small town home-grown talent, Jacobsen was from  Lake
Norden, Rasmussen from Howard and Tetzlaff from Hayti.      
Another of the small town products, Virg Riley from Dell Rapids, played on the
USA team in the 1959 World Championships.                                                            
Eight Jackrabbit players of recent history have had tryouts with pro teams in this
country.                                                                                                                  
In 1980, Steve Lingenfelter was the 44th player picked in the NBA draft, selected
by the Washington Bullets.  In 1980-81, he passed up the  opportunity to play in the
NBA, choosing instead to spend a season in   Italy.  But he made the Bullet roster at
the start of the 1983 season.   In 1984, he played in the Continental League, and had
a ten-day contract  with the San Antonio Spurs.                                        
Black played with the Phillips 66 Oilers of the old AAU league, then spent  the
1970-71 season with Seattle and Cincinnati of the NBA. Guy Mackner also played in
the AAU league. Both Black and Mackner are in the AAU league Hall of Fame.
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1959 – Merlin Smith, MVP, Midwest Regional                                     
1961 – Don Jacobsen, MVP, Midwest Regional;  Don Jacobsen, MVP, NCAA  finals at Evansville, Ind.                                                    
1963 – Tom Black, MVP, Midwest Regional; Sid Bostic, all-Midwest Regional; Wayne Rasmussen, MVP, NCAA finals; Tom Black, all-tournament at NCAA finals.                           
1968 – Guy Mackner, all-Great Lakes Regional                                   
1969 – Raul Duarte, all-Midwest Regional;  Gene Zulk, all-Midwest Regional                                                                                 
1970 – Clyde Hagen, all-Midwest Regional;  Dennis Womeldorf, all-Midwest Regional;  John Eidsness, all-Midwest Regional                                                                             
1973 – Dave Thomas, MVP, Midwest Regional;  Lee Colburn, all-Midwest Regional                                                                                                                                         
1978 – Steve Brown, all-North Central Regional                                                                                                                 
1980 – Bob Winzenburg, all-North Central Regional;  Paul McDonald, all-North Central Regional                                                                
1984 – Mark Tetzlaff, all-New England Regional;  Mark Schultz, all-New England Regional                                                                                                                               
1985 – Mark Tetzlaff, MVP, North Central Regional;  Mark Schultz, all-North Central Regional;  Derrick  Wordlaw, all-North Central Regional; 
Mark Tetzlaff, MVP, NCAA Division II Final Four                                                
1988 – Bill Cartwright, all-South Central Regional
1991 – Chris White, all-North Central Regional
1992 – Chris White, MVP, North Central Regional; Cory VandeWettering, all-North Central Regional
1996 – Jermaine Showers, Jason Sempsrott, all-North Central Regional
1997 – Jason Semprsott, MVP North Central Regional; Matt Wallace all-North Central Regional
1998 – Kurt Meister, Casey Walker all-North Central Regional
2002 – Derrick Schantz, Josh Cerveny all-North Central Regional
2003 – Austin Hansen all-North Central Regional
2004 Andy Moeller, all North Central Regional
• SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY INDIVIDUAL HONORS IN NCAA PLAY •
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1 MARK TETZLAFF, 6-7, center, Hayti, SD                                     AVERAGES
Year              G  FG-FGA  Pct. FT-FTA  Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. Ast BS Stl 
1981-82 ...................................27 118-210  .587  56-128 .437  226   292  10.8- 8.4  28  8  34 
1982-83 ...................................28 203-327  .621 128-194 .659  278   534  19.1- 9.9  15 16  36 
1983-84 ...................................30 185-297  .623 120-192 625  337   490  16.3- 11.2  13 17  33
1984-85 ...................................33 218-366  .595 179-273 .655  291   615  18.6- 8.8  32 28  31 
Career .................................118 724-1191 .607 483-787 .613 1132  1932  16.3- 9.6  88 69 134
2 LEE COLBURN, 6-6, forward, Brookings, SD AVERAGES    
Year             G FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. 
1969-70 ...................................23 87-208  .418  80-127 .629  162   254  11.0- 7.0        
1970-71 ...................................22 158-300  .527 145-206 .704  206   461  21.0- 9.4  
1971-72 ...................................25 184-389  .473 178-261 .682  223   546  21.8- 8.9           
1972-73 ...................................26 217-410  .529 127-175 .726  246   561  21.6- 9.4          
Career ....................................96 646-1307 .494 530-769 .689  837  1822  18.9- 8.7         
3 AUSTIN HANSEN, 6-1, guard, Valley Springs, SD 
All Att: 3-Pt. Only: AVERAGES
Year G-GS FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA Pct. FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pf-D Pts. PPG- RPG Stl Blk Ast
1999-00...................30-30 129-316 .408 49-144 .340 97-124 .782 80 57-1 404 13.5-2.7 57 1 82
2000-01...................29-29 117-297 .394 37-107 .346 139-169 .822 119 65-1 410 14.1-4.1 56 5 61
2001- 02 .................29-29 134-305 .439 64-166 .386 110-134 .821 93 45-0 442 15.2-3.2 37 1 55
2002-03...................31-31 190-452 .420 85-210 .405 94-113 .832 132 34-0 559 18.0-4.3 75 2 82
Career ...........119-119 570-1370 .416 235-627 .375 440-540 .815 424 202-2 1815 15.3-3.6 225 9 280
4 STEVE BROWN, 5-10, guard, Bryant, SD AVERAGES   
Year G FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. Ast 
1974-75 ...................................23  61-121 .512  32-38  .842   38   156   6.8- 1.7  48      
1975-76 ...................................24 121-236  .513  33-39 .846   52   275  11.5- 2.2  53      
1976-77 ...................................26 221-456  .485  88-101 .871  100   530  20.4- 3.8 100       
1977-78 ...................................29 239-456  .524  95-115 .826  115   573  19.7- 3.9  58    
Career .................................102 643-1269 .507 248-293 .846  305  1534  15.0- 3.0 262       
5 DON JACOBSEN, 6-2, guard, Lake Norden, SD AVERAGES 
Year             G FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. 
Freshman  (freshmen not eligible for varsity competition)                   
1958-59 ...................................24 125-332  .377 140-182 .769  138   390  16.3- 5.7
1959-60 ...................................24 152-348  .437 156-207 .754  140   460  19.2- 5.8 
1960-61 ..................................27 201-411  .489 236-301 .784  205   638  23.6- 7.6    
Career ....................................75 478-1091 .438 532-690 .771  483  1488  19.8- 6.4 
6 JERMAINE SHOWERS,  6-2, guard, Racine, WI      AVERAGES   
Year G-GS FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA Pct. FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pf-D Pts. PPG-RPG  Stl Blk Ast
1992-93.........................31-16 73-167 .437 10-34 .294 57-89 .640 67 73-1 213 6.9-2.2 52 6 54
1993-94.........................27-27 100-217 .461 22-54 .407 93-125 .744 94 67-1 315 11.7-3.5 64 15 113
1994-95.........................27-27 120-285 .421 34-93 .366 95-122 .779 107 57-5 369 13.7-4.0 49 19 92
1995-96.........................29-29 177-354 .500 42-93 .452 106-134 .791 79 44-0 502 17.3-2.7 61 9 104
Career ....................114-99 470-1023 .459 108-274 .394 351-470 .747 347 241-7 1399 12.3-3.0 226 49 363
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7 BOB WINZENBURG, 6-9, forward, Fairmont, Minn AVERAGES  
Year G  FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. Ast 
1978-79 ...................................27 114-269  .423  27-44  .613  144   255   9.6- 5.3  43  
1979-80 ...................................30 174-342  .509  41-55  .745  185   389  12.9- 6.2  55
1980-81 ...................................27 182-342  .532  73-90  .811  188   437  16.2- 7.0  63   
1981-82 ...................................27 130-323  .402  54-69  .783  219   314  11.6- 8.1  80 
Career ..................................111 600-1276 .470 195-258 .756  736  1395  12.6- 6.6 241
8 JASON SEMPSROTT,  6-0, 170, guard, Champaign, IL AVERAGES   
Year G-GS FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA Pct. FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pf-D Pts. PPG-RPG   Stl   Blk  Ast
1993-94.....................26-0 14-30 .467 6-13 .462 35-42 .833 13 18-0 69 2.7-0.5 8 1 23
1994-95.....................25-1 35-89 .393 16-50 .320 62-72 .861 31 30-0 148 5.9-1.2 24 1 32
1995-96...................29-21 143-270 .530 57-115 .496 114-133 .857 77 41-1 457 15.8-2.7 55 3 107
1996-97...................30-30 203-450 .451 59-153 .386 251-282 .890 137 49-0 716 23.9-4.6 58 6 181
Career ..............110-52 395-839 .471 138-331 .417 462-529 .87 3 258 138-1 1390 12.6-2.3 145 11 343
9 CHRIS WHITE,  6-1, 165, guard, Hammond, Ind. AVERAGES   
Year................G-GS FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA Pct. FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pf-D      Pts.  PPG-RPG Stl Blk Ast
1990-91.........................32-32 220-496 .444 57-166 ,343 136-179 .760 76 79-2 633 19.8-2.4 50 4 67
1991-92.........................33-33 246-533 .445 74-203 .265 181-212 .854 94 63-2 747 22.6-2.8 52 7 85
Career.......................65-65 466-1049 .444 131-369 .355 317-391 .811 170 142-4 1380 21.2-2.6 102 11 152
10 DAVE THOMAS, 6-6, forward, Onida, SD                    AVERAGES   
Year ....................G  FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. 
1969-70 ........................12   7-13   .538   1-4   .250   12   15    1.5- 1.0  
1970-71 ........................22 125-264  .473  41-70  .586  192  291   13.2- 8.7 
1971-72 ........................25 185-331  .559 108-152 .711  280  478   19.1- 11.2
1972-73 ........................26 234-439  .533 103-139 .741  326  571  21.9- 12.3
Career .........................85 551-1047 .526 253-365 .693  810 1355   15.9- 9.5 
11 DERRICK SCHANTZ, 6-6, forward, Center Point, IA AVERAGES  
Year................G-GS FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA Pct. FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pf-D Pts.   PPG-RPG  Stl Blk Ast
1999-00.....................29-3 34-87 .391 3-22 .136 34-43 .791 62 28-1 105 3.6-2.1 17 3 23
2000-01...................29-29 108-219 .493 31-66 .470 73-95 .768 163 72-2 320 11.0-5.6 23 6 43
2001-02...................30-27 122-254 .480 36-91 .396 76-88 .864 141 72-3 356 11.9-4.7 22 2 40
2002-03*.....................5-5 15-40 .375 2-8 .250 9-15 .600 42 13-1 41 8.2-8.4 2 0 4
2003-04...................34-34 156-3334 .467 58-142 .408 91-113 .805 171 58-1 461 13.6-5.0 25 5 7
Career ................127-98 435-934 .466 130-329 .395 283-354 .799 579 243-8 1283 10.1-4.6 89 16 157
*injured in Concordia-St. Paul game, granted a medical hardship re-instating one year of eligibility.
12 KURT MEISTER, 6-8, center, Hamilton, IL AVERAGES  
Year................G-GS FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA Pct. FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pf-D Pts. PPG-RPG Stl Blk Ast
1994-95.....................27-0 50-117 .427 0-0 .000 26-44 .591 106 62-6 126 4.7-3.9 16 12 22
1995-96.....................29-0 108-181 .597 0-1 .000 47-72 .653 166 73-1 263 9.1-5.7 9 21 20
1996-97...................30-29 178-280 .636 0-0 .000 67-101 .663 220 86-3 423 14.1-7.3 24 25 26
1997-98...................29-29 191-324 .590 0-0 .000 87-123 .707 242 71-2 469 16.2-6.4 22 45 41
Career ..............115-58 527-902 .584 0-1 .000 227-340 .668 734 292-12 1281 11.1-6.4 71 103 109
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13 RON WIBLEMO, 6-0, guard, Mitchell, SD AVERAGES  
Year G  FG-FGA  Pct. FT-FTA  Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.-Reb.          Ast
1971-72 ...................................20  74-156  .474  31-40  .775   37  179    8.9- 1.9    
1972-73 ...................................26 112-308  .364  24-35  .686   54  248    9.5- 2.0   
1973-74 ...................................23 155-366  .423  49-59  .830   70  359   15.6- 3.0  99 
1974-75 ...................................24 211-438  .504  44-55  .800   69  486   20.3- 2.9  72 
Career ....................................93 562-1268 .443 148-189 .783  230 1272   13.7- 2.5 171
14 MARK SCHULTZ, 6-5, forward, De Smet, SD   AVERAGES   
Year G  FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA  Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. Ast BS Stl   
1982-83 ...................................26  41-76   .539  42-58  .724   54  124    4.7- 2.1   7  5   2
1983-84 ...................................30 110-185  .594  68-94  .723  144  288    9.6- 4.9  11 11  15
1984-85 ...................................32 133-255  .521  93-121 .768  218  359   11.2- 6.8  17 10  33
1985-86 ...................................28 184-285  .645 120-159 .754  221  488   17.4- 7.9  16 16  42
Career ..................................116 468-801  .584 323-432 .747  637 1259   10.8- 5.5  51 41  92
15 ANDY MOELLER, 6-1, guard, LaClaire, IA
All Att: 3-Pt. Only: AVERAGES
Year G-GS FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA Pct. FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pf-D Pts. PPG-RPG  Stl  Blk Ast
2000-01 27-7 49-110 .445 12-37 .324 52-78 .667 67 47-0 162 6.0-2.5 24 0 37
2001-02 30-30 136-282 .482 39-105 .371 83-113 .735 141 71-1 394 13.1-4.7 24 2 112
2002-03 4-0 17-33 .515 11-21 .524 8-12 .667 8 8-0 53 13.3-2.0 8 0 13
2003-04 34-34 184-410 .449 85-207 .411 144-185 .778 168 67-2 597 17.6-4.9 59 5 104
Career 95-71 386-835 .462 147-370 .397 287-388 .740 384 193-3 1206 12.7-4.0 125 7 266
16 JOHN THOMAS,  6-5, forward, Alexandria, SD                            AVERAGES  
Year             G FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. 
Freshman (freshmen not eligible to compete in varsity competition)              
1966-67 ...................................25 136-296  .459  63-91  .692  127  335   13.4- 5.1    
1967-68 ...................................27 176-384  .458  94-126 .746  215  446   16.5- 7.9      
1968-69 ..................................24 153-291  .526  91-118 .771  219  397   16.5- 9.1 
Career ...................................76 465-971  .479 248-335 .740  561 1178   15.5- 7.4  
17 CULLEN OBER, 6-10, center, Glencoe, MN 
All Att: 3-Pt. Only: AVERAGES
Year G-GS FG-FGA Pct.     FG-FGA Pct. FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pf-D Pts. PPG-RPG  Stl  Blk Ast
1986-87.....................28-5 129-223 57.8 0-0 0.0 49-94 52.1 175 80-3 307 11.0-6.3 9 57 23
1987-88...................30-30 142-278 51.1 0-0 0.0 72-113 63.7 191 70-0 356 11.9-6.4 17 48 30
1988-89...................28-28 143-270 53.0 0-0 0.0 96-126 76.2 211 79-4 382 13.6-7.5 18 61 2
1989-90...................10-10 45-77 58.4 0-0 0.0 28-43 65.1 73 31-1 118 11.8-7.3 9 23 18
Career......................96-73 459-848 54.1 0-0 0.0 245-376 65.1 650 260-8 1163 12.1-6.7 53 189 73
18 TOM ROPS,  6-8, center, Lennox, SD AVERAGES   
Year G-GS FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA Pct. FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pf-D Pts. PPG-RPG  Stl  Blk  Ast
1992-93...........................31-0 47-114 .412 10-25 .400 42-67 .627 89 65-3 146 4.7-2.9 44 8 39
1993-94.........................27-17 82-187 .439 26-60 .433 48-81 .593 169 90-5 238 8.8-6.3 46 29 37
1994-95.........................27-27 152-289 .510 2-15 .133 86-116 .741 233 69-4 392 14.5-8.6 50 11 63
1995-96.........................29-29 138-256 .539 4-11 .364 91-124 .734 237 66-2 371 12.8-8.2 47 17 72
Career ....................114-73 419-855 .490 42-111 .378 267-388 .688 728 290-14 1147 10.1-6.4 187 65 211
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19 GUY MACKNER, 6-7, center, Sisseton, SD  AVERAGES   
Year G  FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA  Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb.
Freshman (freshmen not eligible to compete in varsity competition)   
1966-67 ...................................23  72-148  .486  79-121 .653  111  223    9.7- 4.8     
1967-68 ...................................27 204-416  .490 129-166 .777  314  537   19.9- 11.6 
1968-69 ...................................24 128-270  .472  98-115 .852  228  354   14.8- 9.5  
Career ....................................74 404-834  .484 306-402 .761  653 1114   15.1- 8.8        
20 RANDY SUAREZ, 6-2, guard, DePue, IL
All Att: 3-Pt. Only: AVERAGES
Year G-GS FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA Pct. FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pf-D Pts. PPG-RPG  Stl  Blk  Ast
1986-87...................28-28 136-297 45.8 65-144 45.1 60-70 85.7 116 64-1 397 14.2-4.1 28 9 55
1987-88...................30-30 137-292 46.9 73-176 41.5 68-84 81.0 107 74-2 415 13.8-3.6 30 2 39
1988-89...................22-19 95-228 41.7 59-149 39.6 53-72 73.6 85 67-4 302 13.7-3.9 26 7 47
Career ..................80-77 368-817 45.0 197-469 42.0 181-226 80.1 308 205-7 1114 13.9-3.9 84 18 141
21 KENT HYDE, 6-7, center, Onida, SD AVERAGES  
Year ...................G  FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA  Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. 
Freshman (freshmen not eligible to compete in varsity competition) 
1955-56 ........................24 134-279  .480 145-224 .647  242  413   17.2- 10.1 
1956-57 ........................22 132-283  .466 120-174 .743  276  417   19.0- 12.5 
1957-58 ........................17  93-244  .381  82-129 .635  190  268   15.8- 11.1     
Career .........................63 359-806  .445 380-559 .679  708 1098   17.4- 11.2  
22 CHRIS STOEBNER, 6-3, guard, Harrisburg, SD
All Attempts     3-Pt Only                                                                        AVERAGES
Year                    G-GS     FG-FGA    Pct.    FG-FGA     Pct.    FT-FTA      Pct.   Reb.   PF-D      Pts.    PPG-RPG Stl  Blk  Ast
1999-00.....................22-0 60-135 .444 22-70 .314 32-45 .711 59 35-0 174 7.9-2.7 24 0 56
2000-01...................29-20 73-170 .429 15-54 .278 70-94 .745 106 55-2 231 8.0-3.7 30 1 68
2001-02.....................30-1 86-178 .483 21-62 .339 86-112 .768 82 47-1 279 9.3-2.7 30 2 115
2002-03...................31-30 141-260 .542 23-82 .280 107-139 .770 209 60-1 412 13.3-6.7 30 1 104
Career ................112-51 360-743 .485 81-268 .302 295-390 .756 456 197-4 1096 9.8-4.1 114 4 343
22t RYAN NAATJES, 6-4, guard, Milford, IA
All Attempts 3-Pt. Only: AVERAGES
Year G-GS FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA Pct. FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pf-D Pts. PPG-RPG  Stl  Blk  Ast
1990-91.....................32-0 55-142 .387 20-85 .341 32-39 .821 53 54-0 171 5.3- 1.7 15 5 15
1991-92.....................32-1 70-161 .435 21-71 .296 57-75 .760 84 63-1 218 6.8-2.6 23 4 43
1992-93...................31-31 129-289 .446 50-136 .368 101-230 .777 99 79-1 409 13.2-3.2 57 4 55
1994-95...................23-22 100-217 .461 51-117 .436 47-59 .797 78 54-2 298 13.0-3.4 27 2 35
Career ................118-54 354-809 .438 151-409 .369 237-303 .782 314 250-4 1096 9.3-2.7 122 15 148
24 STEVE LINGENFELTER, 6-9, center, Bloomington, Minn (transfer from Minnesota)
AVERAGES
Year G FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. Ast BS 
1979-80 ...................................30 221-401 .551  89-147 .605  322  531   17.7- 10.7  89 79
1980-81 ...................................21 227-350 .648 106-181 .586  222  560   26.7- 10.6  38 51     
Career ....................................51 448-751 .596 195-328 .594  544 1091   21.4- 10.6 127 130  
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25 CASEY ESTLING, 6-4, forward, Center Point, IA
All Attempts     3-Pt Only                                                                      AVERAGES
Year                    G-GS     FG-FGA    Pct.    FG-FGA     Pct.    FT-FTA      Pct.   Reb.   PF-D      Pts.    PPG-RPG  Stl  Blk  Ast
1996-97.....................30-0 77-139 .554 1-6 .167 44-71 .620 99 34-0 199 6.6-3.3 18 0 24
1997-98...................29-28 138-258 .535 3-13 .231 77-138 .558 155 58-0 356 12.3-5-3 32 9 49
1998-99...................26-26 95-190 .500 3-11 .273 57-106 .538 134 75-2 250 9.6-5.2 19 3 36
1999-00...................30-30 104-204 .510 1-5 .200 70-120 .583 141 84-2 279 9.3-4.7 41 0 46
Team ................115-84 414-791 .523 8-35 .228 248-435 .570 529 251-4 1084 9.4-4.6 110 12 155
26 SID BOSTIC, 6-4, forward, Pipestone, Minn  AVERAGES
Year              G  FG-FGA Pct.  FT-FTA  Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. 
Freshman (freshmen not eligible for varsity competition)               
1961-62 ...................................22 125-294  .425  57-83  .687 227  307   13.9- 10.3   
1962-63 ...................................27 143-370  .387 120-174 .689  319  406   15.0- 11.8     
1963-64 ...................................21 149-343  .434  68-95 .708  258  366   17.4- 12.3        
Career ....................................70 417-1007 .414 245-353 .694  804 1079   15.4- 11.5        
27 GENE ZULK, 6-5, forward, Spencer, SD                                     AVERAGES
Year             G FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. 
Freshman (freshmen not eligible for varsity competition)                
1966-67 ...................................24 102-250  .408  23-38 .605  120  227    9.5- 5.0     
1967-68 ...................................27 155-320 .484  91-118 .771  192  401   14.9- 7.1   
1968-6 .....................................24 174-306  .569 97-133 .729  168  445   18.5- 7.4  
Career ....................................75 431-876  .492 211-289 .730  480 1073   14.3- 6.4 
28 GEORGE SCHROEDER, 6-5, forward, Laurel, Neb                        AVERAGES             
Year             G  FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA  Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. Ast.
1972-73 . .................................26  38-100  .380  34-53  .642   65  110   4.2- 2.5     
1973-74 ...................................23 101-232  .435 31-52  .596  125  233   10.1- 5.4  50   
1974-75 ...................................24 145-297  .488  69-91  .758  170  359   15.0- 7.1  63  
1975-76 ...................................24 143-331  .432  78-123 .634  171  364   15.2- 7.1  67 
Career ...................................97 427-960  .445 212-319 .664  531 1066   10.9- 5.5 180        
29 PETE LEIFERMAN, 6-8, center, Aurora, SD
All Att: 3-Pt. Only: AVERAGES
Year G-GS FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA Pct. FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pf-D Pts. PPG-RPG    Stl Blk Ast
1989-90.....................27-2 47-104 .452 0-1 .000 47-80 .588 116 78-2 141 52- 4.3 13 9 10
1990-91...................32-22 92-174 .529 0-1 .000 87-126 .690 140 118-6 271 8.5- 4.4 18 11 40
1991-92...................33-33 115-223 .516 0-0 .000 76-114 .667 168 118-12 306 9.3- 5.1 21 10 28
1992-93...................31-31 121-230 .526 5-16 .313 78-114 .684  192 108-10 325 10.5- 6.2 19 10 45
Career..................123-88 375-731 .513 5-18 .278 288-434 .664 616 422-30 1043 8.5- 5.0 71 40 123
30 JIM SUTTON, 6-0, guard, Onida, SD AVERAGES                                   
Year             G FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. 
Freshman (freshmen not eligible for varsity competition)   
1954-55.. .................................25 109-242 .450 88-108 .815 113  306  12.2- 4.9 
1955-56.... ...............................24 115-244 .471 82-98 .837 133  312  13.0- 5.5 
1956-57.... ...............................22 145-294 .493 127-138 .920  137  417  19.0- 6.2 
Career ........ ...........................71 369-780  .473 297-344 .898  383 1035  14.6- 5.6 
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31 MERLYN SMITH, 6-3, forward, Avon, SD                                     AVERAGES         
Year              G  FG-FGA  Pct. FT-FTA  Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts. -Reb. 
Freshman (freshmen not eligible for varsity competition)   
1956-57. ..................................20 104-246 .423 91-125 .728 204  299 15.0- 10.2     
1957-58 .... ..............................22 148-377 .392 82-125 .656  228 378  17.2- 10.4     
1958-59.... ...............................23 136-342  .398 79-108 .731 212 351  15.2- 9.2    
Career ...................................65 388-965  .402 252-358 .704  644 1028   15.8- 9.9
32 JEFF BOOHER, 6-3 guard-forward, Brookings, SD
All Att. 3-pt only AVERAGES:
Year                 G-GS    FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA  Pct. FT-FTA Pct.    Reb.  Pf-D Pts. PPG-RPG  Stl  Blk Ast
1988-89.....................27-0 41-92 .446 6-19 .316 16-22 .727 39 25-0 104 3.9-1.4 50 4 67
1989-90...................27-27 102-240 .425 37-101 .366 10-17 .588 107 61-2 251 9.3-4.0 46 4 60
1990-91...................30-29 114-255 .447 27-80 .338 33-43 .767 95 72-2 288 9.6-3.2 78 4 46
1991-92...................33-33 141-294 .480 38-98 .388 55-83 .663 142 70-0 375 11.4-4.3 76 1 58
Career..................117-89 398-881 .452 108-298 .362 114-165 .691 383 86-2 1018 8.7-3.3 250 13 231
33 JIM WALKER, 6-9, center, Sumner, Ia  (JC transfer)                          AVERAGES      
Year                           G  FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA  Pct. Reb. Pts. Pts. -Reb. Ast  
1978-79 ....................................27 201-346  .581 64-99  .646 209 466   17.2- 7.7  21    
1979-80 ....................................30 214-358 .598 118-162 .728  253 546  18.2- 8.4 22   
Career......................................57 415-704  .589 182-261 .697  462 1012   17.7- 8.2 43  
34 BILL CARTWRIGHT, 6-8, forward, Princeton, Ill.
All Att. 3-pt only AVERAGES:
Year                      G-GS    FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA  Pct. FT-FTA Pct.    Reb.  Pf-D Pts. PPG-RPG  Stl Blk Ast
1985-86.....................17-0 8-15 53.3 0-0 0.0 3-7 42.9 18 18-0 19 1.1-1.1 0 2 6
1986-87...................28-28 121-216 56.0 0-0 0.0 54-75 72.0 164 71-2 296 10.6-5.9 14 16 55
1987-88...................30-28 141-246 57.3 0-1 0.0 68-95 71.6 188 62-1 350 11.7-6.3 5 16 44
1988-89...................28-28 139-263 52.9 2-6 33.3 65-83 78.3 197 78-1 345 12.3-7.0 21 15 37
Career ...................103-84 409-740 55.3 2-7 28.6 190-260 73.1 567 229-4 1010 9.8-5.5 40 49 142
35 CORY VANDEWETTERING, 6-9, center, Freedom, WIs.
All Att. 3-pt only AVERAGES:
Year                      G-GS    FG-FGA Pct. FG-FGA  Pct. FT-FTA Pct.    Reb.  Pf-D Pts. PPG-RPG  Stl Blk Ast
1990-91.....................32-0 55-137 .401 0-0 .000 71-102 .696 122 75-0 181 5.7-3.8 14 16 17
1991-92.....................33-0 79-168 .470 0-0 .000 80-108 .741 143 89-3 238 7.2-4.3 8 33 14
1992-93...................31-30 97-204 .475 0-0 .000 82-126 .651 161 84-2 276 8.9-5.2 10 18 28
1993-94...................27-27 119-230 .517 0-0 .000 76-112 .679 203 59-1 314 11.6-7.5 18 18 24
Career..................123-57 350-739 .474 0-0 .000 309-448 .690 629 307-6 1009 8.2-5.1 50 85 83
36 VIRG RILEY, 6-4, forward, Dell Rapids, SD                               AVERAGES    
Year             G FG-FGA  Pct.  FT-FTA Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb. 
1952-53. ..................................17  20-69   .289  30-42  .714 57 70   4.4- 3.6     
1953-54.. .................................22  52-155  .336 57-95  .600 133  161  7.3- 6.0 
1954-55.... ...............................25 130-333  .393 126-173 .728  191 386  15.4- 7.6 
1955-56.... ...............................24 135-332  .407 121-175 .691  228  391   16.3- 9.5
Career ........ ...........................87 337-889  .379 334-485 .689  609 1008  11.6- 7.0
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37 DENNIS WOMELDORF, 6-1, guard, Wessington Springs, SD 
AVERAGES             
Year              G  FG-FGA  Pct. FT-FTA  Pct. Reb. Pts.  Pts.- Reb.
1967-68 ...................................27  83-174  .477  92-123 .748   73 258   9.6- 2.7   
1968-69 ...................................24 104-209  .498  44-62  .710  75  252  10.5- 3.1   
1969-70 ...................................26 195-342  .570 106-145 .731   97  496  19.1- 3.7         
Career ...................................77 382-725  .527 242-330 .733  245 1006   13.1- 3.2     
• 1000 Point Club •
POINTS, GAME
1. 44 Dave Thomas Coe 1973
2. 41 Tom Black Morningside 1964
41 Steve Lingenfelter Grandview 1980
4. 40 Kent Hyde Augustana 1957
40 Steve Lingenfelter Fresno 1981
6. 38 Tom Black Oshkosh 1964
38 Lee Colburn Augustana 1971
38 Chris White Augustana 1991
9. 36 Chris White Black Hills 1992
36 Austin Hansen Fort Hays State 2003
POINTS, SEASON
1. Chris White 1992 34 747 22.6
2. Jason Sempsrott 1997 30 716 23.9
3. Juriad Hughes 1004 26 640 24.6
4. Don Jacobsen 1961 27 638 23.6
5. Chris White 1991 32 633 19.9
6. Mark Tetzlaff 1983 33 615 18.6
7. Andy Moeller 2004 34 597 17.6
8. Steve Brown 1978 29 573 19.7
9. Dave Thomas 1973 26 571 21.8
10. Lee Colburn 1973 26 561 21.5
*highest average: 26.7 by Steve Lingenfelter, 21 games, 560 points,
1981.
POINTS, CAREER
1. Mark Tetzlaff 1982-85 118 1,931 16.3
2. Lee Colburn 1970-73 96 1,822 19.0
3. Austin Hansen 2000-03 119 1,815 15.3
4. Steve Brown 1975-78 102 1,534 15.1
5. Don Jacobsen 1959-61 75 1,488 19.8
6. Jermaine Showers 1993-96 114 1,399 12.3
7. Bob Winzenburg 1979-82 111 1,395 12.6
8. Jason Sempsrott 1884-97 110 1,390 12.6
9. Chris White 1992-93 65 1,390 21.2
10. Dave Thomas 1970-73 84 1,355 16.1
REBOUNDS, GAME
1. 29 Terry Slattery Lincoln 1961
2. 26 Wayne Gaughran South Dakota 1960
26 Dave Thomas Coe 1973
4. 25 Guy Mackner Morningside 1968
25 Steve Lingenfelter Grandview 1981
6. 24 Tom Black North Dakota 1963
24 Tom Black Nebraska 1963
8. 23 Marv Kool Augustana 1953
23 Marlin VanDenEinde South Dakota 1959
23 Tom Black Augustana 1863
23 Larry Nickelson South Dakota 1977
REBOUNDS, SEASON
1. Tom Black 1963 27 404 14.8
2. Terry Slattery 1961 27 385 14.3
3. Mark Tetzlaff 1984 30 337 11.2
4. Dave Thomas 1973 26 326 12.3
5. Steve Lingenfelter 1980 30 322 10.7
6. Sid Bostic 1963 27 319 11.8
7. Guy Mackner 1968 27 314 11.6
8. Mark Tetzlaff 1985 33 291 8.8
9. Larry Nickelson 1977 26 283 10.9
10. Dave Thomas 1972 25 280 11.2
REBOUNDS, CAREER
1. Mark Tetzlaff 1982-85 118 1,132 9.6
2. Lee Colburn 1970-73 96 837 8.7
3. Dave Thomas 1970-73 84 810 9.6
4. Sid Bostic 1962-64 70 804 11.5
5. Larry Nickelson 1976-78 79 757 9.6
6. Bob Winzenburg 1979-82 111 7326 6.6
7. Kurt Meister 1995-98 115 734 6.4
8. Terry Slattery 1960-62 64 729 11.4
9. Tom Rops 1993-96 114 728 6.4
10. Kent Hyde 1956-58 63 708 11.2
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Year          Coach                                              Won       Lost
1905-06 William Juneau 1 0
1906-07 William Juneau 5 3
1907-08 J.M. Saunderson 4 1
1908-09 J.M. Saunderson 4 2
1909-10 J.M. Saunderson 3 4
1910-11 Frederick Johnson 2 4
1911-12 No basketball
1912-13 Harry (Buck) Ewing 0 2
1913-14 No basketball
1914-15 Harry (Buck) Ewing 5 6
1915-16 Harry (Buck) Ewing 5 5
1916-17 Harry (Buck) Ewing 4 7
1917-18 Alec Culhane 6 1
1918-19 No basketball
1919-20 C.A. (Jack) West 7 8
1920-21 C.A. (Jack) West 12 7
1921-22 C.A. (Jack) West 25 3
1922-23 C.A. (Jack) West 10 5
1923-24 C.A. (Jack) West 8 11
1924-25 C.A. (Jack) West 5 8
1925-26 C.A. (Jack) West 3 17
1926-27 Noble Redmen 2 9
1927-28 George Edmonds 8 4
1928-29 George Edmonds 12 2
1929-30 George Edmonds 9 8
1930-31 R.H. (Red) Threlfall 8 8
1931-32 R.H. (Red) Threlfall 6 7
1932-33 R.H. (Red) Threlfall 7 7
1933-34 Lemme Herting 4 14
1934-35 Lemme Herting 10 9
1935-36 Lemme Herting 6 8
1936-37 R.H. (Red) Threlfall 4 10
1937-38 James Baker 11 5
1938-39 James Baker 10 9
1939-40 James Baker 10 5
1940-41 Thurlo McCrady 8 8
1941-42 Thurlo McCrady 12 10
1942-43 Thurlo McCrady 15 6
1943-44 Thurlo McCrady 13 6
1944-45 Thurlo McCrady 5 16
1945-46 Thurlo McCrady 10 11
1946-47 Thurlo McCrady 7 13
1947-48 R.B. (Jack) Frost 19 6
1948-49 R.B. (Jack) Frost 11 14
1949-50 R.B. (Jack) Frost 9 12
1950-51 R.B. (Jack) Frost 16 12
1951-52 R.B. (Jack) Frost 10 12
1952-53 R.B. (Jack) Frost 10 12
1953-54 R.B. (Jack) Frost 11 11
1954-55 R.M. (Sox) Walseth 14 11
1955-56 R.M. (Sox) Walseth 17 7
1956-57 Jim Iverson 19 3
Year          Coach                                            Won       Lost
1957-58 Jim Iverson 12 11
1958-59 Jim Iverson 17 7
1959-60 Jim Iverson 17 7
1960-61 Jim Iverson 21 6
1961-62 Jim Iverson 13 9
1962-63 Jim Iverson 22 5
1963-64 Jim Iverson 14 7
1964-65 Jim Iverson 7 10
Jim Marking 3 3
Season Record 10 13
1965-66 Jim Marking 13 11
1966-67 Jim Marking 11 14
1967-68 Jim Marking 20 7
1968-69 Jim Marking 18 6
1969-70 Jim Marking 22 4
1970-71 Jim Marking 15 7
1971-72 Jim Marking 17 8
1972-73 Jim Marking 18 8
1973-74 Jim Marking 11 12
1974-75 Gene Zulk 12 12
1975-76 Gene Zulk 12 12
1976-77 Gene Zulk 10 16
1977-78 Gene Zulk 17 12
1978-79 Gene Zulk 13 14
1979-80 Gene Zulk 23 7
1980-81 Gene Zulk 13 14
1981-82 Gene Zulk 13 14
1982-83 Gene Zulk 16 12
1983-84 Gene Zulk 21 9
1984-85 Gene Zulk 26 7
1985-86 Jim Thorson 8 20
1986-87 Jim Thorson 16 12
1987-88 Jim Thorson 21 9
1988-89 Jim Thorson 16 12
1989-90 Jim Thorson 8 19
1990-91 Jim Thorson 24 8
1991-92 Jim Thorson 25 8
1992-93 Jim Thorson 19 12
1993-94 Brad Soderberg 19 8
1994-95 Brad Soderberg 17 10
1995-96 Scott Nagy 24 5
1996-97 Scott Nagy 25 5
1997-98 Scott Nagy 26 3
1998-99 Scott Nagy 17 10
1999-00 Scott Nagy 21 9
2000-01 Scott Nagy 22 7
2001-02 Scott Nagy 24 6
2002-03 Scott Nagy 24 7
2003-04 Scott Nagy 27 7
2004-05 Scott Nagy 10 18
1262 835
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SCORING
Year     Name                                                              G           Pts.         Avg.
1950 Don Bartlett ...........................................................21 254 12.1
1951 Dave Aaberg ..........................................................28 467 16.7
1952 Marv Kool .............................................................22 265 12.0
1953 Bob Ehrke..............................................................22 305 13.9
1954 Bob Ehrke..............................................................22 260 11.8
1955 Deane Antoine .......................................................25 402 16.1
1956 Kent Hyde..............................................................24 413 17.2
1957 Jim Sutton.............................................................22 417 19.0
Kent Hyde..............................................................22 417 19.0
1958 Merlyn Smith ........................................................22 378 17.2
1959 Marlin VanDenEinde .............................................23 404 17.6
1960 Don Jacobsen .......................................................24 460 19.2
1961 Don Jacobsen .......................................................27 638 23.6
1962 Terry Slattery .........................................................21 378 18.0
1963 Tom Black..............................................................27 467 17.3
1964 Tom Black..............................................................21 450 21,4
1965 Tom Timpone ........................................................21 235 11.1
1966 Tom Timpone ........................................................24 396 16.5
1967 Vern Schoolmeester ..............................................25 367 14.7
1968 Guy Mackner .........................................................27 537 19.9
1969 Gene Zulk ..............................................................24 445 18.5
1970 Dennis Womeldorf ................................................26 496 19.1
1971 Lee Colburn ..........................................................22 461 21.0
1972 Lee Colburn ..........................................................25 546 21.8
1973 Dave Thomas ........................................................26 571 21.9
Lee Colburn ..........................................................26 561 21.8
1974 Dale Nickelson ......................................................23 455 19.9
1975 Ron Wiblemo ........................................................24 486 20.3
1976 George Schroeder .................................................24 364 15.2
1977 Steve Brown ..........................................................26 530 20.4
1978 Steve Brown ..........................................................29 573 19.7
1979 Jim Walker ............................................................27 466 17.2
1980 Jim Walker ............................................................39 546 18.2
1981 Steve Lingenfelter..................................................21 560 26.7
1982 Bob Winzenburg....................................................27 314 11.6
1983 Mark Tetzlaff ..........................................................28 534 19.9
1984 Mark Tetzlaff ..........................................................30 490 16.3
1985 Mark Tetzlaff ..........................................................33 615 18.6
1986 Mark Schultz .........................................................28 488 17.4
1987 Randy Suarez ........................................................28 397 14.1
Craig Jenkins ........................................................28 397 14.1
1988 Randy Suarez ........................................................30 415 13.8
1989 Randy Suarez ........................................................22 302 13.7
Cullen Ober ...........................................................28 382 13.6
1990 Rich McClendon ...................................................26 316 12.2
1991 Chris White ...........................................................32 633 19.8
1992 Chris White ...........................................................33 747 22.6
1993 Ryan Naatjes .........................................................31 409 13.2
1994 Juriad Hughes .......................................................26 640 24.6
1995 Tom Rops ..............................................................27 392 14.5
1996 Jermaine Showers .................................................29 502 17.3
1997 Jason Sempsrott ...................................................30 716 23.9
1998 Kurt Meister ..........................................................29 469 16.2
1999 Bill Fischer ............................................................26 379 14.6
2000 Austin Hansen .......................................................30 404 13.5
2001 Josh Cerveny ........................................................24 346 14.4
Austin Hansen .......................................................29 410 14.1
2002 Austin Hansen .......................................................29 442 15.2
2003 Austin Hansen .......................................................31 559 18.0
2004 Andy Moeller.........................................................34 597 17.6
2005 Ben Beran..............................................................28 380 13.6
REBOUNDING
Year     Name                                                              G        Rebs.         Avg.
1952 Marv Kool .............................................................22 289 13.8
1953 Bob Ehrke..............................................................22 201 9.1
1954 Bob Ehrke..............................................................22 245 11.1
1955 Virg Riley ..............................................................25 191 8.0
1956 Virg Riley ..............................................................24 228 10.7
1957 Merlyn Smith ........................................................22 417 10.7
1958 Kent Hyde..............................................................22 276 13.1
1959 Marlin VanDenEinde .............................................23 271 11.8
1960 Wayne Gaughran ...................................................24 279 11.6
1961 Terry Slattery .........................................................27 385 14.3
1962 Terry Slattery .........................................................21 267 12.3
1963 Tom Black..............................................................27 404 14.8
1964 Sid Bostic..............................................................21 258 12.3
1965 Gary Smith ............................................................21 136 5.9
1966 Larry Tompkins .....................................................24 207 8.6
1967 Ron Otterness........................................................25 220 8.9
1968 Guy Mackner .........................................................27 314 11.6
1969 Guy Mackner .........................................................24 228 9.5
1970 Clyde Hagen..........................................................26 213 8.5
1971 Lee Colburn ..........................................................22 206 9.3
1972 Dave Thomas ........................................................25 280 11.2
1973 Dave Thomas ........................................................26 326 12.3
1974 Dale Nickelson ......................................................23 272 12.0
1975 Mike Christianson.................................................24 193 8.0
1976 Larry Nickelson .....................................................24 226 9.4
1977 Larry Nickelson .....................................................26 283 10.9
1978 Larry Nickelson .....................................................29 246 8.5
1979 Jim Walker ............................................................27 209 7.7
1980 Steve Lingenfelter..................................................30 322 10.7
1981 Steve Lingenfelter..................................................21 222 10.6
1982 Mark Tetzlaff ..........................................................27 226 8.4
1983 Mark Tetzlaff ..........................................................28 278 9.9
1984 Mark Tetzlaff ..........................................................30 337 11.2
1985 Mark Tetzlaff ..........................................................33 291 8.8
1986 Mark Schultz .........................................................28 221 7.9
1987 Cullen Ober ...........................................................28 175 6.2
1988 Cullen Ober ...........................................................30 191 6.3
1989 Cullen Ober ...........................................................28 211 7.5
1990 Pete Leiferman ......................................................27 116 4.3
1991 Chris Counts .........................................................32 182 5.7
1992 Pete Leiferman ......................................................33 168 5.1
1993 Pete Leiferman ......................................................31 167 5.4
1994 Cory VandeWettering ............................................27 203 7.5
1995 Tom Rops ..............................................................26 233 8.6
1996 Tom Rops ..............................................................29 237 8.2
1997 Kurt Meister ..........................................................30 220 7.3
1998 Kurt Meister ..........................................................29 242 8.3
1999 Cody Volmer .........................................................26 161 6.2
2000 Andy Cone ............................................................30 196 6.5
2001 Andy Cone ............................................................29 212 7.3
2002 Matt Jones ............................................................30 260 8.7
2003 Chris Stoebner ......................................................30 209 7.0
2004 Derrick Schantz .....................................................34 171 5.0
2005 Joe Green..............................................................28 191 6.8
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1905-06 – WON 1, LOST 0
Coach:  William Juneau
SDSU OPP
32 Tracy ............................................8
—
1906-07 – WON 5,  LOST 3
Coach:  William Juneau
SDSU OPP
23 Watertown..................................32
39 Tracy ............................................9
40 Watertown..................................17
33 Sioux Falls College...................20
32 Redfield......................................16
28 Aberdeen Normal ......................30
21 Sioux Falls ................................22
19 Aberdeen Normal ......................16
—
1907-08 – WON 4, LOST 1
Coach:  J.M. Saunderson
SDSU OPP
38 Lake Preston................................8
22 Aberdeen Normal ......................16
28 Aberdeen Normal ......................51
41 Redfield......................................30
44 Redfield......................................21
—
1908-09 – WON 4, LOST 2
Coach:  J.M. Saunderson
SDSU OPP
55 Lake Preston .............................14
64 De Smet.......................................4
19 Aberdeen Normal ......................43
46 Huron.........................................14
28 Madison ......................................5
9 Aberdeen Normal ......................26
—
1909-10 – WON 3, LOST 4
Coach:  J.M. Saunderson
SDSU OPP
23 Arlington....................................16
24 North Dakota State ....................44
16 Huron...........................................9
36 Watertown..................................38
17 Dakota Wesleyan.......................26
36 Mitchell YMCA .........................24
16 Dakota Wesleyan.......................18
—
1910-11 – WON 2, LOST 4
Coach: Frederick Johnson
SDSU OPP
21 Arlington....................................26
21 Huron.........................................31
32 Madison ....................................16
19 Aberdeen ...................................47
68 Lake Preston .............................16
26 Aberdeen ...................................27
—
1911-12
(No intercollegiate games)
—
1912-13 – WON 0, LOST 2
Coach:  Harry "Buck"Ewing
SDSU OPP
15 Huron.........................................34
9 Huron.........................................21
—
1913-14
(No intercollegiate games)
—
1914-15 – WON 5, LOST 6, TIED 1
Coach:  Harry "Buck"Ewing
SDSU OPP
37 Arlington....................................11
27 Yankton......................................13
16 Huron.........................................28
24 Dakota Wesleyan.......................17
66 Yankton......................................18
11 Huron.........................................19
18 South Dakota.............................31
18 South Dakota.............................41
22 South Dakota.............................28
15 South Dakota.............................15
30 Huron...........................................7
23 Huron.........................................25
1915-16 – WON 5, LOST 5
Coach:  Harry "Buck" Ewing
SDSU OPP
25 North Dakota State ....................43
31 Lake City....................................23
28 South Dakota...............................9
21 North Dakota State ....................39
11 Company B, Fargo....................22
20 Co H, Jamestown......................26
66 Watertown....................................6
33 Huron.........................................15
17 Huron.........................................18
47 Yankton .....................................10
—
1916-17 – WON 4, LOST 7
Coach:  Harry "Buck" Ewing
SDSU OPP
23 St. John's ..................................17
20 Carleton.....................................42
18 Gustavus Adolphus...................16
35 Sioux Falls College...................24
14 North Dakota State ....................27
8 North Dakota State ....................26
11 Wahpeton ....................................5
13 North Dakota State ....................27
20 North Dakota State ....................26
11 North Dakota .............................42
13 Northern ....................................21
—
1917-78 – WON 6, LOST 1
Coach: Alec Culhane
SDSU OPP
42 Eastern.......................................10
21 Ellendale....................................16
31 Sioux Falls ................................12
33 Sioux Falls ................................16
29 Gustavus Adolphus...................24
9 Carleton.....................................32
28 Tyler...........................................15
—
1918-19
(No intercollegiate games)
—
1919-20 – WON 7, LOST 8
Coach:  C.A. "Jack" West
SDSU OPP
23 North Dakota .............................26
21 North Dakota State ....................12
70 Lake Preston................................9
22 Omaha University......................10
26 Huron.........................................14
28 South Dakota.............................16
11 Creighton...................................23
15 South Dakota.............................18
11 Fargo College............................21
13 North Dakota .............................41
38 Dakota Wesleyan.......................11
9 Creighton...................................23
19 St. Thomas................................29
46 Huron.........................................10
52 Yankton......................................10
—
1920-21 – WON 12, LOST 7
Coach:  C.A. "Jack" West
SDSU OPP
19 North Dakota .............................37
19 North Dakota .............................26
23 North Dakota State ....................16
29 North Dakota State ....................21
40 South Dakota.............................14
11 South Dakota.............................14
27 South Dakota.............................17..
42 Sioux Falls ................................12
29 Sioux Falls...................................7
18 Huron .......................................11
27 St. Mary's ....................................7
11 Wisconsin .................................24
18 Wisconsin .................................20
17 Plymouth...................................23
13 Neenah ......................................26
18 Hormel Packing ........................18
32 Huron.........................................14
35 Sioux Falls Legion....................22
1921-22 – WON 25, LOST 3
Coach:  C.A. "Jack" West
SDSU OPP
38 South Dakota.............................16
26 St. Thomas................................10
23 St. Thomas ..................................7
23 North Dakota .............................19
27 North Dakota State ....................28
27 North Dakota State ....................19
34 South Dakota.............................16
33 Morningside..............................17
53 Worthington ..............................16
26 Creighton...................................36
26 Creighton...................................28
30 Sioux Falls College...................19
59 Sioux Falls College...................15
41 Osage Junior College ...............11
26 Hormels (Austin).......................25
16 Mason City................................12
58 Rochester Jr. Co........................16
29 Mankato Legion ........................23
34 Madison Normal .......................19
47 Columbus College......................4
39 Madison Normal .......................15
39 Aberdeen Normal ......................22
16 Nettleton ......................................6
64 Lead ..........................................20
21 Deadwood ...................................5
34 Spearfish AC .............................14
38 Belle Fourche ............................23
25 Belle Fourche ............................17
—
1922-23 – WON 10, LOST 5
Coach:  C.A. "Jack" West
SDSU OPP
28 North Dakota .............................27
28 North Dakota .............................20
13 North Dakota State ....................34
30 North Dakota State ....................22
33 South Dakota ............................32
30 South Dakota ............................27
17 Creighton...................................38
26 Creighton...................................28
11 Creighton...................................38
28 South Dakota.............................17
30 South Dakota.............................22
42 Columbus College....................15
57 Columbus College....................11
43 Madison Normal .........................8
20 Creighton...................................28
—-
1923-24 – WON 8, LOST 11
Coach:  C.A. "Jack" West
SDSU OPP
27 Nebraska Wesleyan...................23
19 North Dakota State ....................23
25 North Dakota State ....................36
8 North Dakota .............................13
15 North Dakota .............................30
22 North Dakota State ....................21
13 North Dakota State ....................17
37 South Dakota.............................20
33 South Dakota.............................25
17 South Dakota.............................18
24 South Dakota.............................10
14 Des Moines University .............16
18 Des Moines University .............27
15 Creighton...................................52
22 Creighton...................................38
19 Nebraska Wesleyan...................15
34 Madison Normal .......................12
27 Greater Sioux Falls....................23
26 Greater Sioux Falls....................28
—
1924-25 – WON 5, LOST 8
Coach:  C.A. "Jack" West
SDSU OPP
17 North Dakota State ....................24
18 North Dakota State ....................17
17 North Dakota .............................11
24 North Dakota ............................21
18 North Dakota State ....................34
16 North Dakota State ....................40
14 South Dakota.............................16
30 South Dakota.............................24
30 Morningside..............................22
22 Morningside..............................31
22 South Dakota.............................29
25 South Dakota.............................29
24 Creighton...................................34
—
1925-26 – WON 3, LOST  17
Coach:  C.A. "Jack" West
SDSU OPP
19 North Dakota State ....................38
14 North Dakota ............................21
24 North Dakota .............................30
21 North Dakota State ....................51
13 North Dakota State ....................35
34 South Dakota.............................27
18 South Dakota.............................22
19 South Dakota.............................31
23 South Dakota.............................20
20 North Dakota .............................25
16 North Dakota .............................32
17 Creighton...................................25
16 Creighton...................................32
9 Wisconsin .................................48
12 St. Mary's ..................................17
14 Huron.........................................31
23 Huron.........................................14
15 Columbus College....................24
21 Columbus College....................24
26 Sioux Falls Elks.........................42
—
1926-27 – WON 2, LOST 9
Coach:  Noble Redmen
SDSU OPP
19 North Dakota .............................44
20 North Dakota State ....................28
40 North Dakota State ....................45
16 South Dakota.............................32
23 South Dakota.............................26
28 Morningside..............................37
33 Morningside..............................31
34 Nebraska Wesleyan...................19
16 Creighton...................................67
31 Des Moines U. ..........................34
18 Creighton...................................30
—
1927-28 – WON 8, LOST 4
Coach:  George Edmonds
SDSU OPP
21 North Dakota .............................26
29 North Dakota .............................20
31 North Dakota St.........................30
29 North Dakota St.........................15
20 South Dakota.............................22
23 South Dakota.............................25
33 Morningside..............................16
24 Morningside..............................35
46 Huron...........................................5
32 St. Mary's ..................................16
60 Huron.........................................19
26 Columbus College....................24
—
1928-29 – WON 12, LOST 2
Coach:  George Edmonds
SDSU OPP
50 North Dakota .............................30
32 North Dakota .............................24
26 North Dakota St.........................21
19 North Dakota St.........................20
30 South Dakota.............................13
30 South Dakota.............................17
28 Morningside..............................23
37 Morningside..............................22
34 Columbus College....................28
30 Huron.........................................26
25 Nebraska U................................36
36 Sioux Falls College...................24
35 Sioux Falls College...................22
14 Doane ........................................12
—
1929-30 – WON 9, LOST 8
Coach:  George Edmonds
SDSU OPP
21 North Dakota .............................34
16 North Dakota .............................17
17 North Dakota St.........................22
27 North Dakota St.........................22
18 South Dakota.............................13
18 South Dakota.............................19
27 Morningside..............................22
30 Morningside..............................29
36 Huron.........................................26
32 Eastern.......................................18
30 Iowa U. ......................................20
27 Nebraska....................................29
13 Kansas City Life ........................25
33 St. Louis U. ...............................18
11 Loyola (Chicago) ......................37
19 DePaul.......................................38
42 Spearfish ...................................15
—
1930-31 – WON 8, LOST 8
Coach:  R.H. (Red) Threlfall
SDSU OPP
37 North Dakota .............................46
25 North Dakota .............................31
21 North Dakota St.........................39
24 North Dakota St.........................30
24 South Dakota.............................44
26 South Dakota.............................23
46 Morningside..............................22
31 Morningside..............................26
21 Minnesota U..............................59
27 Huron.........................................14
35 Eastern.......................................24
40 Dakota Wesleyan.......................37
53 Sioux Falls College...................33
31 Sioux Falls College...................28
31 Dakota Wesleyan.......................38
28 Huron.........................................30
—
1931-32 – WON 6, LOST 7
Coach:  R.H. (Red) Threlfall
SDSU OPP
26 North Dakota .............................32
28 North Dakota .............................46
27 North Dakota St.........................42
24 North Dakota St.........................32
34 South Dakota.............................32
23 South Dakota.............................27
40 Morningside..............................21
32 Morningside..............................22
43 Eastern.......................................31
47 Huron.........................................32
42 Oklahoma A&M ........................20
37 Dakota Wesleyan.......................47
23 Sioux Falls College...................26..
1932-33 – WON 7, LOST 7
Coach:  R.H. (Red) Threlfall
SDSU OPP
28 North Dakota .............................40
19 North Dakota .............................46
21 North Dakota St.........................35
22 North Dakota St.........................42
22 South Dakota.............................48
18 South Dakota.............................28
41 Morningside..............................21
40 Morningside..............................20
39 Eastern.......................................28
23 Eastern.......................................26..
31 Dakota Wesleyan.......................19
36 Sioux Falls College...................19
35 Dakota Wesleyan.......................21
32 Sioux Falls College...................30
—
1933-34 – WON 4, LOST 14
Coach:  Lemme Herting
SDSU OPP
28 North Dakota .............................42
25 North Dakota .............................53
32 North Dakota St.........................39
17 North Dakota St.........................29
24 South Dakota.............................22
34 South Dakota.............................42
27 Morningside..............................21
29 Morningside..............................27
30 Sioux Falls College...................28
23 Augustana .................................28
34 Eastern.......................................35
25 Superior.....................................30..
20 Duluth........................................32
16 River Falls..................................26
23 Reeves Independent..................27
18 Macalester.................................29
30 Augustana .................................32
26 Sioux Falls College...................38
—
1934-35 – WON 10, LOST 9
Coach:  Lemme Herting
SDSU OPP
31 North Dakota .............................49
35 North Dakota .............................46
30 North Dakota St.........................31
33 North Dakota St.........................39
29 South Dakota.............................27
36 South Dakota.............................39
34 Morningside..............................25
21 Morningside..............................40
33 Omaha ......................................39
36 Omaha .......................................35
31 Huron.........................................17
51 Northern ....................................16
41 Eastern.......................................14
36 Northern ....................................26
30 Huron.........................................27
40 Augustana .................................32
38 Augustana .................................32
21 Dakota Wesleyan.......................45
29 South Dakota*...........................38
* Non-conference game
—
1935-36 – WON 6, LOST 8
Coach:  Lemme Herting
SDSU OPP
30 Iowa Teachers............................32
39 Iowa Teachers............................37
30 North Dakota .............................54
24 North Dakota .............................62
35 North Dakota St.........................39
32 North Dakota St.........................35
32 South Dakota.............................36
25 Morningside..............................37
29 Omaha .......................................23
46 Omaha .......................................27
61 Eastern.......................................47
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53 Sioux Falls College...................44
18 Sioux Falls College...................24
42 South Dakota*...........................27
*Non-conference game
—
1936-37 – WON 4, LOST 10
Coach:  R.H. (Red) Threlfall
SDSU OPP
35 Iowa Teachers............................36
24 North Dakota .............................30
19 North Dakota .............................53
41 North Dakota St.........................43
32 North Dakota St.........................36
20 South Dakota.............................44
32 South Dakota.............................20
20 Morningside..............................36
33 Omaha .......................................27
49 Eastern.......................................41
41 Augustana .................................34
29 Augustana .................................35
41 Sioux Falls College...................44
36 Augustana .................................47
—
1937-38 – WON 11, LOST 5
Coach:  James Baker
SDSU OPP
18 Iowa Teachers............................29
29 North Dakota .............................35
29 North Dakota .............................45
43 North Dakota St.........................30
48 North Dakota St.........................25
28 South Dakota.............................41
30 South Dakota.............................19
32 Morningside..............................25
41 Omaha .......................................21
47 Augustana .................................38
35 Morningside..............................34
42 Northern ....................................30
39 Huron.........................................45
36 Northern ....................................32
57 Augustana .................................27..
45 Augustana .................................34
—
1938-39 – WON 10, LOST 9
Coach:  James Baker
SDSU OPP
50 Iowa Teachers............................41
32 North Dakota .............................39
41 North Dakota .............................31
33 North Dakota State ....................37
38 North Dakota State ....................36
28 South Dakota.............................31
32 South Dakota.............................30
33 Morningside..............................35
51 Omaha .......................................48
36 Minnesota .................................46
32 Carleton.....................................33
65 Eastern.......................................28
31 St. Thomas................................28
31 Carleton.....................................26
22 Gustavus Adolphus...................42
32 Superior Teachers .....................43
36 St. Thomas................................48
50 Augustana .................................44
48 Augustana .................................45
—
1939-40 – WON 10, LOST 5
Coach:  James Baker
SDSU OPP
46 Morningside..............................39
31 Iowa Teachers............................36
46 North Dakota .............................36
45 Omaha .......................................34
53 North Dakota St.........................41
38 South Dakota.............................35
47 Omaha .......................................35
30 South Dakota.............................34
36 Northern ....................................39
30 Minnesota .................................38
61 Huron.........................................22
32 Gustavus Adolphus...................23
43 Northern ....................................28
23 Iowa ..........................................24
55 South Dakota Mines .................28
—
1940-41 – WON 8, LOST 8
Coach:  Thurlo McCrady
SDSU OPP
33 Carleton.....................................31
39 Northern ....................................35
47 Concordia..................................42
56 Gustavus Adolphus...................50
36 Tarkio.........................................35
33 St. Olaf.......................................35
30 Kirksville Teachers ....................41
35 North Dakota St.........................42
43 Omaha .......................................35
36 Iowa Teachers............................49
43 North Dakota .............................57
47 North Dakota St.........................70
25 South Dakota.............................15
34 South Dakota.............................31
43 North Dakota .............................44
32 Morningside..............................57
—
1941-42 – WON 12, LOST 10
Coach:  Thurlo McCrady
SDSU OPP
47 Northern ....................................24
42 Carleton.....................................35
35 Gustavus Adolphus...................44
36 Winona Teachers.......................28
34 Hastings ....................................32
43 Concordia..................................25
39 Bemidji Teachers.......................32
37 North Dakota St.........................44
36 Augustana .................................48
37 Iowa Teachers............................38
34 Gustavus Adolphus...................37
42 Augustana .................................28
41 Northern ....................................24
35 North Dakota .............................44
34 North Dakota State ....................49
35 North Dakota State ....................43
26 South Dakota.............................29
33 Omaha .......................................47
54 Hastings ....................................40
40 Morningside..............................37
45 South Dakota.............................26
39 South Dakota.............................30
—
1942-43 – WON 15, LOST 6
Coach:  Thurlo McCrady
SDSU OPP
63 Northern ....................................46
46 Iowa Teachers............................27
46 Iowa ...........................................52
53 Cornell.......................................29
59 Gustavus Adolphus...................43
52 Minnesota .................................62
44 Carleton.....................................46
54 Gustavus Adolphus...................52
40 North Dakota State. ...................37
47 Northern ....................................38
41 Morningside..............................62
45 Augustana .................................30
62 Omaha .......................................24
46 Iowa Teachers............................42
45 North Dakota .............................33
70 South Dakota.............................44
51 South Dakota.............................43
47 East Central ...............................53
30 North Dakota .............................36
47 North Dakota .............................43
45 Augustana .................................30
—
1943-44 – WON 13, LOST 6
Coach:  Thurlo McCrady
SDSU OPP
27 Carleton.....................................30
28 Gustavus (Navy)........................49
44 SDSC (Army) ............................37
34 Western Union ..........................28
39 Dakota Wesleyan.......................24
49 Valley City (NY).........................41
32 NDSU (Army)............................42
48 Gustavus (Navy)........................47
43 Western Union ..........................45
61 Yankton (Navy)..........................32
45 Valley City (Navy)......................34
47 Dakota Wesleyan.......................38
42 South Dakota.............................35
47 Yankton (Navy)..........................52
47 Carleton.....................................33
45 Carleton.....................................29
43 South Dakota.............................50
52 Sioux Falls AAC........................44
57 SDSC (Army) ............................34
1944-45 – WON 5, LOST 16
Coach:  Thurlo McCrady
SDSU OPP
30 SDSC (Army) ............................34
30 St. Olaf.......................................31
47 Carleton.....................................40
35 Gustavus Adolphus...................56
32 Sioux Falls AAF ........................44
40 Loras..........................................51
37 Iowa ..........................................87
23 Cornell.......................................30
30 Gustavus Adolphus...................52
33 Hamline .....................................68
43 Sioux City AAF..........................46
37 Augustana .................................27
38 Sioux Falls AAF ........................55
29 St. Olaf.......................................37
34 Augustana .................................46
31 Valley City (Navy)......................43
48 Carleton.....................................26
41 Valley City (Navy)......................46
45 Morningside..............................25
48 Morningside..............................35
28 Hamline .....................................53
—
1945-46 – WON 10, LOST 11
Coach:  Thurlo McCrady
SDSU OPP
43 Gustavus Adolphus...................41
25 Minnesota .................................78
47 Loras..........................................56
45 Gustavus Adolphus...................51
47 Bradley.......................................59
44 Iowa Pre-Flight..........................53
28 Iowa Teachers............................60
29 Augustana .................................36
54 North Dakota .............................38
42 Augustana .................................36
49 Iowa Teachers............................40
60 Creighton...................................49
59 Morningside..............................42
48 Nebraska....................................50
41 Creighton...................................44
62 North Dakota State ....................45
52 South Dakota.............................34
47 North Dakota .............................49
56 North Dakota State ....................45
—
1946-47 – WON 7, LOST 13
Coach:  Thurlo McCrady
SDSU OPP
49 Iowa Pre-Flight..........................69
32 Iowa ...........................................73
56 Northern ....................................48
37 St. Olaf.......................................40
50 Loras..........................................76
48 St. Ambrose ..............................67
48 North Dakota .............................53
66 Augustana .................................54
53 Bradley.......................................71
53 Iowa Teachers............................60
61 North Dakota State ....................41
39 Northern ....................................43
56 Augustana .................................44
34 Nebraska....................................53
67 Iowa Teachers............................48
59 Morningside..............................53
41 North Dakota ............................43
41 North Dakota State ....................42
60 South Dakota.............................46
51 South Dakota.............................53
—
1947-48 – WON 19, LOST 6
Coach:  R.B. "Jack" Frost
SDSU OPP
61 Northern ....................................38
59 Western Union ..........................41
44 Mankato State ...........................40
41 St. Cloud State ..........................45
71 St. John's ..................................55
49 St. Cloud State ..........................45
69 Dakota Wesleyan.......................54
50 Western Union ..........................44
42 Iowa Teachers............................69
68 Augustana .................................52
55 Mankato State ...........................43
56 North Dakota .............................41
54 Northern ....................................42
76 North Dakota State ....................55
54 Dakota Wesleyan.......................48
56 Omaha U ...................................54
56 Nebraska....................................66
41 Iowa Teachers............................37
62 Morningside..............................49
42 North Dakota .............................41
53 North Dakota State ....................47
50 Augustana .................................51
46 South Dakota ............................52
56 South Dakota.............................44
60 Louisville...................................63
—
1948-49 – WON 11, LOST 14
Coach:  R.B. "Jack" Frost
SDSU OPP
53 Buena Vista ...............................35
32 Carleton.....................................35
47 Mankato State ...........................62
63 Jamestown ................................52
46 Northern ....................................45
35 Gustavus Adolphus...................38
52 Northern ....................................46
59 Gustavus Adolphus...................45
39 Peru Teachers............................50
41 Western Illinois .........................64
50 Beloit .........................................75
55 Buena Vista ...............................53
35 Iowa Teachers............................47
46 Iowa Teachers............................54
51 Morningside..............................52
43 North Dakota State ....................45
51 North Dakota .............................46
44 Augustana .................................46
65 Augustana .................................44
54 North Dakota .............................52
40 North Dakota State ....................38
53 South Dakota.............................52
54 South Dakota ............................58
41 North Dakota .............................54
51 Huron.........................................57
—
1949-50 – WON 9, LOST 12
Coach:  R.B. "Jack" Frost
SDSU OPP
37 Mankato State ...........................38
32 Nebraska....................................61
52 Huron.........................................40
63 Northern ....................................42
50 Valley City .................................52
61 Northern ....................................48
61 Carleton.....................................54
44 Superior.....................................39
40 Duluth........................................56
59 Iowa Teachers............................68
70 Augustana .................................46
54 Morningside..............................55
76 North Dakota .............................64
59 North Dakota State ....................52
72 North Dakota .............................73
58 Morningside..............................67
41 Augustana .................................49
66 Iowa Teachers............................67
50 North Dakota State ....................66
48 South Dakota.............................58
77 South Dakota.............................65
—
1950-51 – WON 16, LOST 12
Coach:  R.B. "Jack" Frost
SDSU OPP
49 Gustavus Adolphus...................57
50 Mankato State ...........................57
48 Huron College...........................50
75 St. Olaf.......................................78
56 Northern ....................................41
72 Black Hills State ........................40
68 Augustana .................................58
80 South Dakota.............................70
68 Morningside..............................64
59 North Dakota State ....................47
68 Morningside..............................73
64 St. Thomas................................66
69 Augustana .................................59
74 North Dakota .............................54
63 North Dakota .............................88
64 North Dakota State ....................80
41 Iowa Teachers............................51
62 Augustana .................................52
55 Iowa Teachers............................42
80 Morningside..............................62
62 South Dakota.............................41
54 South Dakota.............................71
72 Gustavus Adolphus...................68
83 Huron College...........................61
64 Minot Teachers..........................62
70 Florida State ..............................85
54 St. Thomas................................56..
51 Northern ....................................41
—
1951-52 – WON 10, LOST 12
Coach:  R.B. "Jack" Frost
SDSU OPP
60 Gustavus Adolphus...................65
48 Mankato State ...........................52
56 Northern ....................................44
52 St. Thomas................................66
44 Gustavus Adolphus...................79
51 Augsburg...................................65
60 Valley City .................................45
73 Grinnell......................................59
53 Iowa Teachers............................63
57 St. Thomas................................55
43 Augustana .................................39
54 Morningside..............................51
53 North Dakota .............................55
60 North Dakota State ....................69
49 North Dakota .............................58
49 Augustana .................................56
50 Iowa Teachers............................52
55 North Dakota State ...................73
62 Northern ....................................53
68 South Dakota.............................66
59 South Dakota.............................48
—
1952-53 – WON 10, LOST 12
Coach:  R.B. "Jack" Frost
SDSU OPP
74 Buena Vista ...............................47
55 Westmar ....................................70
47 Iowa State..................................70
64 Westmar ....................................60
68 Mankato State ...........................79
71 Northern State ...........................63
59 Buena Vista ...............................56
78 St. John's ..................................69
55 Mankato State ...........................70
69 Northern State ...........................58
70 North Dakota State ....................67
92 Morningside..............................98
61 Augustana .................................66
72 North Dakota .............................76
51 Northern Iowa............................58
66 Augustana .................................57
66 Northern Iowa............................40
78 Morningside..............................92
52 South Dakota.............................46
71 South Dakota.............................79
66 North Dakota .............................77
—
1953-54 – WON 11, LOST 11
Coach:  R.B. "Jack" Frost
SDSU OPP
66 Northern Iowa............................50
50 Mankato State ...........................59
82 St. Cloud State ..........................69
61 Nebraska-Omaha ......................54
59 Drake .........................................73
78 Carleton.....................................68
47 Coe (Iowa).................................61
96 St. John's ..................................70
52 Wartburg....................................68
66 Augustana .................................42
61 North Dakota .............................65
63 North Dakota State ....................74
69 North Dakota .............................81
80 Morningside..............................83
70 Northern Iowa............................63
62 North Dakota State ....................75
77 Northern State ...........................61
54 Northern Iowa............................58
59 South Dakota.............................60
69 Morningside..............................61
66 South Dakota.............................51
63 Augustana .................................51
—
1954-55 – WON 14, LOST 11
Coach:  R.M. "Sox" Walseth
SDSU OPP
86 St. Cloud State ..........................70
59 St. Thomas................................80
73 St. Cloud State ..........................50
79 Bethany......................................47
85 Augustana .................................54
61 St. Thomas................................63
67 Marquette ..................................89
73 Loyola (Chicago) ......................81
73 South Dakota*...........................55
56 North Dakota State* ..................57
74 Morningside*............................57
82 North Dakota State ....................67
85 Morningside..............................65
72 Mankato State ...........................92
96 North Dakota .............................59
80 North Dakota State ....................85
74 North Dakota ............................83
65 Northern Iowa............................83
96 Augustana .................................59
98 Northern Iowa............................83
59 Northern State ...........................57
67 Morningside..............................69
63 South Dakota.............................56
63 South Dakota.............................77
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89 Northern State ...........................48
—
1955-56 – WON 17, LOST 7
Coach:  R.M. "Sox" Walseth
SDSU OPP
90 St. John's ..................................86
82 St. Thomas................................75
73 Bradley.......................................94
70 Marquette ..................................84
90 St. Cloud State ..........................68..
92 Mankato State ...........................79
89 St. Thomas................................68
63 Loyola........................................77
93 Creighton...................................76
76 North Dakota .............................64
79 North Dakota State ....................88
79 North Dakota .............................78
90 Morningside..............................69
93 Northern Iowa............................56
73 Augustana .................................57
96 North Dakota State ....................63
88 Northern Iowa............................70
101 Morningside..............................82
67 South Dakota.............................69
83 South Dakota.............................74
84 Augustana .................................63
66 Creighton...................................67
91 Mayville State............................83
64 Pacific Lutheran ........................79
—
1956-57 – WON 19, LOST 3
Coach:  Jim Iverson
SDSU OPP
73 Winona State.............................50
82 St. John's ..................................83
98 St. Thomas (OT)........................97
95 Tennessee A & I ........................85
70 Augustana .................................68
81 St. Thomas................................67
90 Mankato State ...........................68
71 Northern State ...........................69
71 Macalester.................................68
88 Gonzaga.....................................78
87 North Dakota State ....................60
85 Morningside..............................75
92 Morningside..............................76
86 North Dakota .............................48
80 North Dakota .............................50
70 North Dakota State ....................68
70 Northern Iowa............................62
89 Augustana .................................75
82 Northern Iowa............................53
86 South Dakota.............................71
56 South Dakota.............................61
70 South Dakota.............................78
—
1957-58 – WON 12, LOST 11
Coach:  Jim Iverson
SDSU OPP
52 Nebraska....................................64
58 Drake .........................................67
68 Western Michigan.....................81
58 Northwestern.............................74
58 Loyola........................................84
53 Michigan ...................................95
74 Mankato State ...........................54
53 Creighton...................................46
84 Lincoln University.....................86
59 Huron College...........................68
69 Concordia..................................57
50 Augustana .................................45
84 North Dakota State ....................55
72 Northern Iowa............................67
80 North Dakota State ....................55
98 Morningside..............................85
66 North Dakota .............................82
45 South Dakota.............................82
83 Northern Iowa............................69
51 South Dakota.............................60
—
1958-59 – WON 17, LOST 7
Coach:  Jim Iverson
SDSU OPP
56 Iowa State..................................63
64 St. Louis & U ............................75
83 Drake .........................................73
88 North Dakota State ....................77
75 North Dakota (OT).....................71
97 Gustavus Adolphus...................79
86 Macalester.................................70
83 Morningside..............................89
81 Augustana .................................70
86 Morningside..............................68
86 North Dakota .............................67
68 North Dakota State ....................58
70 Gustavus Adolphus...................86
105 Augustana .................................55
65 Kansas State..............................91
92 Northern Iowa............................75
76 South Dakota.............................55
78 South Dakota (OT) ....................77
71 Creighton...................................72
73 Augustana (Ill.)..........................58
106 Knox ..........................................80
67 Los Angeles State .....................92
—
1959-60 – WON 17, LOST 7
Coach:  Jim Iverson
SDSU OPP
52 @Kansas State..........................85
92 Whitworth..................................59
87 Minnesota-Duluth.....................88
77 St. Cloud State ..........................67
69 @Marquette ..............................74
61 @Wheaton ................................77
79 Gustavus Adolphus...................52
86 @Macalester .............................73
69 @Gustavus Adolphus...............55
89 North Dakota State ....................59
78 North Dakota .............................60
69 @Augustana..............................66
82 Northern Iowa............................72
85 Mankato State ...........................73
74 @Morningside..........................63
72 @North Dakota State ................75
86 @North Dakota .........................74
79 @Northern Iowa........................87
97 Morningside..............................89
81 @South Dakota.........................52
70 South Dakota.............................68
95 Augustana .................................73
65 Prairie View ...............................78
93 Wartburg....................................77
—
1960-61 – WON 21, LOST 6
Coach:  Jim Iverson
SDSU OPP
75 @Iowa .......................................77
76 @Detroit..................................103
78 @Utah State ..............................91
75 Northern State ...........................55
77 Wheaton ....................................56
85 Southwest Missouri..................61
82 Macalester.................................60
99 Lincoln.......................................71
96 St. Cloud State ..........................68
75 @North Dakota State ................71
60 @North Dakota .........................54
101 North Dakota .............................76
82 North Dakota State ....................65
81 @Mankato State .......................74
77 @Northern Iowa........................69
72 @Augustana..............................77
87 @Morningside..........................70
82 Northern Iowa............................81
93 South Dakota.............................49
73 Morningside..............................52
73 @South Dakota.........................52
63 Augustana .................................72
NCAA Regional
90 Cornell College .........................71
88 Prairie View ...............................84
NCAA Tournament
79 California (S. Barbara) ..............65
69 Southeast Missouri...................81
77 Mt. St. Mary's ...........................76
—
1961-62 – WON 13, LOST 9
Coach:  Jim Iverson
SDSU OPP
57 @Southwest Missouri ..............80
42 @St. Louis University. ..............70
65 Texas Lutheran ..........................46
52 @Iowa .......................................69
84 Concordia..................................73
77 Lincoln University.....................61
80 Tarkio.........................................68
73 @Northern Iowa........................67
72 North Dakota State ....................53
77 North Dakota .............................73
61 @North Dakota State ................53
60 North Dakota .............................90
68 Augustana .................................65
84 Gustavus Adolphus...................80
69 @Macalester .............................63
70 @South Dakota.........................78
64 Mankato State ...........................66
68 South Dakota.............................55
74 @Morningside..........................88
66 Northern Iowa............................74
73 Morningside..............................67
70 @Augustana..............................96
1962-63 – WON 22, LOST 5
Coach:  Jim Iverson
NATIONAL CHAMPIONS
SDSU OPP
76 Minnesota-Duluth.....................86
79 St. Cloud State ..........................65
98 Lincoln University.....................77
64 @Utah .......................................78
58 @Wyoming...............................77
93 Northern Illinois ........................73
79 @Minnesota-Duluth.................78
60 @St. Cloud State ......................92
60 North Dakota .............................55
78 North Dakota State ....................68
69 Mankato State ...........................61
80 @Gustavus Adolphus...............63
82 @North Dakota State ................73
96 @North Dakota .........................76
93 Morningside..............................72
91 @Augustana..............................56
83 Northern Iowa............................73
84 @Northern Iowa........................79
85 South Dakota.............................59
79 @South Dakota.........................72
71 @Morningside..........................77
NCAA Midwest Regional Tournament 
@ Brookings
71 Cornell College .........................64
77 Nebraska Wesleyan...................75
NCAA College Division Tournament @
Evansville, Ind.
84 Fresno State ..............................71
80 Southern Illinois........................76
44 Wittenburg.................................42
—
1963-64 – WON 14, LOST 7
Coach:  Jim Iverson
SDSU OPP
83 @Mankato State (OT)...............78
59 @Kansas State..........................87
96 Wisconsin-Stout .......................82
95 Minnesota-Duluth.....................77
79 Augsburg...................................89
76 @Evansville...............................98
59 @Iowa State............................103
94 Wartburg....................................81
94 Oshkosh ....................................66
74 @Northern Iowa........................96
120 @Augustana..............................82
99 Morningside..............................68
89 @North Dakota State ................65
77 @North Dakota (OT).................79
88 #Phillips 66 Oilers ..................120
83 South Dakota.............................73
81 North Dakota .............................63..
94 North Dakota State ....................73..
83 @South Dakota.........................88
95 @Morningside..........................71
84 Augustana .................................62
83 Northern Iowa............................51
# game not included in record
—
1964-65 – WON 10, LOST 13
Coach:  Jim Iverson
& Jim Marking
SDSU OPP
55 Minnesota ...............................101
68 Gustavus Adolphus...................66
47 Minnesota-Duluth.....................90
73 Augsburg...................................83
74 Mankato State ...........................85
90 Winona State.............................75
68 Morningside..............................60
83 Minnesota-Morris.....................73
59 Drake .........................................88
63 Evansville ..................................76
99 Wartburg....................................83
69 Gustavus Adolphus...................63
56 North Dakota State ....................72
72 North Dakota .............................84
74 Northern Iowa............................76
84 Augustana .................................76
71 Morningside..............................83
79 Northern Iowa............................88
72 North Dakota .............................74
81 North Dakota State ....................75
66 Augustana .................................61
79 South Dakota.............................90
70 South Dakota.............................69
—
1965-66 – WON 13, LOST 11
Coach:  Jim Marking
SDSU OPP
88 Concordia..................................68
65 @Drake .....................................90
63 @Tulsa ......................................88
93 @Mankato State .......................59
104 @Winona State .........................80
96 Morningside..............................77
78 Moorhead State.........................58
69 Gustavus Adolphus...................84
109 U. Alberta, Calgary....................62
75 *South Dakota...........................77
82 *Mankato State..........................61
67 *Northern Iowa..........................56
88 North Texas State ......................81
81 North Dakota .............................87
78 North Dakota State ....................83
75 Northern Iowa............................56
79 Augustana .................................66
93 @Morningside..........................74
68 @Augustana..............................66
67 @Northern Iowa........................80
79 @North Dakota State ..............100
86 @North Dakota .......................105
82 South Dakota.............................62
81 @South Dakota (OT) ................88
*NCC Holiday Tournament in Sioux Falls
—
1966-67 – WON 11, LOST 14
Coach:  Jim Marking
SDSU OPP
101 Nebraska Wesleyan...................82
85 Loyola......................................119
69 Oklahoma State (OT).................72
62 North Texas State ......................91
96 Mankato State ...........................83
72 Northern State ...........................59
90 Moorhead State.........................82
80 Concordia..................................94
100 Tarkio.........................................69
93 Lincoln University.....................94
64 Northern Iowa............................76
68 North Dakota .............................76
83 Morningside..............................72
75 North Dakota .............................85
78 North Dakota State ....................72
81 South Dakota.............................85
82 Morningside..............................92
78 Augustana .................................86
68 North Dakota .............................85
74 North Dakota State ....................96
75 Northern Iowa............................70
79 Augustana .................................62
97 South Dakota.............................87
85 Morningside..............................65
81 Northern Iowa............................90
—=
1967-68 – WON 20, LOST 7
Coach:  Jim Marking
SDSU OPP
87 Moorhead State.........................61
71 Gustavus Adolphus...................69
92 Mankato State ...........................91
91 Lincoln University...................105
80 Concordia..................................69
84 *Central Michigan.....................81
109 *U. of Maine..............................92
94 *Northern Michigan..................99
85 **South Dakota.........................57
91 **Augustana..............................75
60 **North Dakota..........................73
71 North Dakota .............................73
93 North Dakota State ....................88
92 Minnesota-Morris.....................81
103 Augustana .................................80
92 Oral Roberts ..............................83
95 Morningside..............................77
85 North Dakota State ....................68
106 North Dakota .............................82
84 Augustana .................................77
87 Northern Iowa..........................102
121 Northern Iowa............................78
52 Morningside..............................50
86 South Dakota.............................74
75 South Dakota.............................86
96 ***Indiana State......................101
86 ***DePauw................................84
*Wayne State Tournament 
@ Detroit, Michigan
**NCC Holiday Tournament 
@ Sioux Falls
***Great Lakes Regional Tournament @
Normal, Ill.
—
1968-69 – WON 18, LOST 6
Coach:  Jim Marking
SDSU OPP
101 Mankato State ...........................54
101 Minnesota-Morris.....................69
99 Nebraska Wesleyan...................88
61 Iowa State..................................94
67 Oklahoma State.........................72
91 Northern State ...........................58
84 Northern Iowa............................71
93 *Mankato State..........................54
1963 National Champions
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80 *Northern Iowa..........................68
78 *South Dakota...........................52
92 Northern Iowa............................73
87 North Dakota .............................75
93 North Dakota State ....................69
112 Morningside..............................74
74 Morningside..............................55
112 Lincoln University.....................67
108 Augustana .................................82
102 South Dakota.............................86
91 Augustana (OT).........................95
99 North Dakota State ....................92
84 North Dakota .............................91
78 South Dakota.............................84
79 **Lincoln University .................77
74 **Southwest Missouri ..............87
* NCC Tournament @ Sioux Falls, SD
** Regional NCAA Tournament @
Springfield, MO
—
1969-70 – WON 22, LOST 4
Coach:  Jim Marking
SDSU OPP
97 Briar Cliff ...................................71
61 Wyoming.................................106
56 Denver .......................................75
98 Buena Vista ...............................72
74 Northern Iowa............................67
80 St. Cloud State ..........................65
105 Minnesota-Morris.....................79
82 *North Dakota State ..................68
56 *Northern Iowa..........................55
74 *Morningside............................56
96 Morningside..............................75
74 North Dakota .............................80
86 North Dakota State ....................80
112 Augustana .................................65
89 Morningside..............................64
81 Mankato State ...........................59
88 South Dakota.............................82
88 North Dakota State ....................72
90 North Dakota .............................67
95 Northern Iowa............................72
80 South Dakota.............................76
96 Augustana .................................79
83 Mankato State ...........................58
82 **Southwest Missouri ..............71
92 **Central Missouri....................73
89 ***Tennessee State ...................92
* NCC Holiday Tournament 
@ Sioux Falls, SD
** NCAA Midwest Regional Tournament
*** NCAA National Tournament
—
1970-71 – WON 15, LOST 7
Coach:  Jim Marking
SDSU OPP
99 Briar Cliff ...................................88
66 Missouri ....................................86
59 Kansas.......................................95
82 Eastern Montana .......................71
82 Cleveland State .........................78
93 *South Dakota...........................73
65 *Augustana................................83
81 *Morningside............................64
69 North Dakota .............................74
98 North Dakota State..................101
93 Morningside..............................71
79 South Dakota.............................77
78 Augustana .................................93
77 Mankato State ...........................75
96 Northern Iowa............................78
76 Mankato State ...........................75
106 Northern Iowa............................88
85 Morningside..............................62
76 South Dakota.............................59
74 North Dakota .............................85
102 North Dakota State ....................87
107 Augustana .................................87
* NCC Holiday Tournament 
@ Sioux Falls, SD
—
1971-72 – WON 17, LOST 8
Coach:  Jim Marking
SDSU OPP
107 Briar Cliff ...................................68
73 Texas Tech.................................91
81 Texas-Arlington.........................96
90 Northern State ...........................78
93 Northwestern.............................78
104 Southwest State.........................57
106 Dominican College ...................66
80 *North Dakota ...........................87
96 *Mankato State..........................85
87 *North Dakota State ..................80
78 North Dakota .............................82
95 North Dakota state.....................85
68 Morningside..............................65
77 South Dakota.............................85
93 Augustana .................................75
78 Mankato State ...........................61
78 Northern Iowa............................72
51 Mankato State ...........................59
81 Northern Iowa (OT) ...................85
83 Morningside..............................48
83 South Dakota.............................78
80 North Dakota (OT).....................78
103 North Dakota State ....................83
78 Augustana .................................71
72 **St. Olaf ...................................87
*  North Central Conference Tournament
** NCAA Midwest Regional Game
—
1972-73 – WON 18, LOST 8
Coach:  Jim Marking
SDSU OPP
90 Tarkio College ...........................58
94 Augsburg College.....................73
87 Nebraska-Omaha ......................81
79 Moorhead State.........................80
77 Southwest State.........................61
104 Northern ....................................77
68 Northwestern.............................79
67 *Northeastern (MA) ..................69
70 *Fairleigh Dickinson (OT) ............72
92 Augustana (2 OT)......................97
57 Mankato State ...........................49
78 Northern Iowa............................67
92 Wisc.-Stevens Point. ................60
89 South Dakota.............................66
103 Morningside..............................69
95 North Dakota State..................100
77 North Dakota .............................62
78 Morningside..............................64
74 South Dakota.............................78
89 Northern Iowa............................58
100 Mankato State ...........................64
87 Augustana .................................76
63 North Dakota .............................56
93 North Dakota State ....................77
85 **Southwest Missouri ..............74
104 **Coe College.........................107
*  Basketball Hall of Fame Tournament @
Springfield, MA
** NCAA Midwest Regional
—
1973-74 – WON 11, LOST 12
Coach:  Jim Marking
SDSU OPP
66 Nebraska-Omaha ......................64
68 @Creighton...............................95
95 #Northern ..................................73
81 #St. Thomas..............................76
81 Huron.........................................87
76 Gustavus Adolphus...................75
84 *Morningside............................63
89 *South Dakota...........................79
82 *North Dakota State ..................77
64 @Augustana..............................67
63 Mankato State ...........................73
98 Northern Iowa............................76
94 @South Dakota.........................73
91 Morningside..............................81
66 @North Dakota State ................82
50 @North Dakota .........................58
69 @Morningside..........................75
90 South Dakota.............................91
67 @Northern Iowa........................68
74 @Mankato State .......................76
71 Augustana .................................73
63 North Dakota .............................74
83 North Dakota State ....................81
# Bankers Classic Tourney 
@ SDSU
* NCC Holiday Tournament
—
1974-75 – WON 12, LOST 12
Coach:  Gene Zulk
SDSU OPP
104 Yankton College........................53
72 @Nebraska................................87
88 SD Tech .....................................82
92 Valley City .................................78
85 @Gustavus Adolphus...............58
100 Jamestown ................................80
87 Westmar ....................................73
64 #Augustana ...............................78
81 #Mankato State .........................91
71 #Northern Iowa..........................63
68 @Augustana..............................73
72 @Mankato State .......................81
85 @Northern Iowa........................71
81 South Dakota.............................72
73 @Morningside..........................84
65 North Dakota State ....................66
59 North Dakota .............................69
79 Morningside..............................89
67 @South Dakota.........................76
86 Northern Iowa............................68
82 Mankato State ...........................75
71 Augustana .................................69
60 @North Dakota .........................76
76 @North Dakota State ................87
# NCC Holiday Tournament in
Sioux Falls, SD
—
1975-76 – WON 12, LOST 12
Coach:  Gene Zulk
SDSU OPP
74 @Minnesota..............................96
62 Creighton...................................72
64 Sioux Falls College...................49
78 Southwest State.........................59
57 @Missouri ................................80
92 Dakota Wesleyan.......................76
76 Valparaiso..................................74
71 #Mankato State .........................73
72 #Northern Iowa..........................59
87 #South Dakota...........................67
72 Augustana .................................70
72 Mankato State (OT)...................75
85 Northern Iowa............................68
71 @South Dakota.........................76
101 Morningside..............................81
84 @North Dakota State ................90
63 @North Dakota .........................72
68 @Morningside..........................81
78 South Dakota.............................77
71 @Northern Iowa........................77
82 @Mankato State .......................87
85 @Augustana..............................80
96 North Dakota .............................84
81 North Dakota State ....................86
# NCC Holiday Tournament 
in Sioux Falls, SD
—
1976-77 – WON 10, LOST 16
Coach:  Gene Zulk
SDSU OPP
69 Moorhead..................................70
113 Yankton College........................88
76 @Memphis State....................109
70 @Mississippi............................78
89 Northern ....................................62
72 @Valparaiso..............................83
62 @Butler .....................................74
85 Winona State.............................67
84 Northwestern (OT).....................76
83 #North Dakota State..................96
84 #Northern Iowa..........................85
92 #South Dakota...........................85
74 @Augustana..............................86
72 @Mankato State .......................74
78 @Northern Iowa........................68
75 South Dakota.............................74
69 @Morningside (OT) .................74
100 North Dakota State ....................88
72 North Dakota (OT).....................74
79 Morningside..............................75
77 @South Dakota.........................78
87 Northern Iowa............................78
95 Mankato State (OT)...................96
81 Augustana .................................89
66 @North Dakota .........................69
89 @North Dakota State ..............106
# NCC Holiday Tournament
in Sioux Falls, SD
—
1977-78 – WON 17, LOST 12
Coach:  Gene Zulk
SDSU OPP
88 Bemidji ......................................65
90 Northern ....................................71
97 Jamestown ................................82
75 Minot .........................................69
66 @Hawaii-Hilo............................70
68 @Hawaii-Honolulu ...................85
78 @Hawaii-Honolulu ...................74
83 Chaminade................................90
65 Minnesota-Morris.....................58
83 @Wichita.................................104
62 #South Dakota...........................61
53 #Augustana ...............................51
83 #Morningside............................74
57 Augustana .................................65
82 Nebraska-Omaha (3OT)............83
61 Northern Iowa............................47
75 @South Dakota.........................77
75 Morningside..............................70
81 @North Dakota State ................87
84 @North Dakota .........................66
77 @Morningside..........................67
76 South Dakota.............................75
56 @Northern Iowa........................49
66 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................77
42 @Augustana..............................58
74 North Dakota .............................65
74 North Dakota State ....................60
57 *Wis-Green Bay ........................80
61 *Chapman.................................59
# NCC Holiday Tournament in Sioux
Falls
* NCAA Division II North Central
Regional Tournament in Green Bay, WI
—
1978-79 – WON 13, LOST 14
Coach:  Gene Zulk
SDSU OPP
109 +SD Tech (2OT) ......................110
98 +Black Hills ...............................69
81 Mount Marty .............................64
62 @Colorado................................66
76 Utah State..................................84
50 @Weber State ...........................80
69 Mayville.....................................66
97 Yankton College........................72
84 Valley City .................................75
92 Northern ....................................53
56 #North Dakota ...........................65
59 #Augustana ...............................69
75 #Northwestern...........................61
62 North Dakota (OT).....................55
74 North Dakota State ....................67
52 @Augustana..............................63
81 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................92
73 Wayne State...............................51
62 @South Dakota.........................73
78 Nebraska-Omaha ......................88
63 Briar Cliff ...................................73
73 @North Dakota State ................80
65 @North Dakota .........................70
77 Morningside..............................70
+ Rushmore Plaza Thanksgiving
Doubleheader 
in Rapid City
* NCC Holiday Tournament 
in Sioux Falls
—
1979-80 – WON 23, LOST 8
Coach:  Gene Zulk
SDSU OPP
83 @Nebraska..............................100
60 @Missouri ................................80
75 @Texas Tech...........................111
100 Valley City .................................80
81 Moorhead State.........................79
78 Mount Marty .............................68
84 Minnesota-Morris.....................63
96 Mayville.....................................72
81 #Northern Colorado..................72
50 #Nebraska-Omaha ....................48
82 #South Dakota...........................73
78 Nebraska-Omaha ......................75
74 Northern Colorado....................77
60 @South Dakota.........................54
67 Morningside..............................62
77 @North Dakota State ................75
68 @North Dakota (OT).................75
74 @Morningside..........................65
94 South Dakota.............................74
80 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................66
76 @Northern Colorado ................58
61 Augustana .................................59
82 @Augustana..............................57
88 North Dakota State ....................71
57 North Dakota .............................59
96 *Northern Colorado ..................67
79 *North Dakota State ..................75
74 **Stonehill.................................51
98 **Western Illinois......................86
71 %Florida Southern ...................81
#   NCC Holiday Tournament
in Sioux Falls, SD
*   NCC post-season playoff games in
Brookings
**  NCAA Division II North Central
Regional at Brookings
%   NCAA quarterfinal game at Lakeland,
FL
1980-81 – WON 13, LOST 14
Coach:  Gene Zulk
SDSU OPP
94 Minnesota-Morris.....................73
73 Grand View................................74
90 Mayville State............................68
55 @San Jose State.......................76
62 @University of Pacific ..............65
95 Wayne State...............................74
84 Mount Marty .............................68
65 *Fresno State ............................79
70 *Southwest Louisiana...............77
63 #Morningside............................71
89 #South Dakota...........................57
69 #Northern Colorado..................65
93 @Augustana..............................77
70 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................77
78 @Northern Colorado ................63
66 South Dakota.............................59
65 @Morningside (OT) .................66
70 North Dakota State ....................61
87 North Dakota .............................74
72 Morningside..............................66
64 @South Dakota.........................74
83 Nebraska-Omaha ......................84
60 Northern Colorado....................66
80 Augustana .................................73
81 @North Dakota State ..............105
57 @North Dakota .........................72
53 @Morningside..........................62
* Fresno State Classic at 
Fresno, CA
# NCC Holiday Tournament
in Sioux Falls
—
1981-82 – WON 13, LOST 14
Coach:  Gene Zulk
SDSU OPP
81 *Minnesota-Morris ...................73
70 *College of Great Falls..............66
66 Grinnell College ........................40
48 Eastern Montana .......................37
63 @Nevada-Reno.........................96
65 @Puget Sound (OT) .................63
51 @Nebraska................................70
96 Minot State................................67
83 Northwestern.............................62
45 #Augustana ...............................50
61 #South Dakota...........................68
66 #Northern Colorado..................68
43 Northern Colorado....................44
58 Nebraska-Omaha ......................56
64 @Morningside..........................59
75 South Dakota.............................61
57 @North Dakota .........................70
76 @North Dakota State ................96
65 @South Dakota.........................73
54 Morningside..............................52
47 @Northern Colorado ................71
61 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................63
73 Augustana .................................72
63 @Augustana..............................86
67 North Dakota .............................76
88 North Dakota State ....................76
74 **North Dakota State ................75
*   Rushmore Classic, Rapid City, SD
#  NCC Holiday Tournament
in Sioux Falls, SD
** NCC playoffs 
—
1982-83 – WON 16, LOST 12
Coach:  Gene Zulk
SDSU OPP
87 Valley City .................................65
67 @Montana State .......................60
58 @Montana ................................98
74 @Eastern Montana ...................83
86 Sioux Falls College...................77
95 Mayville.....................................82
41 Puget Sound ............................42
69 #Nebraska-Omaha ....................68
78 #Augustana ...............................84
79 #South Dakota...........................84
55 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................54
69 @Northern Colorado ................72
61 Morningside..............................68
83 South Dakota.............................69
68 @Morningside..........................78
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65 North Dakota .............................63
69 North Dakota State ....................68
93 Augustana .................................80
62 @South Dakota.........................61
49 @St. Cloud State ......................37
86 @Mankato State .......................65
59 Nebraska-Omaha ......................62
84 Northern Colorado....................57
56 @North Dakota (OT).................57
79 North Dakota State ....................82
72 Mankato State ...........................53
66 St. Cloud State ..........................60
76 @Augustana..............................90
# NCC Holiday Tournament    
in Sioux Falls, SD                      
—
1983-84 – WON 21, LOST 9
Coach:  Gene Zulk
SDSU OPP
77 @Minnesota..............................93
109 Dana ..........................................91
101 Dordt..........................................66
91 Sioux Falls College...................70
100 Westmar ....................................90
106 Northwestern.............................72
66 Minnesota-Morris.....................52
89 #Mankato State (OT).................93
64 #St. Cloud State........................58
58 #North Dakota ...........................49
65 Nebraska-Omaha ......................76
101 Northern Colorado....................80
72 @Morningside..........................84
85 @South Dakota.........................71
82 Morningside..............................66
72 @North Dakota .........................81
89 @North Dakota State ................70
82 @Augustana (2OT)...................84
78 South Dakota.............................69
81 St. Cloud State ..........................60
75 Mankato State ...........................69
67 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................93
68 @Northern Colorado ................59
59 North Dakota .............................57
71 North Dakota State ....................84
77 @St. Cloud State ......................67
79 @Mankato State .......................76
67 Augustana .................................65
74 *Central Connecticut ................59
81 *Sacred Heart (OT) ...................88
# NCC Holiday Tournament    
in Sioux Falls, SD                      
* NCAA Division II New England
Regional in New Britain, CN
—
1984-85 – WON 26, LOST 7
Coach:  Gene Zulk
SDSU OPP
106 Sioux Falls College...................98
70 Dana ..........................................68
72 @Kansas...................................85
88 Wayne State...............................62
94 Mayville State............................65
83 Jamestown College...................47
88 Minnesota-Morris.....................72
71 #South Dakota...........................74
77 #North Dakota ...........................65
74 #Northern Colorado..................69
65 Nebraska-Omaha ......................46
65 Northern Colorado....................64
75 @North Dakota .........................56
90 @Augustana..............................83
53 @Mankato State .......................48
73 @St. Cloud State ......................60
65 Morningside..............................60
62 South Dakota.............................56
78 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................68
69 @Northern Colorado ................86
48 Augustana .................................47
62 @North Dakota State ................72
76 Mankato State ...........................63
75 St. Cloud State ..........................67
57 @Morningside..........................59
53 @South Dakota.........................65
82 North Dakota State ....................64
45 North Dakota .............................43
NCAA Division II North Central Regional
in Brookings, SD
73 Gannon......................................64
58 Grand Valley..............................57
NCAA Division II Quarterfinal Game in
Brookings, SD
62 Cal-State-Hayward....................58
NCAA Division II Final Four at
Springfield, MA
78 Mount St. Mary's ......................71
73 Jacksonville...............................74
# NCC Holiday Tournament in Sioux
Falls, SD
—
1985-86 – WON 8, LOST 20
Coach: Jim Thorson
SDSU OPP
39 @Iowa State ..............................83
62 Sioux Falls ................................65
79 Carleton.....................................56
82 Minnesota-Morris.....................66
73 Black Hills State ........................63
84 Dordt..........................................93
98 Buena Vista ...............................67
NCC Holiday Tournament
60 North Dakota State ....................73
66 Morningside..............................62
58 Nebraska-Omaha ......................64
xxx
64 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................62
54 @Northern Colorado ................66
59 Augustana .................................81...
57 Mankato State ...........................69
65 St. Cloud State ..........................80
72 North Dakota .............................51
57 @Morningside..........................67
60 @South Dakota.........................62
52 Nebraska-Omaha ......................57
61 Northern Colorado....................82
70 @Augustana..............................75
59 North Dakota State ....................65
57 @Mankato State .......................64
75 @St. Cloud State ....................105
66 Morningside..............................75
80 South Dakota.............................70
74 @North Dakota State ................96
70 @North Dakota .........................71
—
1986-87 – WON 16, LOST 12
Coach: Jim Thorson
SDSU OPP
88 Dakota Wesleyan.......................66
98 Sioux Falls ................................75
103 Dana .........................................80
79 Carleton.....................................58
89 Mayville.....................................55
86 Black Hills .................................66
95 Bemidji State .............................87
77 #St. Cloud State........................83
70 #Northern Colorado..................69
86 #Mankato State .........................73
60 Northern Colorado....................69
68 Nebraska-Omaha ......................52
51 @North Dakota State ................76
64 @Augustana..............................78
81 @St. Cloud State...........(3 OT) 83
83 @Mankato State .......................95
89 South Dakota.............................66
83 Morningside..............................72
59 @Northern Colorado ................61
75 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................90
72 Augustana.........................(OT) 79
74 @North Dakota .........................86
60 St. Cloud State ..........................66
86 Mankato State...................(OT) 84
88 @South Dakota.........................83
82 @Morningside..........................78
74 North Dakota .............................80
90 North Dakota State ....................86
—
1987-88 – WON 21, LOST 9
Coach: Jim Thorson
SDSU OPP
76 Dakota Wesleyan.......................60
71 Sioux Falls ................................62
96 Luther ........................................72
68 Carleton.....................................56
94 Dana ..........................................69
93 Westmar ....................................81
67 @Briar Cliff ...............................78
74 #Augustana ...............................79
74 #South Dakota...........................95
64 #North Dakota ...........................63
78 @South Dakota.........................71
67 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................76
81 Augustana .................................69
93 St. Cloud State..................(OT) 80
77 Mankato State ...........................84
69 North Dakota State ....................65
85 @Northern Colorado ................78
74 @Morningside..........................68
81 South Dakota.............................62
66 Nebraska-Omaha ......................60
77 @Augustana..............................81...
73 North Dakota.....................(OT) 72
68 @St. Cloud State ......................81
84 @Mankato STate.......................77
79 Northern Colorado....................63
67 Morningside..............................54...
64 @North Dakota .........................62
55 @North Dakota State ................70
NCAA South Central Regional
at Cape Girardeau, MO
63 Missouri-St. Louis....................68
87 Angelo State ..............................84
—
1988-89 – WON 16, LOST 12
Coach: Jim Thorson
SDSU OPP
71 Dakota State ..............................62
75 Doane .......................................74
89 Sioux Falls ................................61
66 at Michigan .............................104
96 Dana ..........................................86
99 William Penn.............................65
99 Briar Cliff ...................................65
67 #Morningside............................52
76 #Augustana.......................(OT) 83
63 #Mankato State .........................56
66 Nebraska-Omaha ......................56
72 South Dakota.............................60
77 @North Dakota .........................72
58 @Augustana..............................59
64 @Mankato State .......................82
85 @St. Cloud State ......................78
71 Morningside..............................62
53 Northern Colorado....................56
61 @Nebraska-Omaha..........(OT) 62
60 @South Dakota.........................65
90 Augustana .................................77
65 @North Dakota State ................71
72 Mankato State ...........................83
85 St. Cloud State ..........................68
61 @Morningside..........................78
70 @Northern Colorado ................85
78 North Dakota State ....................82
92 North Dakota .............................77
—
1989-90 – WON 8, LOST 19
Coach: Jim Thorson
SDSU OPP
88 Buena Vista ...............................68
87 Carleton.....................................78
79 Westmar ....................................66
85 Sioux Falls ................................64
77 Dordt..........................................61
72 Doane ........................................77
51 #North Dakota ...........................67
71 #St. Cloud State........................81
73 #Northern Colorado..................88
69 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................84
61 @Northern Colorado ................79
85 Augustana .................................94
80 St. Cloud State ..........................76
81 Mankato State ...........................72
68 North Dakota State ....................83
55 @South Dakota.........................78
81 @Morningside..........................86
65 Nebraska-Omaha ......................66
73 Northern Colorado....................57
68 @Augustana..............................76
66 North Dakota .............................76
73 @St. Cloud State ......................89
64 @Mankato State .......................67
71 South Dakota.............................78
82 Morningside..............................88
52 @North Dakota .........................89
69 @North Dakota State ..............110
—
1990-91 – WON 24, LOST 8
Coach: Jim Thorson
SDSU OPP
109 Sioux Falls College...................85
84 Mount Senario ..........................76
61 Minnesota-Duluth.....................49
98 Dana ..........................................40
100 @Wis-Parkside.........................74
136 Midland Lutheran......................80
65 Viterbo.......................................64
Pepsi Challenge in Sioux  Falls
118 Northwestern.............................90
106 Wis-River Falls ................. ot  105
xxx
49 North Dakota .............................71
78 North Dakota State ....................80
90 @Neb-Omaha..................... ot  96
97 @Northern Colorado ................80
89 Augustana .................................81
62 @North Dakota State ................72
90 St. Cloud State ..........................82
76 Mankato State ...........................69
99 @Morningside..........................92
67 @South Dakota.........................75
88 Northern Colorado....................76
68 Nebraska-Omaha ......................63
63 @North Dakota .........................82
92 @Augustana...................... ot  90
60 @Mankato State .......................67
77 @St. Cloud State ......................70
76 South Dakota.............................69
99 Morningside..............................93
NCC Playoffs at Sioux Falls
91 Augustana .................................69
67 Nebraska-Omaha ......................65
61 South Dakota.............................47
NCAA North Central Regional 
at Grand Forks
92 Metropolitan State.....................79
51 North Dakota .............................54
—
1991-92 – WON 25, LOST 8
Coach: Jim Thorson
SDSU OPP
89 @Minn-Duluth..........................74
94 Midland Lutheran......................74
87 Dakota Wesleyan.......................75
104 Southwest State.........................57
101 Wisconsin-Parkside..................51
102 Teikyo-Westmar ........................72
86 Black Hills State ........................63
102 Wayne State...............................63
94 Hastings ....................................70
74 @North Dakota .........................75
75 @North Dakota State ................66
66 Nebraska-Omaha ......................64
82 Northern Colorado....................75
104 @Augustana..............................91
72 North Dakota State ....................79
85 @St. Cloud State ......................75
67 @Mankato State .......................59
86 Morningside..............................72
72 South Dakota.............................73
64 @Northern Colorado ................86
69 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................64
101 Augustana .................................74
71 Mankato State ...........................57
80 St. Cloud State ..........................69
82 North Dakota .............................77
61 @South Dakota.........................64
86 @Morningside..........................73
NCC Playoffs at Sioux Falls
90 Morningside..............................79
67 North Dakota .............................75
64 St. Cloud State ..........................77
NCAA North Central Regional 
at Brookings
79 St. Cloud State.....................ot  74
87 University of Denver .................57
NCAA Division II Elite Eight 
at Springfield, Mass.
73 California, PA ............................84
—
1992-93 – WON 19, LOST 12
Coach: Jim Thorson
SDSU OPP
64 University of Mary.....................77
65 @Hawaii-Hilo............................67
91 #Florida Southern .....................78
99 #Chaminade..............................90
75 Winona State.............................74
106 Wayne State...............................72
69 @Black Hills State ....................60
93 Teikyo Westmar.........................66
73 Dakota Wesleyan.......................69
94 Doane ........................................81
64 Northern Colorado....................79
82 Nebraska-Omaha ......................72
69 @North Dakota .........................79
95 @North Dakota State ................69
74 Morningside..............................72
78 South Dakota.............................82
83 @St. Cloud State ......................90
76 @Mankato State .......................94
71 Augustana .................................66
69 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................67
77 North Dakota State ....................60
80 North Dakota .............................96
66 @South Dakota.........................70
52 @Morningside..........................55
70 Mankato State ...........................66
68 St. Cloud State ..........................50
72 @Northern Colorado ................62
77 @Augustana..............................74
NCC Post-season Playoffs
in Sioux Falls
69 Mankato State ...........................60
64 North Dakota State ....................68
85 Morningside..............................92
#Chaminade Silversword Classic in
Hawaii
—
1993-94 – WON 19, LOST 8
Coach: Brad Soderburg
SDSU OPP
84 Bellevue.....................................59
67 Minnesota-Morris.....................60
91 @Winona State .........................88
107 Northern ....................... 2 OT 101
74 @Wayne State...........................68
97 Southwest State.........................53
99 Dakota Wesleyan.......................63
104 Mount Senario ..........................90
79 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................76
78 @Northern Colorado ................74
80 North Dakota .............................74
73 North Dakota State ....................65
85 @Morningside........................100
49 @South Dakota.........................61
62 St. Cloud State ..........................64
72 Mankato State ...........................74
91 Augustana .................................90
71 @North Dakota State ................64
77 @North Dakota .........................87
89 Nebraska-Omaha ......................69
81 South Dakota.............................88
83 Morningside..............................79
68 @Mankato State .......................69
62 @St. Cloud State ......................46
82 Northern Colorado....................75
98 @Augustana..............................89
NCC Post-season Playoffs
in Fargo
53 St. Cloud State ..........................66
—
1994-95–WON 17, LOST 10
Coach: Brad Soderburg
SDSU OPP
106 Cornell.......................................69
85 Wayne State...............................60
71 @Minnesota-Morris.................64
84 @Northern State .....................111
81 Nebraska-Kearney.....................68
74 Dakota Wesleyan.......................80
72 @Mont St-Billings....................67
97 Mayville State............................64
65 @Augustana..............................67
94 Baker University ........................49
82 Nebraska-Omaha ......................63
72 Northern Colorado....................71
84 @North Dakota .........................79
77 @North Dakota State ................82
73 Morningside..............................63
78 South Dakota.............................87
67 @St. Cloud State ......................62
89 @Mankato State .......................61
64 @Northern Colorado ................70
54 @Nebraska-Omaha ..................55
71 North Dakota State ....................57
72 North Dakota .............................84
62 @South Dakota.........................63
61 @Morningside..........................73
68 Mankato State ...........................67
84 St. Cloud State ..........................77
76 Augustana .................................71
—
1995-96 – WON 24, LOST 5
Coach: Scott Nagy
SDSU OPP
85 Coe College .....................54
73 @Nebraska-Kearney..............85
86 @Wayne State..................64
118 Bellevue ..........................64
117 Mont St-Billings ..............86
84 @Dakota Wesleyan ..........71
81 Northern State ..................78
76 @Southwest State............57
96 Mayville State ..................57
83 Augustana ........................68
96 @Nebraska-Omaha...........(ot) 85
63 @Northern Colorado ..............54
85 North Dakota ....................79
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96 North Dakota State................(ot) 101
99 @Morningside .................83
89 @South Dakota................74
106 St. Cloud State.................89
89 Mankato State ..................83
90 Northern Colorado ...........64
85 Nebraska-Omaha..............63
82 @N.D. State ............. (ot) 81
71 @North Dakota ................96
82 South Dakota ...................62
94 Morningside.....................78
81 @Mankato State...............82
91 @St. Cloud State .............84
86 @Augustana ....................83
NCAA North Central Regional 
at Hays, KS
94 North Dakota State ...........88
90 Fort Hays State.................99
—
1996-97 – WON 25, LOST 5
Coach: Scott Nagy
SDSU OPP
94 @Minnesota-Morris ........75
92 Mount Senario .................63
94 Wayne State .....................86
90 #Black Hills......................87
92 #SD Tech..........................68
85 Dakota Wesleyan..............76
85 @Northern State ..............78
81 Southwest State ...............76
77 Huron University ..............65
91 @St. Cloud State .............99
82 @Mankato State...............80
100 @Augustana ....................97
64 Nebraska-Omaha..............78
73 Northern Colorado ...........44
95 @North Dakota ................84
88 @North Dakota State...........87
98 Morningside.....................84
52 South Dakota ...................60
97 Augustana ........................75
82 @Northern Colorado ............78
78 @Nebraska-Omaha..........71
98 North Dakota State............. ot 94
102 North Dakota ....................95
76 @South Dakota................82
101 @Morningside .................89
100 Mankato State ..................79
96 St. Cloud State.................77
NCAA North Central Regional 
at Brookings, SD
102 Nebraska-Kearney ............83
86 Fort Hays State.................74
NCAA Division II Elite Eight
at Louisville, KY
72 Lynn University ................78
#Rushmore Classic at Rapid City
—
1997-98 – WON 26, LOST 3
Coach: Scott Nagy
SDSU OPP
103 Mount Senario .................79
105 Dakota State .....................32
76 Minnesota-Morris ............62
66 @Grand Canyon ..............56
86 #CS-Dominguez Hills . (ot) 79
80 @Wayne State..................79
93 South Dakota Tech ...........72
95 @Southwest State............81
88 Northern State ..................87
99 St. Cloud State.................89
74 Mankato State ..................72
84 Augustana ........................66
90 @Nebraska-Omaha..........81
70 @Northern Colorado........68
100 North Dakota ....................78
76 North Dakota State ...........66
110 @Morningside .................97
98 @South Dakota................85
62 @Augustana ....................61
86 Northern Colorado ...........67
92 Nebraska-Omaha..............74
69 @North Dakota State .......81
92 @North Dakota ................88
100 South Dakota ...................76
117 Morningside.....................82
75 @Mankato State...............85
84 @St. Cloud State .............75
NCAA North Central Regional 
at Brookings, SD
93 *Metropolitan State ..........79
82 *Northern State ................88
#at the Grand Canyon Thanksgiving
Classic in Phoenix, AZ
—
1998-99 – WON 17, LOST 10
Coach: Scott Nagy
SDSU OPP
69 Minnesota-Duluth ............59
80 Wayne State .....................75
89 #Western State .................83
67 #Southern Colorado.........83
89 Gustavus Adolphus ..........78
83 Dakota Wesleyan..............53
105 South Dakota Tech ...........88
79 Southwest State ...............64
93 @Northern State ..............84
68 @Morningside .................82
91 @South Dakota................94
77 St. Cloud State.................78
76 Minn. St., Mankato ..........74
72 @Augustana ....................94
59 @Nebraska-Omaha..........72
55 @Northern Colorado........48
83 North Dakota ....................71
83 North Dakota State ...........82
74 @Minn. St., Mankato.......72
95 @St. Cloud State.......(ot) 99
94 Augustana ........................78
87 Northern Colorado ...........71
78 Nebraska-Omaha..............79
83 @North Dakota State .......89
77 @North Dakota ................75
69 South Dakota ...................66
91 Morningside.....................95
#Southern Colorado Thanksgiving
tournament
1999-00 – WON 21, LOST 9
Coach: Scott Nagy
SDSU OPP
71 St. Mary’s, Winona...........64
114 Minot State ......................82
64 @Hawaii Pacific...............99
101 #Doane.............................61
83 #BYU-Hawaii............(ot)  88
64 @Southwest State............63
99 Northern State ..................75
80 Winona State....................77
85 @SD Tech ........................69
69 Dakota Wesleyan..............52
98 @Minnesota-Duluth ........76
72 Morningside.....................80
58 South Dakota ...................68
68 @St. Cloud State .............80
71 @Minn St, Mankato.........64
91 @Augustana ....................71
72 Nebraska-Omaha.......(ot) 82
70 Northern Colorado ...........65
59 @North Dakota ................56
77 @North Dakota State .......84
86 Minn. St., Mankato ..........69
86 St. Cloud State.................91
85 Augustana ........................70
99 @Northern Colorado........76
65 @Nebraska-Omaha..........58
78 North Dakota State ...........77
92 North Dakota ....................77
83 @South Dakota................77
112 @Morningside .................91
NCAA North Central Regional 
at Denver, Colo
67 North Dakota ....................73
#BYU-Hawaii tourney
2000-01 – Won 22, Lost 7
Coach: Scott Nagy
SDSU OPP
93 #Adams State ...................62
91 #Fort Lewis ......................83
106 Sioux Falls .......................80
87 Dakota State .....................51
82 @Wayne State..................68
99 @Northern State ..............78
87 @North Dakota ................92
85 @North Dakota State .......68
99 Dakota Wesleyan..............74
102 Mount Senario .................56
91 Morningside.....................84
91 South Dakota ...................79
90 @St. Cloud State .............80
83 @Minn. State, Mankato ...69
95 @Augustana ....................98
83 Nebraska-Omaha..............57
76 Northern Colorado ...........63
85 @South Dakota................72
82 @Morningside .................83
72 Minn. State, Mankato .......66
79 St. Cloud State.................75
82 Augustana ........................90
80 @Northern Colordo .........77
74 @Nebraska-Omaha..........65
81 North Dakota State ...........83
94 North Dakota ....................84
88 ^Augustana ......................74
72 %St. Cloud State .............74
NCAA North Central Regional 
at St. Cloud, MN
80 Metropolitan State............91
#Best Western Rio Grande Tip-Off
Classic at Durango, CO
^NCC Playoff game at Brookings
%NCC playoff game at Vermillion
2001-02 – WON 24, LOST 6
Coach: Scott Nagy
SDSU OPP
66 @Winona State ................71
103 Dakota Wesleyan..............61
86 #Michigan Tech................89
89 #Minnesota-Duluth ..........72
83 @Concordia-St. Paul .......75
95 Northern State ..................81
94 North Dakota ....................77
97 North Dakota State ...........82
90 Sioux Falls .......................68
127 Minnesota-Morris ............60
101 @Morningside .................52
85 @South Dakota................75
79 St. Cloud State.................56
97 Minn. St., Mankato ..........66
96 Augustana .......................83
78 @Nebraska-Omaha..........74
85 @Northern Colorado........97
81 South Dakota ...................71
99 Morningside.....................60
87 @Minn. St., Mankato.......76
90 @St. Cloud State.......(ot) 82
94 @Augustana ....................76
83 Northern Colorado ...........71
87 Nebraska-Omaha..............76
83 @North Dakota State .......91
78 @North Dakota ................96
Wells Fargo Finals
at Brookings
91 St. Cloud State.................77
100 North Dakota ....................92
NCAA North Central Regional
at Brookings
96 Nebraska-Omaha..............76
86 Metropolitan State............87
#Minnesota-Duluth Thanksgiving
Classic
2002-03 – WON 24, LOST 7
Coach: Scott Nagy
SDSU OPP
75 #Truman State ..................54
69 #Northwest Missouri........71
98 %Colorado Mines............78
83 %Bemidji State ................66
83 Concordia St. Paul...........77
103 Dakota Wesleyan..............67
84 Sioux Falls .......................72
74 @Northern State ..............69
95 Finlandia ..........................57
95 $Fort Lewis ......................70
67 $Michigan Tech................66
90 @Minn. St. Mankato........88
77 @North Dakota State .......75
89 @St. Cloud State.......(ot) 94
94 South Dakota ...................82
72 @Nebraska-Omaha..........90
80 St. Cloud State.................57
73 North Dakota ....................70
83 @Augustana ....................50
61 @North Dakota ................68
85 North Dakota State ...........66
79 @Northern Colorado........63
69 @South Dakota................88
77 Augustana ........................58
93 Minn. St. Mankato ...........71
83 Nebraska-Omaha..............60
76 Northern Colorado ...........65
79 Minn. St. Mankato ...........65
65 >Nebraska-Omaha............80
NCAA North Central Regional
at Kearney, Neb.
84 Fort Hays State.................78
85 Nebraska-Kearney ............86
#Northwest Missouri Tip-Off
Tourney
%SDSU Thanksgiving Classic
$SDSU Holiday Classic
>NCC Wells Fargo Finals at St.
Cloud
2003-04 – WON 27, LOST 7
Coach: Scott Nagy
SDSU OPP
97 #Philadelphia Univ. ..........82
65 #Kennesaw State ..............50
91 #Northern Kentucky .........76
102 %Minnesota Duluth .........84
95 %Southwest State ............63
98 Si Tanka ..........................81
96 $Bemidji State..................85
97 $Tampa ............................77
109 Presentation .....................62
96 Northern State ..................57
75 @Concordia St. Paul .......74
85 Dakota Wesleyan..............61
88 Sioux Falls .......................77
102 $Winona State..................65
102 $Colorado Mines .............82
64 @Michigan Tech..............60
92 South Dakota ...................79
104 Nebraska-0maha .....(ot) 107
84 @Minn. St. Mankato......102
70 @St. Cloud State .............77
87 North Dakota ....................79
88 North Dakota State ...........64
88 Augustana ........................78
87 @Augustana ....................60
88 @North Dakota State .......71
73 @North Dakota ................66
90 Minn. St. Mankato ...........88
91 St. Cloud State.................69
63 @Nebraska-Omaha..........74
63 @South Dakota................78
74 North Dakota ....................63
69 >South Dakota .................73
NCAA North Central Regional 
at Denver
99 Northern State ..................80
69 Metropolitan...................109
#Disney Tip-off Classic in Orlando,
FL
%Mankato Tip-off Tourney
$ SDSU Thanksgiving Classic
$ SDSU Holiday Classic
>NCC Wells Fargo Finals at Omaha
2004-05 – WON 10, LOST 18
Coach: Scott Nagy
SDSU OPP
52 @Butler............................80
69 @Manhattan ....................73
87 Mayville State ..................51
66 @Illinois-Chicago............80
54 @Wisconsin-Milwaukee ..89
58 @Southeast Missouri ......59
60 @Marquette .....................76
69 @Denver ..........................83
60 Michigan Tech..................69
82 @Tennessee State ............80
56 $Wayne State, NE .......56-82
62 $Wayne State, MI .............71
49 @San Diego State............64
75 Buena Vista ......................65
78 North Dakota State ...........59
75 @Missouri-Kansas City...85
62 Morningside.....................70
63 Bellevue ...........................53
61 @Arkansas State..............88
70 Winona State....................59
78 Upper Iowa.......................48
55 Southwest Minnesota.......93
49 @Colorado ......................82
65 #Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras.58
55 #North Dakota State .........75
87 #Puerto Rico-Bayamon ....57
72 @Central Florida..............82
68 @North Dakota State .......57
$SDSU Burger King Classic
#National Independent Tournament
at Fort Myers, FL
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